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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLai

A, Iniroductlo?

Public policy for water is a national problem of major

proportions and significance. Industrial and domestic water

supplies have become increasingly inadeqmte to meet needs

throughout the country. The problem of developing power

sources from replaceable water resources becomes more pressing

as the reserves of irreplaceable mineral power resources de

cline, In every major river basin of the United States, the

annual losses from the ravages of flood are substantial. In

the arid regions of the nation, an expansion of developed water

rosoin?ces appears to precede economic expansionj and available

water supplies appear to offer an effective constraint upon

economic expansion in even the more humid areas. The Mid-

Century Conference on Resources for the Future concludedt

The Ration's base of water resources could be so dimin
ished during the next 25 years as to precipitate a series
of critical situations. Some ground water reservoirs
could be exliaused, pollution could creep farther along
the streams, the land cover of xmtorshed areas could
deteriorate further. Major needs for electric power, for
cultivable lands, for municipal supplies could go unmet

Mid-Centirry Conference on Resources for the Future,
"Water Resource Problems," Section III, A Mid-Centurv Look
Reooui-cos t Back.r^round Pa-pers. (V/asMngton, D, C,: Brookincrs
Institution, 1953), P, 3.



Historleally, private enterprise and public agencies

have collaborated in tbe developiaent of water resources in

the United States* Roy Hufftaan^ has suggested that the major

goal of public resource development in a capitalistic econoa^

is to increase the capacity of the i*esouroe base to support

private enterprise*5 Thus the federal government has spon-

eored programs and policies designed to improve the usability

of water resources of the nation for private enterprise#

As Huffman has put ItJ

Public programs to develop hydroelectric power and con
struct irrigation and drainage projects are not too far
removed from our historical experience wherein the federal
government subsidized canals and wagon roads, made land
grants to the railroads, and provided free public land to
private enterprises of all kinds.^

Public water resource development should be caiu'ied out

in the most econoale manner possible* This involves eonsidera*

tion of all possible uses for water resowoes, as well as of

all possible methods of supplying those uses. That use,

supplied by means of the appropriate method, which provides

the highest net benefits will be the most economic.

^Head, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural
Sociology, Montana State College, Boseman, Montana,

^Roy Huffiaan, "The Water Resource Problem." Farm Found
ation, National Conference on Increasing Understanding of Public
Problems end Policies, 1955,

^Roy Huffman, "Role of Private Enterprise in Water
Resource Development," Law and Contemporary .Problemss Water
fiesoup^es, (School of Law, Dulce University, Vol. XXII, No. 3,
1957)» pp. 434-35.



The choice of the projects which fulfill this criterion

from among all of the possible projects is mad© by the public

agencies on the basis of the benefit-cost analysis. The

benefit-cost analysis is an economic study of water-use

project effects. It Involves the collection of data perti

nent to water resource development in tenas of the benefits

which can reasonably be expected to accrue as a result of

project formation, and of the estimated cost of providing

these benefits. Central to the benefit-cost analysis is the

determination of the need for project goods and services, the

value of these goods and services, and the alternative costs

of the resources used in developing the project,5 After the

date relating to benefits and costs have been collected and

the two effects have been measured, their magnitudes are com

pared, If the benefits expected from a given project exceed

Its estimated cost, the project can be said to be economically

Justified. Those projects which .jprovld© highest "net benefits

can be said to be most ecpnoraical,^^ but this would illustrate

an application of the results of the benefit-cost analysis

rather than a part of the analysis"Itself.

^Subcommittee on Benefits and Coats, Proposed Practices
iSH Economic Analysis of Elver Basin Pro.lects; Report to the
Federal Inter-AFJSncy River Basin Committee. {vfasMnaton, D. C.,
United States Government Printing Office, May, 1950), pp. 3-12.

f P» 5.



Statement of the

In planning resource development projects, such as those

which provide reservoirs of water for Irrigation, facilitate

navigation, solve problems of water pollution, generate power,

enlarge domestic and industrial water supplies, Improve drain*-

age, and offer protection a^lnst the ravages of floods,

public s.gencies use the benefit-cost analysis as a tool for

determining the economic Justification of the various projects.*?'

This study is concerned with the United States Corps of

Engineers, the Bureau of Reclamation, the Department of

Agriculture, and the Federal Power Commission. By the terms

of the Flood Control Act of 1936, these agencies are required

to carry out an analysis of the benefits and costs of their

respective projects, and to recommend for developaent only

those projects which promise to return a surplus of benefits

over costs.

These legislative requirements point up the two aspects

of the benefit-cost analysis with which we will be concerned.

^Subcommittee, "Proposed Practices," eg. cit.. pp. 5-6,
The phrase "economic Justification" is used here in its widest
sense, encompassing the more limited "economic" and "finan
cial" feasibilities. Economic feasibility is achieved when
ever project benefits exceed costs, FinancisJ. feasibility
is attained when benefits can be associated with costs in
such a manner that repayment can be expected to occur in
proportion to benefits received. Ws will be principally con- --
cemed with the problem of economic feasibility* although the
problem of financial feasibility will be discussed briefly in
CJhapter iv;.



The first aspect includes "both the practices adopted by the

public agencies in conducting the benefit-cost analysis and

tjie cliaraoteristico of water resources wbicli seea to require

public rather than private develojpiRent# The second le the

use to which the finding® of the analysis can be put In select

ing and ranking projects for development»

1. The Public Agency Benefit-Cost Analysis

/  The major purpose of the benefit-cost analysis Is to
/determine how effectively proposed projects may be able to

us© economic resources, Ihe economic feasibility of aiay given

project is ascertained through tAie ratio of its expected bene-

^ta to^ts estiiaated costs,9 By a well established rule in
the use of the benefit-cost analysis, only those projects

which would result in a surplus of benefits over coats should

be considered for development,^®^ In multiple-purpose proj--

ects, no individual purpose should be Included which

benefits are not at least equal tojfehe cost of its inclusion,^

It is also recognized that investment in the individual pur

poses of water-use projects should be carried out to tlNk

point at which the marginal benefits fro® investment in any

given purpose will be equal to the cost of the lait se^ent

of investment.

Ibid.

^SiM.
'iMd.



fhus the benefit-cost analysis is essentially a marginal

analysis, and is entirely in accordance with the general re-

quirement of the economy that, if reso\iroes are to be utilized

most efficiently, goods and services are to be produced only

if their returns exceed their costs. Through the use of the

benefit-cost analysis, the public agencies are enabled to

consider the merits of each project, and of each segment of

that project, and to make recommendations for or against

development on economic grounds,

^  There is, however, a problem involved in defining benefits
and costs. In the private sector of the free enterprise

©oonoiay, the cost® upon which entrepreneurs base production

decisions are those which the fir® must payj the benefits

considered are the revenues which the firm can obtain from its

customers, k private firm may well produce benefits for which

it may receive no money return or incur costs for which no

money payment is paid. Such benefits and costs do not, however#

usually enter into tlM6 finn's production decisions. The firm's

^^Subcommittee, "Proposed Practices," on. clt., p, 3.
The subcommittee pointed oiit that development decisions might
well be made upon other grounds than the results of the benefit-
cost analysis, This does not imply conflict between economic
and political decisions, but rather that the economic analysis
as conducted by the public agencies is necessarily limited to
the scope of the agency, and cannot take into account all of
the ramifications of high level political decisions, ICven so,
the results of the analysis may prove to be invaluable in
aiding such high level decisions to be made in the direction
of greatest efficiency.



motive is to maximize net revenues (profits) over t3.me* A3l»

thougji the objective for public investment is similar (the

maximization of net value returns over time), the calciilation

of benefits and costs is more difficult because it la necessary

for public agencies to^tafee a much idLder scooiant of the_^fects

of public investment. Indirect benefits and costs which arise

as a result of investment, although aeasui^ble in monetary

teimts7'^nhot"~WualTy~be''explo ited'"bj' "private ' f loras * Intan

gible benefits end co^sjfMeh„dlt.-hCtt.-Xiel measurement in

monetary terms, and are Ignored private firms, must be given

a placeijn public investment decisions* Public agencie® will

usually have to take such effect© into account if the benefit-

cost analysis is to be complete.

A second problem is created by the fact timt a substan

tial part of public Investment in water-use projects is made la

projects vrhich are of tremendous scope, requiring exceptionally

large capital outlays, and often necessitating long lapses of

time before returns begin to accrue.

For both of these reasons, it is not s'orprising that a

major portion of the controversy surrounding the use of the

benefit-cost analysis as a yardstick in publ.ic Investment

decisions should concern the awithods used in computing the

secondary benefits and costs and in taking eccount Qf the tlae

factor.

-•#-



fh© majoi' purpose of the study will be, then, the exaai-

nation of the public agency benefit-cost aimlysis# and the

methods of its use, with these difficulties In mind. Parti

cular attention will be directed to such matters as the choice

of the time period over which the project may be expected to

jdeld net benefits, the choice of the price level by means of

which benefits and costs are to be valued, the interest and

discount rates selected to reduce benefits and costs to an

equivalent annual average, ©valuation of those Intsngibl©

effects which cannot be measured in monetary terms, and of

those indirect benefits and costs vfhlah srls© as res^alt of in

vestment In project but are not expressed through change©

in the prices of project goods and services, — '

Attention is also directed to the eondltions of supply

and demand in the water resources field which give rise to

divergence between market and social values. This requires

discussion of direct interdepmyiencies which do not operate

through the market mechanism, and of the effect of investment

Project life, the price level, and the choice of the
interest and discount rates are clearly related to the diffi
culty posed by time in public investment decisions. The
length of life assumed for the project deteraines the rela-
vent time period for Investment. The price level must reflect
the magnitude of benefits and costs at the time when they
occur. If benefits are to be compared to costs on any sound
basis when they occur at different points in time, they must
be made comparable by the use of interest and discount rates,

^^Intangible and indirect benefits and costs together
comprise the secondary effects which must be conaiieied in
public Investment decisions. These effects are usually ig
nored in the making of private decisions.



In wmt®r-use projects upon private profits Direct inter-

dependencies will occur whenever individuals and fims can

obtain the goods and services produced by the project with

out paying for th^aj or when the output of the project will

depend, not only upon its own use of resources and the scale

of its development, but upon the activitiiB of other projects

as well»^5 interdepeadenoies also arise out of Investeent

Indivisibliities and the dynamic process of investment

This type of interdependence operates throu^ the smirltet

mechanism, and will be of intex^sst in that maii^ of the in

direct benefits e^d costs of project development appear to

result from this source*^'^

S, Project Ranhing
_ .

After the benefit-cost analysis has been completed, and

the b^efit-cost i^tios of the projects have been computed.

14Tlbor Soitovsky, Two Concepts of Ejctemal Economies,"
Joumsd of Political Economy, ¥ol, LXII, April, 1954,
pPt 143-51*

Water
'John V, ETutilla and Otto Eckstein, K

iis £J1 s ATyplled SopnoBlc Analysis.
(Baltimore: The Jolma Hopkins Press,1958), pp. 52-50,

16
Tlbor Scitovsky, pp. 148-49.

17This appears to be particularly true of stemming bene
fits which arise in connection with the processing of the
iEsaedlate products of a water-use project.



the problem of deciding which of the economically justifiable

projects should be developed, and in what order, becomes of

crucial Importance, Disagreement exists, both among the

responsible public agencies and among writers in the field,

whether projects should be ranked on the basis of their bene

fit-cost ratios, upon the site of the surplus of benefits

which each project exhibits, or on the basis of the benefit-

cost ratios of the Individual purposes of the projects. The

importance of this aspect of benefit-cost analysis can hardly
!

be stressed enough, since all of the efficiency gains ob

tained through the use of the benefit-cost analysis could

be nullified by ah inefficient ranking system. ^

A secondary purpose of this study will be an evaluation

of this aspect of benefit-cost analysis. This requires examl-j'
nation of the effect of the Interest rate upon the scale of /

development, and the conditions under which capital Is made /

available for investment In water-use projects, /

We have set forth two objectives. The first oonsista

of an examination Of the practices of the public agencies

with respect to benefit-cost calculations, and the supply

and demand characteristics of water-use projects. The

second concerns the use which will be made of the results of

the analysis In allocating jniblle funds among the variety of

projects which have been Indicated to be justified In an eco

nomic sense. The first will constitute the major problemj



the second will be of conslderabl® importance^ but will be

larsoly incidental to the first#

3# Economic and Financial Feasibility

There must be, however, one Qualification amde to the

obdectives as outlined above. The benefit-cost analysis,
j

in its widest meanlns, involves deteraination of both eco-»

nomic and flimnolal feasibility. Hie first relates to compu

tation and comparison of benefits and costs expected to accrue

to any given project. If the benefits expected from the

project exceed its estimated coat, the project is held to be

©conoralcally feasible. Financial feasibility involves asso

ciation of benefits with costs in such a manner tliat those in

dividuals who receive the benefits will bear the costs. Al

though it is not Questioned that problems relating to financial

feasibility are of grsfflit importance, and must ultimately be

faced, it will be priimarily with the problem of economic feasi

bility that we will be eoneemed here. This appea.rs to be the

area within the benefit-cost analysis where the economist can be

JLO

Association of benefits and costs has been achieved, i
perfectly when the individual who receives benefits pays
exactly full cost of providing those benefits. If benefits
and costs are not so associated, there will occur a i^edistrl-
butlon of income which may or my not be desirable.

4*■ j
V 4



of aost assistance, and tlie area in wMch he can jaak® some

19
definitive sugsestions.

C, Basic

A t&w of the hasic concepts and definitions which are

generally accepted in the field of benefit-cost analysts

follow. Other© are added tbronghout the stmdy as the need '
for them arises*

It Is ass^eaed that, over the long ma, the eacpaadlng

eeonoffly will require ever Increasing aaoimte of resources

and goods and serviees to satisfy Increased needs resulting

from both population growth and hlgdaer living standards,

Ihe controlling principle of evaluating a project on the basis

of the dlffemnee in the effect on the &oonomy with and with

out the project is consistent wl^ this basic assus^tion,

the measure of benefits frcai any given project will be the

difference between the level of IneoBie which will be attained

with the project and that which would prevail if the project

were not imdertaken, —

Project services will have value only to the extent

that there is expected to be a need or desnuid for those I

This is not meant to imply that the economist can say
nothing definitive about the desirability of income redis
tribution, but simply points out the greater area of useful
ness which the economist will have in evaluating the physical
effects of tmter-use projects upon the general welfare.



fi«rvicfi»8* The ultimate aim of water reeouroe development l«

to satisfy human needs and desires# and the phmse "goods
I

and services" Is generally accepted In the literature of

heneflt-cost analysis as Including all objects and activities

which have the power of satisfying these wants, and which

may be inoreas*^ or decreased as a result of a given project#

Pundamental to the evaluation of costs Is the fact that>

when goods and services are utilized for a specific purpose,

these saale goods and services cannot be used for any other

purpose. From this It can be concluded that the economic

cost of using goods end service# for any specific purpose

can be calculated In terms of the value of benefits foregone

In the most likely alternative us® to be expected. If there

were no alternative use, the eonnomlo cost of the goods and

services would be zero. This would be far from the usual

case, however. It Is usually assumed that the value of goodie

and services produced would be about equal t© the market cost

of the goods and services used,®® This means that market

prices may be used to measure the beneflte foregone and,

hence, to meaeure project cQsts,:

,The term "project" may be taken to Include any progrs®

of water resource development undertaken the agencies of
*

the federal govemment either by themselves or concurrently

Subcommittee, "Proposed Practices," op, clt*, p, 9*



with non-federal elements. Usually the non-federal elements

which are considered to be a part of the project relate to

those measures which the federal government requires non«

federal agencies to undertake as a condition of federal

participation, '

Pro.lect costs are considered to be the value of goods

and services which are used in the establishment, operation,

and maintenance of the project, Including an allowance for

induced adverse effects, whether such effects are compen

sated for or not, Thus it is necessary to calculate not

only the costs involved in project construction to provide,

for example, for an increased supply of domestic and Industrial

water, but to include such costs as might be Involved In re*

duction of the supply of water for other purposes.

Associated costs are the value of the goods and services

needed, other than those included in direct project costs

above, to place the immediate products and services of the

project into the hands of the consumer. In the above example,

this would involve those costs which would occur In the process

of distributing the water to consmers.

Secondary costs are the value of the goods and services,

other than those above, which are used as a result of the

project. Costs of this type would include the cost of addi

tional processing of the immediate goods and services, and



any other costs over and beyond project and associated costs,

etssraaing from or induced by the project,

Primary benefits are the values placed upon the imme

diate products or services which result from development of

the project. In an irrigation project, for example, the

primary benefits would be measured by the increased value

of the crop produced by the irrigating farmer. This will, in
!

effect, be the same as the value of the water used. In a

hydroelectric project, the primary benefits can be measxired

by the value of the power produced by the project.

Secondary benefits are considered to be those values

added over ajnd beyond the values which accrue from the imme*

diate products and services of the project. They are divided

into two groups, those indirect benefits which are either

induced by or stem from the px^ject, and the intangible

benefits which occur as a result of project foimiation. In

direct benefits will be reflected in income changes, and can

be typified by values added in successive stages of process

ing of raw materials from a given project. Intangible bene

fits are not susceptible to monetary measurement in any ac

ceptable manner. An example of this type of benefit would

be provision of recreational facilities, A good deal of the

2lThis definition Is used since it states agency prac
tice, but a good deal of controversy has centered around this
very problem.



eontroversy In the llteratur© of tho field can. be traced t<^

confusion of these two types of effects« !

dovemiaent AKenoles
)

W© will b© concerned with the benefit-cost practices

of four govemisent agencies: the United States Corps of

Engineers f the Bureau, of Reclamation of the Department of

Interior, the Department of Agriculture, and the Federal

lower Commission, These agencies will usually be referred

to hereafter as the Coi^s, the Bureau, the Department, and

the FiP,C, respectively. These agencies are required (under

the terms of the Flood Control Act of 1936) to compare the

benefits expected to be derived from a water-use project

with its costs to determine eeonoaio feasibility.

Although all of the above agencies are interested, to

a greater or lesser extent, in projects of a multiple-purpose

nature, each of them has a specific im.nge of specialization

which undoubtedly influences the pattern followed by each in

evaluating benefits and costs, both for purposes falling within

the range of specialization «uid for those which lie outside

of it* The Department of Agriculture is legally responsible

for construction of watershed treataaent programs, for example,

and, although it Is often forced by technical conditions to

include other piuf^oses in its projects, those other purposes

are apt to be measured by the same set of criteria by which

watershed treatment programs are measured. In the same way.



the fact that the Bureau ie specifically charged with prob

lems of land reclamation may tend to lend some Influence in

the Bureau's evaluation of other purposes which may be re

lated to reciamatlon only by reason of the fact that they

are technically feasible within the reclamation project

structure. The same logic applies to the Corps and to

F,P,C,^^ This fact will tend to complicate the analysis

of the agency practices which follows; but failure to recog

nize the existence of both the problem and Its source would

tend to Invalidate a good deal of the value In such an

analysis.

The problem of water resource developaent la a complex

one, and Its complexity is compounded by the political values

which surround lt,®5 por this reason It seems best to con

duct discussion of benefit-cost analysis, as it relates to

this problem, In three distinct and separate parts.

But note the F,?,C, practice of securing benefit-cost
computations for purposes other than power from one of the
other agencies. Infra. p, 31«

^^John F, Tlmmons, "An Economic Framework for Evalu
ating ¥atershed Development Programs,*' Journal Farm
Economics, Fol, 36, (195^)*



X* Part I

The first part Is introductory in nature# It consists

of description of the practices adopted by the four public

agencies relative to the benefit-cost analysis in their

atteTipts to develop the mter resources of the nation# For

purposes of clarity, the agency practices are presented

without coament in this part, with evaluation and dlBcussion

reserved for Part II#

To facilitate ooaipErlBon of the practices of the in

dividual agency, the methods of treatment of each facet of

the benefit-coat analysis are dealt with individually#

This involves some duplication, but it has the advantage of

pointing up differences in the practices of the agencies.

This part also Includes a brief discussion of the legal

and administrative requirements for the use of benefit-cost

analysis, and the area of responsibility of each of the

four public agencies. It la felt that the differences In

function of these agencies may Recount, at least In part,

for the difference in methods of conducting the benefit-cost

analysis# Understanding of major functions of the agencies

should lead to a better understanding of the benefit-cost



2> Part II

Part II consists of discussion and ©valuation of the

practices of the public agencies with respect to the benefit-*

cost analysis* This part begins with a brief discussion of

Indivisibilities, conplementarities, and production constraints

as they apply to benefits and costs of water-use projects*

From this we move to evaluation of agency practices in cal-

ctilating benefits and costs*

This part will also contain discussion of the problems

surrounding the choice of the period of analysis, selection

of the price level, and detemination of appropriate interest

and discount rates* The analyses of these and related prob-

l«as which have appeared in the literature of the field will

be considered, with particular reference to the Report of

the Panel of Consiiltants to the Commissioner of the Bureau

of Reclasation,^^ and to the series of papers presented at

the Conferences on Water Hesources and Economic Develoimient

of the ¥©st,®5

Report of the Panel of Consultants, Secondary or In
direct Benefits pf Water Use Pro.lects* to Michael W* Strauss,
Commissioner, FJureau of Reciamation, (Washington, D, C,:
bnited States Government Printing Office, 1952)*

^^apers presented at the meetings of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, Water Resourcea
and Econoralc Development of the West. Reports No's, 1, 2, 3,
4, and 5» (Ropi'odueed by The Commitiee on the Economics of
Water Resource Development of the Western Agricu3.tural Re
search Council, 1953-54-55).



Finally this section will include a detailed analysis

of the tisos to which the benefit-cost analysis findings may

be put in ranking the various projects for development pur*

poses# This analysis will load into discussion of the avail

ability of funds for public development Of water resources#

The central importance of the latter for an efficient ranking

system will be discussed*

Throughout Part 12 such questions will be examined at

the followingt What la the coritrolling principle of the

benefit-cost analysis? Poos it Beftn« in effect, that net

benefits can never be larger than the difference in benefits

and costs with the project and without it? Should it be

asGumed that needs met by a project would be met if the

project were not constructed? By what procedure should the

benefit-cost analysis account for stiisulating expansion of

the nation's productive capacity? Can the procedures for

evaluating primary benefits logically be expanded to provide

adequate evaluation of secondary benefits? Should project

costs, associated costSj, and secondary costs# in terms of

market values, be considered an adequate measure of benefits

foregone from alternative uses? Should the effects of alter

native uses be compared with or deducted from the benefits

of project uses? How can measurements of benefits from a

local viewpoint be converted to represent the public view

point? Do secondary benefits and costs vary in any substantial



way for different types of oomaodities and for different

projects? 0«n an Identical procedure be used to evaluate

secondary benefits from irrigation, power, municipal and

industrial water supply, and other purposes? Shoiad savings

to power consumers fr^i lower rates be considered as a pri

mary or secondary benefit?

3, Part III

Part III presents concluding remarks concerning the

benefit-ooBt analysis and a broader evaluation of the benefit-

oost analysis as a criterion of water resources development

policy.

cpnciT^^l^g

Ctatly since World War II has any considerable amount of

work been d<me in the field of economies relative to the

benefit-cost analysis. Prior to that time, althou^^ eco

nomists wagaged by the several public agencies were concerned

with the problems inherent in its use, its application was

made generally subject to engineering requirements and by

individuals more interested in the engineering elements than

in the economio implications of the project. The legal re

quirement for its use as a yardstick for development osme

into being as late as 193^, with the passage of the Flood

Control Act, This act gave legal recognition to the impor

tance of allocating resources used in public develojmient



piH>Jecta in eueh a manner as to maximize the benefits to be

derived from such projects.

In 19^ the Federal Inter-Agency River Basin Committee

appointed a Subcommittee on Benefits and Costs to formulate

principles and procedures for determining benefits and costs

for water resources projects. The membership of this sub

committee was drawn from the public agencies responsible for

developaient of such projects. Inspired largely by the 1950

report of the subcommittee, a substantial number of articles

and studies have been published dtiring the past few years.

Most of these articles and studies have been directed at

specific aireas of benefit-cost analysis|26 Report of the

Panel of Consultants, the papers presented at the meetings

of the Aiaeriesai Association for the Advancement of Science,

a series of articles by such men as Roy Huffman, M, M, Kelso,

Glrlacy-'fantrup, Otto Eckstein, and John Krutllla, to men

tion only a few, fall Into this category. The work of the

last two men* however, holds special interest since It rei>-

resents the effort in the field of benefit-cost analysis of

'^^Thei:^ are, however, two books which have been published
within the past few months which delve deeply into the eco
nomic background of the analysis. The first, by Otto Eckstein,
Water Resources Bevelonment t The Economics of Frolect Evalu
ation, (Caiabridr.et Harvard University Press, 1958), has not
been examined. The second, John Flrutilla and Otto Eckstein,
Multiple Purnose River Bevelonment t Studies in Anolied
Economic Analysis" (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1958),
became available only as this study was nearing completion.



economists rather than of agrlcult\u:*al economists»

who have previously dominated the field* The work of such

agricultural economists as Roy Huffman, M* M, Eelso, and

Ciriaoy-Wantrup 3ms been of an inquisitive and critical

nature and of gcoierally high caliber. In maiqr eases, how

ever, one ims the feeling that their emphasis has been

placed more upon uses of water resources as they apply to

the agricultural sector of the economy than upon tlm eco

nomic interest of tlie nation as a wimle in these water re

sources.

In 1950 The President*s Water Resources Policy Com

mission completed a three volume study of water resources

in the tfnited states,^ Volume 1 is of special interest,

in that it represents one of the most coaqplete expositions

of water resources problems published to date. In spite

of the tremendous volume of factual Information which the

study presents, the study provides the surest proof that

benefit-cost analysis is in its infancy. The collection

of the socio-cconomlo data necessary to conduct a benefit-

cost analysis has only just begun. In a coi^par&tiv© siBise,

'The President's Water Resources Policy Commission,
A Water Policy for American People. Vol. 1, X&a Rivera
in Ajnerica's Future. Vol, 2, and v/ater Resources Law.
Vol. 3, (Washington, D, C,1 United States Government Print
ing Office, 1950),



Regional data are almoat completely lacking for many of the

important river systeaa* In many cases the lack of effec

tive channels of communication between the government agen

cies which colleot the data and the agencies involved in

water resources development hamper the efforts of the latter

in conducting benefit-cost analysis. The importance of the

ocllection and dissemination of the appropriate socio

economic data for benefit-cost analysis cannot be over

stated.

I #1
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PUBLIC AGMCY BENEFIT-COST PRACTICES

A, Introduction

Over the pest ®ie«liundr®d yeers, largely due to the

Inability of state and local groups to deal with the prob

lems inherent in the field,^ Congress Ims assigned increas

ingly broad responsibilities with regard to water resources
I

development to federal agencies.^ We are concerned with
\

the methods adopted to discharge these responsibilities by

four agenciesj the United States Corps of Engineers, the

Bureau of Reclamation, the Department of Agriculture, and

the Federal Power Conmiission. Each of these agencies is

primarily concerned with a specific area, or group of areas,

of water resource development. Projects which have as major

^Th© President's Materials Policy Coramiosion, Resources
for Freedom! Selected Eeuorts tp the Conrniission* Vol, V,
(Washington, D, C.j United States Government Printing Office,
June, 1952), p, 91.

2
The inability of state and local groups to deal effec

tively with water resource problems stems from the fact that
most of the major streams flow across state and/or inter
national boundaries. The Supreme Court has held (Kansas v
Colorado, 304 U, S, at 110, 1907) the,t the question of appor
tionment of inter-state streams is one of federal common law
which lies beyond the statutes and decisions of the states.



purpose flood control or navigation are assigned to the

Corps#5 Those projects which have reclamation of lands throu^

irrigation as a primary objective are developed by the Bureau,^

The l>epartment accepts responsibility for programming water

shed development to aid in flood control,5 and for small water

facilities which supply domestic, stock, and irrigation water.^

^e Commission tarn the function of facilitating private

development of water-power resources under "terms and condi

tions designed to safeguard public interest and protect other

water uses,,.,,,Althotigh the scope of the Coimnission's in

vestigative power is broad, its surveys have been primarily

concerned with power."7 since many, if not most, of the

water resource projects are multiple purpose in nature, each

of these agencies will frequently undertake development of

puiposes which lie outside of their special range of interest.

^President's Water Resources Policy Commission, Water
Resources Law, Vol. 3, (Washington, D, C.s United States
Government Printing Office, 1950), pp. 505-506,

^Ibld.. p. 506,

%, R. 8455, Pub, No, T38, Flood Control Act of 1936,
Jtme 22, 1936,

%ater Facilities Act, Act of Aiigust 28, 1937, 1, 50
Stat. 869, 16 tJ. S, C. 590r-590x,

^President's Water Resources Policy Commission, Vol. 3,
0T)« cit,. p, 507, The P,P,C, has authority to deteraine
whether power from federal projects can be used advantageously
by the United States for its public purposes. The Corps and
the Bureau are responsible for federal power development.



By the terms of th© Flood Control Act of 1936» the Corps

of Sagineers and the Department of Agriculture are required to

analyze the benefits and costs of water resouree development

a® they accrue to flood control and watershed development,

and to recommend for development only those projects for

\"rhich benefits exceed costs.

It is hereby recognized..•••,that investigations and
improvements of rivers and other waterways, including
watersheds thereof, for flood control purposes are in the
interest of the general welfare? that the Federal Govern
ment should improfve or participate in the improvement of
navigable waters or their tributaries, including water
sheds thereof, for flood control purposes if the benefits
to whomsoever they accrue are in excess of the esti
mated co8tB,»,,.,in their reports upon examinations and
surveys, the Secretary of War and the Secretary of Agri
culture shall be guided as to flood-control measures by
the principles set forth in section 1 (above) in the
determination of Federal interests involved,®

There has been no specific legislation to extend this require

ment to other agencies and other purposes, but administrative

acceptance has caused it to be used by all of the agencies.

Vlhile the requirement for a benefit-cost ratio has never
been incorporated into Reclamation Law, it was found to
be a useful administrative tool and has been adopted as
a part of official reclamation procedure. Congressional
committees apparently attach considerable significance
to the ratio,"

^Flood Control Act of 1936,

Karl Lee, Bureau of Reclamation, Boise, Idaho,
"Economic Implications of Recent Developments in the Bureau
of Reclamation," Water Resources and Economic Pevelo-Dinent
of the West; Institutions and Policies. Report No. 2, Con
ference Proceedings, Committee on the Economics of Water
Resources Development of the Western Agricultural Economies
Research Council, Bozeman, Montana, June 28, 29, and 30, 1954,
PP. 79-80.
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Moreover, all of the federal agencies concerned do evalu
ate such relative benefits and costs in considering
projects. 3-0

All of the agencies submit benefit-cost estimates for proposed

projects, and stibmit reoommendations for development of only

those projects which eachlbit a favorable benefit-cost ratio.

This chapter deals with the methods by which these fotir

agencies compute benefits and costs In conducting the benefit-

cost analysis. It is primarily expository In nature, with

comiaent and evaluation reserved for Part II*

There are substantial differences in the methods used

by the several agencies in calculating benefits and costS),

and in applying the benefit-cost analysis, which to a con*

siderable extent can be accounted for by differences in the

basic functions of the agencies. Increased emphasis upon

multiple purpose development has, however, caused considerable

over-lapping of these function®, The Corps of Engineers, for

example, may find it advisable, in undertaking impi^veaent of

navlgatioii facilities, to include pollution abatement, irri

gation, and hydroelectric power as additioaml purposes of its

projects* fhe effects of this over-lapping and of the differ

ences In methods of calculation are discussed in Part 11*^3.

^■Opi^sident's Water Resources Policy Commission, Ifol, 1*
££♦ £lt,, pp, 518-519.

3-lThese differences in methods of calculation and appli
cation, and over-lapping, are of considerable importance.
There might be compelling reasons for computing effects of
different purposes on different basesj there would not appear
to be equal reason for computing the same purpose effects on
different bases,



In the dlsousalon which follows, each specific purpose

and the practices of the four agencies relating to it are

treated separately. This involves some duplication, but it

1ms the advantage of pointing up differences between agencies,

B. Measurement of Tangible Benefits and Coats

The tangible effects of a project are normally defined

as those which are measurable in monetary terms,^2 Most of

the effects of water resource development can be evaluated

on the basis of market prices, or can be derived or estimated

indirectly from prices established in the market for similar

or analogous effects, or from the cost of obtaining the same

result by ths most economical alternative means,

1, Benefits

All of the agencies give consideration to tangible

benefits which enter into the benefit-cost ratio separately

from intangibles. The general basis for measuring tangible

benefits is presented first. The agency practices relating to

the measurement of such benefits from specific purposes will

^^Except whei»e otherwise noted, the source for the
benefit-cost practices of the four agencies is Subcommittee
on Benefits and Costs, Proposed Practices for Economic Analy
sis of River Basin Pro.lects; Report to the federal Inter-
Agency River Basin Committee. (Washington, D, C,i United
States Government Printing Office, Mey, 1950), pp» 58-85*



follow* In Table I the types of purposes for which each

asency oalculates benefits are stated.

The Corps of Engineers aeasures tangible benefits as

savings in costs, as reductions In losses, and as increases

in Incomes» directly resiiltins from project formation.

Bavigation benefits can tsisually be measured by the savings

in costs to shippers en improved waterways, while flood

control benefits will be reflected largely by reductions

in losses* Benefits accruing to both ptirposes, not measured

by the above method# show up as increases in incomes due to

Inereeaed use of the resources involved. All tangible

benefits are reduced by the amount of all costs associated

with developaent other than those directly connected with

construction of the project, These associated costs are the

costs involved in establishing# sm-lntalning, and operating

the project.

The Bureau of Reclaimtion measiarea tangible benefits

by the value of services rendered, except in the case of

livlgation, where benefits are measured by the contribution

of the project to national income* Estimates of benefits from

flood control are either obtained from the Corps or are ar

rived at by similar measures. The Bureau compares these

benefits with the total of construction and associated costs,

instead of reducing tangible benefits by the amount of the

associated costs and comparing the remainder with construc

tion costs as the Coi^s does.



TABLE I

COMPARISON OP AGB2JCX BENEFIT PRACTICES

Pr8.ctice Corps Bureau Department P,P,C,

Period of analysis . * • •. 50 100 perpetuity 50

Prevention of flood damage
To agricultural crops • ,
To business. Industry,
and coBBQeree , • » • «

, yes

i yes

yes^

yes*

yes

no

yes

yes

Increase in the value of
agricultural production

Direct effects , * , ,
Indirect effects « , ,

. yes
» no

yes
yes

yes

no

(b)
(b)

Increased utilization of
non~agricultural property ► yes yes yes (b)

%dro©lectric power
production

Direct effects » « « ,
Indirect effects * • *

yes
1 no

yes
yes

no

no

yes
no

Navigation • « , « « « , , yas yes no yes

Sedimentation control » * • yes yes yes (b)
Salinity control « • , * • . yes yes no (b)
Recreational facilities • . yes yes no no

Pollution abatement , , » • yes yes no (b)
Increased employment , . « no yes nao no

Fish and wildlife » . , . , yes yes ito no

Increased use of capital , no yes no no

Domestio and industrial
water supply « * » »♦ »

Secured from Corps and adjusted by historically based
price level.

^Secured trm agency responsible for project.



The D^jartinent of Agriculture aeasuree tangible benefits

by increases in gross lno(»ies on lands upon which project

laeasures are ins tall ©d» as increases in gross income less

increased cost of production on other Imids, plus reductions

in costs end losses on all lands. These benefits are then

c<»K^ared with project costs Kihlch Include both public and

prlTate expenditures for the installation and operation of

the project.

In all cases where benefits are expected to occur, other

than those restiltlng from increasing hydroelectric power

production, the Federal. Power Commission relies upon the agency

which will be responsible for the project to m^e the calcu

lation of benefit ralues. The method used by the Commission

la ©omputlng hydroelectric benefits is discussed below.^3

a. Prevention of flood damage

The Corps of Inglneers »eas\ires benefits from the pre»

Tention of flood dsamge as the amounts of reduction of flood

damage, coj^uted on the basis of damage frequency relations.

The amount of flood damage to be expected in a given area
varies with the magnitudes expected. Although the date
of occurrence of a flood of any given magnitude cannot
be predicted, the probability of occurrence of a flood
of any given magnitude In a specified period of time
such as 50 or 100 years or in a particular season of the
year can be estimated when adequate stream flow data

Infra., p, 36#



&i*e avaiXable, Aocot*3^1rigly» iiii© avorag© ©jcmual d83s,ge
to be expected frosi all floods that may occur in the perioci
"'i ^ project can best be eomputed on th© basis
^ ̂ expectancy in any one year of the various amountsof aood damage that would result from floods of all mag-

^tudes up to those approaching the maximum possible flood.
The difference in expected damages with and without flood
control is the benefit attributable to the project,^^

Daimge to land and other property is measured by the cost of

restoration or, where restomtion is impossible, by reduction

in land values caused by rec\n:*rence of floods. Damage to

agricultural cx*ops is measured by th® market value of the

crops lost, adjusted for any production costs not Incurred

at^ for axigr replanting possibilities. Damage caused by

interruption of business, industry, ceastnerce, etc,, is measured

by the net loss in income or by the added costs of operation,

whichever is less, to the extent that these losses and costs

cannot be avoided.

All of the other agencies calculate benefits fro® flood

control on essentially the same basis as th® Corps or obtain

their estimates as to the extent of such benefits directly

from the Corps, (Se© Table I), There are two minor varla»

tlons adopted, one by the Department of Agriculture, the other

by th® Bureau of Heclamation, The Department does not cal

culate damages resulting from interruption to business, commerce,

and industry. The Bureau adjusts the estimates of benefits

14-.^subcommittee, "Proposed Practices," cit.* p. 42,



from flood damage, as they are received from the Corps, by

a price level based upon the average of 1939-44 prices,^5

b. Increase in the value of agricultural production

fhe Corps of Engineers measures benefits resulting from

an Increase in the value of agricultural production by the in

crease in net farm income, fhis Is generally sxscepted as the

increase in gross farm income minus the increase in the cost

of production, Esetended ©ffeetei that Is, the effects of

increased farm production upon other than farm incomes, are

not uBimlly measured.

The Bureau measui^e the b^efits from an Increase in

the value of agr'icult^xral production by the contribution

which such an increase will have upon national Income,

These benefits are# however, computed on two levels. The

first consists of effects at the farm. Benefits at this level

are determined by the increase in the difference between gross

farm income and all farm eitpensee, plus the increase in wages

paid hired farm workers, plus the increase in interest pay

ments on farmers* borrowed capital. The second consider®

indirect effects beyond the-farm. These benefits are measured

by the added income resulting from an additional veliSBe of

agricultural products flowing through Industry and tJ^de,

^^See below (Chapter VIII) for a discussion of price
levels•



plus th® added incoiae from Increased purchases of goods and

services In the project area,^^

The Department of Agriculttir© calculates benefits from

the Increase in the value of agricultural production for

lands on which project measures are installed by the increase

in gross fam incoaes, with any increase in pirodiiction costs

accounted for as a part of project costs* For Imids other

than those on idiich the project features are located, the

bmieflts are a«>aBtired by the Increase in net farm income.

The Department does not usually i»i&sure the effects of in

creased agricultural production on non-farm incoiaeB«^7

^^These first are of the "stensalng from" variety, while
the latter are of the " Induced by",type. Stemming from
benefits are those indirect benefits which arise from pro
cessing the products of the project, from the initial product
throti^ its various stages to the finished product which the
constaaer purchases. Induced by benefits s,re those indirect
benefits which arise as a result of expansion of economic
activity induced by the project. The practice of computing
these two effects has led to violent controversy in tiie field,
since It attempts to measxire both supply and demand effects,
and to add together, A large portion of Chapter V Is
devoted to an analysis of this problem,

^"^Th© essential difference between the treatment given
this form of benefit by the agencies lies in their attitudes
toward indirect benefits. In cases where this type of benefit
is taken Into consideration by the Corps and the Depairtment,
It is valued as a percentage (10,^) of the direct benefits.
Only the Bureau attempts actual calculation.

imm
^ «■



c* Increased utilization of non-agricultural property

The benefits from Increased or higher utilization of

non-agricultural property are measured by the Corps in terms

of increases In earnings expected under average future coni»'

dltions due to changes in use made practicable by the develop

ment program# The annual increase in earnings is determined

by applying the current average rate of return associated

with the activity concerned to the increase in capital value,

except where the Increase in earning power can be directly

detenained# In the latter case* the values of such benefits

are measured by the difference in net income expected from

the use of the property, and resources used in conjunction

with it, with and without the project#

The Bureau measures such benefits by converting the

estimated future increases in the awurtcet value of land to an

equivalent annual average ©mount, using a standard Interest

rate of per cent#^®

Benefits resxiltlng from increased utilization of non-

agricultural property are computed by the Department of

Agriculture In terms of increases in pxx>perty values above

the capitalized value of all damage reductions# Estimates

of these increases are obtained either from studies of values

in comparable areas or by capitalizing the expected increase

T A
•^'-'Reduction to equivalent annual average amounts has

the effect of placing a present value upon these future in
creases ,



la annual land income. In either case the benefits are eon»

verted to an equivalent annual averas® basis by use of an

interest rate ranging from to 6^ per cent, depending upon

the sit© of the risk allowances set up to provide against

foreseeable risks,

d# Eydroelectrio power production

The Federal Fower Commission considers benefits from

increasing power production as the value at the bus bar of

the project for dependable and usable capacity during the

critical stream flow period, ai^ for usable energy froja the

average stream flow, Msed on the cost of capacity and energy

from the most economical alternative source of providing

power, Additional benefits are measured by the improve

ment in downstream power values attributable to the project,

reduced by the costs incurred by the downstream recipients

in order to realise the iiBproV€»d power values,

Tlie Bureau of Eeclamation computes the value of benefits

from hydroelectric power production in terms of the estimated

gross revenue to the project from the sale of power. The

total so obtained is then adjusted for any gains or losses

to downstream recipients. In addition to these "direct*'

benefits, the Bureau measures the indirect benefits from

hydroelectric power production by the increase in the returns

The alternative used is usually modem, low cost
private steam generation.



to th© power distributor, plus the saving;® to consumers from

lower power rates and benefits attributable to power from

the project in the final production of goods and serrleea.

This technique differs from that used by the F.P.C* only In

the calculation of the benefits attributable to power from

the project in th® final production of goods and services.

The Corps of Engineers computes the value of hydroelec«»

trie power production on the same basis as the Commission,

while th© Department of Agriculture does not usually cal

culate the effect of such benefits in monetary terms,

e, Havi^tlon

The Corps of Engineers measures benefits from improved

mvigation faeUitlea by ̂ e savings to shippers, as deter

mined by the difference between costs of shipment via water

jroutes and th© cheapest alternative method, or by savings

in water-carrier time and operating costs on an improved water

way which supersedes an existing waterway. This last is used

only when no suitable alternative is available for c<wi|Mirlson,

The Cor^s also adds the estimated recreatloiml value of harbors

and waterways to small boat traffic. This type of benefit

i» usually measured in terms of hours of use or In terms of

estimates of expenditures made to tahe advantage of the

facilities. If measured in terns of hours of use, a value

cf one dollar an hour is usually assigned.



MfRvlgation benefits are measured for tbe Bureau of

Reclamation by the Corps# The Bureau then adjusts the re

sults of Corps computations by the 1939-^ price level#

The Federal Power CommiSBlon also uses Corps computations#

but makes no adjustment. The Department of Agrlctilture does

not measure navigation benefits In monetary terms.

f. Miscellaneous

Benefits from sedimentation and salinity control are

measured by the Corps of Siglneers by the value of the damage

prevented or by reductions in costs and increases in the value

of seinrices provided and maintenance costs avoided, computed

in terms of damage frequency relations. Benefits from rec

reation facilities are measured by expected expenditures by

persons visiting the area plus general benefits to surrounding

areas. Benefits from pollution abatement are measured by

the coat of providing the most economical alternative method

of waste treatment or disposal, or, where no alternative

method exists, by reductions in maintenance and operating

costs of purification plants, ^e Corps places no monetary

value on fish and wildlife benefits ©r upon benefits resxilting

from increased use of capital.

The Bureau of Reclamation is the only agency which

attempts the measurement of benefits from improved fish and

wildlife and from increased employment. The first is based



upon the estimates by the Fish and Wildlife Serviee of the

expenditures of sportsmmi on fishing and hunting and of the

gross market value of fish and fur taken for commercial

purposes. The benefits from increased employment is measured

by labor's share of added Incomes, taken as part of the bene

fits from agricultural production and from power.

Benefits from salinity control are computed by the

Bureau on the basis of the value of damages prevented, by the

Increased use made possible, or by maintenance costs avoided,

calculated in terms of damage frequency relations. Benefits

from sedimentation control ajpe measured in much the same

Bianner except that, in some cases, they must be measured by

increases in the value of services provided. Domestic and

industrial water supply benefits are computed by comparison

with the most economical alternative supply or, in the absence

of an alternative supply, by determining the value of the

additional water to the consumer. Benefits from pollution

abatement are calculated in essentially the same manner.

The Bureau measures benefits from increased use of capital

hy assigning to capital a share la the increase in income

from agricultural production and provision of power*

!nie Department of Agricxilture meaaui^s benefits from

sedliientation control by the value of the damage prevented,

by reductions in costs or increases in the value of the

services provided, or by the value of the extended life of



the project facilities. Benefits from salinity OOntrol,

recreation, fish and wildlife, increased employiaent, pollution

abatement, and from increased use of eaplta.1 are not measured

by the Department.^®

t# Coats

fhere is less variation in the Cost pyaettoes of the

agencies than in their benefit pmctices. The project costs

which the e^encles raessui^ include all expenditures by the

Federal Grovemiaent and by all other agencies which tsls:e part

in the establishment, operation, and maintenance of the

project. These costs ere reduced to an equivalent annual

average in order to facilitate comparison with benefit®

expressed in the saae tors®. It Is" in this latter respect

that the major differences exist among the agencies.

a. Initial InvesfeBent costs

The Corps of Engineers includes, as initial investment

eoets, all costs Incidental to the construction of the project

subsequent to Congressioiml approval, such as labor, materials,

and equipment necessary to design imd construct the project.

Included in this category also are the costs of lands, rights-

2®Both the Department of Agriculture and the Corps of
anglneers assume that other equally profitable methods of
using capital could be employed, with the result that no
increased use can result from project foimation.



df-way for eonstruotion aM operation, danrnge eoBipensations,

atruottiral and utility relocations, reiaedial measures, legal

♦icpenses, overhead cost®, and all other costs incurred in

establishing the project, including interest during construe*#

tlon and allownces for contingencies, plus an allomnce

for the salTage imlue of the land but not for project struc-

ttires* The allowance for interest during construction is

set at three per cent for Pedeiml investments and at 3^ pai*

cent on non-*Federal investments,^^ The allowance for con

tingencies is on a sliding scale, depending upon the degree

Of refinement and the accura:cy of the data used In cost

determination, typically, the net aimual charges on initial

investment will be approximately 4,15 per cent on dorps*
projects.

The Bureau of ieclaiation includes as initial invest

ment costs the same items as the Corps, The smtjor

differences between Btsreau and Corps practices are the in

clusion by tJui of a salvage aJJlowance based on the

us© value resmlnlng In major project structures, and appli

cation of an interest rate of per cent on all costs,

Federal suid non-Fedeml, These two factors, in conjunction

^^Kon-Fedet^l costs are largely those costs which the
Federal Govemsent require® state and local agencies to under-
talce as a condition of Federal participation. An example
would be the cost of setting up required agencies to determine
repayment assessments.



with low«!p amortization and raplacemaat charges

can result In net annual charges on Initial in^estnient costs

of only 3«13 per cent as contrasted with the ^*15 per cent

of the Corps*

Initial Investment costs as computed \if the Department

of Agriculture are someehat more Inclusive than Is the case

for the other ftgenclea» partly heeause It Includes In total

Investment costs a charge for consequential damages, ehlch are

not calculated by the other agencies* Total Investment costs

are defined as all Federal and non-Federal costs subsequent to

Congressional approval of the project* These include such

costs of establishing projects as lator, materials, equipment,

lands, rights-of-may, engineering plans and designs, technical

aaslstance and supervision, and allowances for contingencies

and for guidance and assistance in relocating displaced

persons* The allowance for contingencies varies with the

degree of refinement of the cost data available. The major

differences between the Department of Agriculture and the

other agencies lie in the Department's treatment of conse

quential damages, Its failure to caloulate salvage values

for either the land or major structures ®r to set up an

amortization fund, and In the fact that It uses an interest

rate of two per cent on Its initial investment costs to re

duce them to avemge annual amounts* Ho salvage values or



amortization clmrg®® are assigned by tbe Department because

it assumes that its projects will have perpetual life. The

lower interest charge plus no aaortlaation charge cause thm

Department * s typical net ejtnual charges to be approximately

3.01 per cent.

The Federal Power Commission Includes in initial in

vestment costs sll costs for labor, materials, linds, rights*

of^way, damage compensations, structural and utility relo*

cations, and remedial measures needed to establish the

project. To these it adds twenty-fire to thirty-five per

cent to cover such additional costs as engineering, iraspec-

tion, legal expense, interest during construction, admini

strative and miscellaneous general expense, and an allowance

for contingencies. An interest rate of per cent for all

costs, Federal and non-Federal, is used t® convert non-uniform

costs to an equivalent annual average. The typical net

annual charges for the F.P.C. are approximately 5.65 per

cent. Extremely high saaortizatlon and miscellaneous charges,

plus the fact that no salvage value is assigned to either

project structures or land, cause net annual charges for

CoMBlsslon projects to lie substantially above those of the

other agencies.



Computation of annual costs

The j^esults of annual cost computation have "been pointed

out in connection with treatment of initial Investment costs

and in Table I. It is necessary now to examine the methods

Of computation upon which those results are based.

The Corps of Engineers calculates interest charges on

the total of the original investment cost without any de*

duetion for salvage values of the land. If Table II is read

aa dollars with relation to an original Federal investment of

100, using an interest rate of three per cent, interest

charges would be three dollars, Amortization charges, how-

ever, are based upon the Initial investment cost reduced by

the salvage value of the land. Again In terms of Table II,

using a period of analysis of fifty years and an interest

rate of three per cent, deduction of the salvage voJLue of

the land from total inltl^ Investment costs brings ©amorti

zation charges to ,80 la relation to aa initial Federal

Investment of 100,®'

The Interest charges are based upon the entire Initial
investment under the assumption that expectations will be
fulfilled and subsequent investment made at the same rate.
Under this assumption, amortization and initial investment
will exactly match at the end of the time period.

ox

-^Total sinking fund charges will be higher by the
amount of replacement charges, in this case .48,



TABLE II

ANNUAL CHARGES FOR A GIVEN HYPOTHETICAL
PROJECT CONDITION®

Item (

Investment In land
Investment In project works. •
Total investment

Period of analysis (maximum
for each agency is used) . «

Annual charges other than
operation and maintenances®

Interest

Amortization fund charges^
Major replacements^ ...
Taxes

Insurance,

Giross annual charges
(excluding operation and
maintenance. * • • • « •..

Deductions to allow for
remaining use valuer
(a) land .........
(h) project works, ....

Net annual charges .

Corps Department Bureau F.P.C,

3.00

.89

.48
small

4,37

2.00
none

1.01
none

3.01

none

2.50

.23

.52
none

2.50

1.03
.60
1.40

3.25 5.65

.07^ none
rtcr®

These amounts may be read either as percentages or as dollars
with relation to an initial federal investment of 100.

^Subcommittee on Benefits and Costs, Pro-posed Practices
fox* Economic Analysis of River Basin Projects; Report to the
Federal Inter^'Agencv River Basin Committee. Hay, 1950, Table
p. 85.

^The Department assumes perpetual life for its projects,
®Operatlon and maintenance charges vary widely for the

various types of projects tmder the jurisdiction of the several
agencies and have, therefore, not been included,

^The division of the sinking fund into amortization and
replacement is made for bookkeeping expedience. Total sinking
fund charges will be the sum of amortization and replacement
charges,

^Maximum allowance of fifty years beyond the original
period of analysis is assumed.



All costs, other than Initial Investment costSji over

the entire period of analysis, which are Incurred as a con

sequence of affltintalnln^ and operatins the project are tahen

into acooimt by the Corps through allowances for operation

and maintenance. Major replacement costs are converted to

present values, and interest end amortisation charges are

mad© upon stich values over the full period of analysis.

Interest costs are ocraputed by the Bureau of Reclamation

on the basis of total initial investment minus an allowance

for the present value of the land as salvage, and an allow**

anee for the i^maining use value of major structures. An

interest rate of 2-k per cent is applied to the roMiinder,

AmortiKatlon charsos are calculated in the same mamer.

In both cases the period of analysis could run as high as

one-hundred years.

The Bureau Of Reclamation is tmique in its method of

determining it® replacement costsi by virtue of its use of a

"net" iae©sur<»a©nt. Total replacement costs are reduced by

the present xise value of replaceable Item® on a straight-

line depreciation basis whenever the life of replacement items

extends beyond the life of the project as a whole. In no case,

however, is such depreciation extended for more than fifty

years beyond the end of the original period of ans-lysis.

All other types of costs which are incurred in operating

end maintaining the project are included as operational and

raaintei^nce costs# The Bureau makes no allowance for insurance



edsts, sln<5e the resewe for contlngendlea 1« adjusted accord-

Ing to the degree of kncvm risk, or for lose of taxes. It is

the position of the Bureau that increases and decreases in

taxes will offset on© another.

Since the Department of Agriculture assumes perpetual

life for its projects, it makes no allowance for aalTage

values or for amortization. This aeans that interest charges

on initial investment costs are made on the total of such

cost® and are included in annual cost in perpetuity. An

interest rate of two per cent is applied for this purpose,

The Department includes the allowance for replacement cost

as a part of maintenance cost, and computes the allowance by

dividing the initial cost by the estimated life of the item.^^

All costs, whether Federal or non-Federal, including increases

in costs of production on lands containing project features,

which are necesaaiy for operation and maintenance of project

investments in perpetiml life, are considered to be part of

operation and (maintenance costs.

Like the Department, the Federal Fewer Commission makes

no, allowance for either the salvage value of the land or

for major structures. Therefore the s-llowance for interest

on the initial Investment is made on the basis of total

The Department of Agriciilt\ire assumes that the project
will have perpetual life, subject to replacement of project
features as they depreciate.



initial investment at the rate of 2-| per sent. 1.03 per cent

of initial Investment costs is set aside for amortlEation

purposes. The fimd so established is Intended to amortize

•Mie investment cost in full over the period of analysis,

la addition to this rate for amortization, the P,P,C, &llo»

eates #60 per cent of the total Investment cost to an allow

ance for annual average replacement cost, .12 per cent to an

allowance for insurance cost, and l,4o per cent as an annual

fixed charge in lieu of taxes that would be paid to state

and local governments if the projects were privately owned,

(See Table 12),

The Commission computes operating and maintenance costs

as all costs, other than the above, as they are incurred in

the operation and imsiintenance of the project. In no case

are any costs computed for any project elements which are

not connected with hydroelectric power and the general admlnl*

stration thereof.

It is extremely difficult to compare agency estimations

of operational and maintenance charges. As stated by the

subcommittee I

In general, they appear to bo on consistent bases but in
amount they vary over a wide range due to the great vari
ation in project conditions encountered. The only major
point of difference in current practice is that the
Department of the Interior uses a selected historical
base level of prices in estimating its operation and



maintenance costs vhereas alX otlien agencies use prices
prevaillns at the time of the analysis.^S

ie fable II illustrates, howerer, there is substantial differ'^

ence in agency treatment of other types of annual clmrges,

A part of this difference lies in the interest 3mte selected

by each agenoy, both to ealculate interest charges and to

reduce aaortiaation aM replacement charges to equivalent

annual aiieragea» Another difference lies in the period of

analysis which each ag^oy assumes for its projects*. If the

hypothetical project considered in fable II were analysed

over a single time period for each agency, the variation In

annual charges would not be quite so wide, fo do so would,

however, be unrealistic since the agencies will seldom, if

ever, apply the same period of analysis to any given project.

fhe Corps of Engineers and the Federal Power Commission apply

a fifty-year limit to their projects as a means of allowing

for the uncertainty of predicting futxxre conditions and

events, mther tiiaii beeause of eer»tainty that the project

will fall to be economical beytmd that time period.^^ The

Bureau attempts to estimate the economically useful life of

their projects to the limit, relying upon rlsh allowances

and the interest and discount rates to compensate for

^^Subcommittee, "Proposed Practices," cit.. p. 84.

p. 33.



uneertalnty. D©pai*tinent of Agriculttxre always assumes

porpettial life for their projects under the assufflptlon that

future requirments for watershed treatments will Increase

aM that each project will have to be imlntalned in perpe

tuity

Choice of the Price Level

fhe soundness of project formulation and justification

ajtmlyses depeaado upon the accuracy of benefit and cost esti

mates, aaad upon the ability to mahe the two fully comparable.

This mkes the choiee of the price level, in terms of which

the values of the benefits and costs will be eicpressed, a

matter of crucial importance.

The Subcomittee on Benefits and Costs states?

Ideally, measurement standards in project evaluation
should reflect the interests of socie% as a whole.
As such, these standards should be concerned with real
costs and benefits,

If this were the case, the coat to society of resources used

for project construction could be meaaured by the sunount of

Other gooda end services for which those resources could be

exchanged at the time when they are to be used. It is, un

fortunately, not possible to establish and apply such a real

^'^Ibld., p, 84,

Ibid.. p, 16,



Standard of value. The legislators and planners who are re

sponsible for vmter resource development are, other consider

ations aside, products of our market oriented society, and are

accustomed to thinking in market terms, Xet future benefits

must he expressed in teinas comparable with more immediate

costs if the benefit-cost analysis is to have meaning. The

extent of the problem becomes apparent when one considers the

fact that the periods of analysis vary from the fifty year

period used by the Corps and the Commission, to the one-

himdred year period used by the Bureau, and perpetual life

assumed for its projects by the Department, Over such ex

tended periods, it Is possible for the price level to fluctu

ate widely.

The Corps of Engineers, the Department of Agriculture,

and the Federal Power Commission all use the price level

prevailing at the time of the analysis for calculation of

benefits and costs. The Bureau of Reclamation, however,

uses several price levels, its choice at any particular time

depending upon the types of benefits to be measured. For

calculating benefits from irrigation, the Bureau estimates

the average prices expected to prevail during the life of the

project. It is currently basing its estimates upon the 1939-

1944 price level. The future costs expected to accrue to

irrigation features are calculated on the same basis. Power

benefits are measured on the basis of the annual average



power rates expected to prevail over the life of the project.

Fish and wildlife benefits and costs are measured by prices

occurring locally within a ten year period immediately prior

to the time of analysis. Recreation benefits and costs are

computed on the same basis as for irrigation effects.

The major part of the Bureau's benefits, then, are meas-^

ured on the basis of a price level which is currently in the

neighborhood of one-half the prevailir,g price level. This

means that Bureau benefit figures will be far understated as

compared with those of the other agencies#

Dt Intangible Benefits and Costs

There is usually no attempt made by any of the agencies

to measure such intangibles as loss of historic or scenic

sites. Although these effects may be included in computa

tions, this is not normally done until after Initial Justi

fication has been determined. The values placed upon such

effects are based upon Fish and Wildlife Service estimates

of the use value of such sites as recreation facilities.

Other types of intangible effects, such as resettlement

and conseouentlal costs, are measured only by the Depart

ment of Agriculture, These effects are Included by the

Department as an offset to benefits, and their value is

established by estimates based upon experience in compar

able areas.



S* Comparison of Benefits and Costs

In comparing benefits and costs (see Table III), all

of the agencies place upon the cost side of the ledger only

those costs which they consider to be project costs. These

would be the cost of initial Investment plus those costs

associated with operating and maintaining the project. All

other costs are usually deducted from benefits. The benefits

figure with which project costs are compared Is thus benefits

net of all coats other than project costs. This aids in

achieving the goal set forth by the Subcommittee on Benefits

and Costs of conservatism in valuing project effects*

In general, it is preferable that estimates be on the
consei-vative side, and have a reasonably high degree
of certainty of occurrence,^9

The costs which are compared with benefits in Table III are,

then, only those costs which are considered to be "project"

costs. It will be noticed, however, that the Department of

Agriculture includes In this category the cost t© famers

of installation and increased operating e::epen8e, wliile the

Corps of Engineers includes the cost to non»Federal agencies

for terminals which are necessary for utilization of navi

gational facilities. The Bureau does not include the costs

to users In an irrigation program, but does include this on

Ibid.. p, 18.





the "benefit side as a part of the gross increase in crop

income.

In Tables 17 and V, the benefit-cost ratios of the

agencies are compared as they will be affected by the diver

gences in the treatment of indirect effects. Since the

Bureau is the only agency which calculates such effects, the

comparison is made between the Bureau results and those of

the other agencies as a group. Indirect effects are taken,

for this latter group,as being a ratio of 1.415 to 1 to net

primary benefits.^ The value of indirect effects will be

taken for these agencies as being established by this ratio,

i.e., 1.415 times the value of primary benefits. In both

cases, a five per cent credit for use of unemployed resources

will be applied. The benefits which are considered to stem

from the project from processing of project products are re

duced by the costs incurred in the course of processing.

In the same way a net figure is arrived at for those benefits

which are induced by an expansion of economic activity

Repoirt of the Panel of Consultants, op. cit.« p. 26,

^^Report of the Panel of Consultants, cit.. pp. 26-
28, The other agencies assume that the "3,000,000 of secon
dary benefits are derived from the f2,120,000 of primary
benefits. This provides the ratio of 1.415 to 1. They then
apply the same ratio to the net primary benefits. The ratio
would vary from project to project, depending upon the mag
nitudes of primary and secondary benefits.



TABLE IV

CALCULATION OP THE BENEFIT-COST RATIO
BY THE BUREAU OP RECLAI-IATION®'

Item Benefits and Costs Nets

Gross primary product
Less associated costs

Equals primary benefits

Steaming benefits
Less stemming costs
Equals net stemming • .
benefits

Induced benefits • .
Less Induced coats

Equals net induced
benefits

Total benefits net of
associated and
indirect costs , .

Project costs
Less 5% credit for
using unemployed
resources

Net project costs

Benefit-cost ratio m

110*000,000

112,500,000

124,000,000
oo nnn nnn

1,900,000

12,000,000

100.000

a 2•6$ to 1

», 120,000

.,000,000

15,120,000

11,900,000

Net nrlmary benefits = primary benefits - net project costs a
|220,000

Total net benefits s net primary benefits ■¥ net stemming
benefits + net induced benefits =s |3,220,000

®'Thls table is derived from Information found in the
Report of the Panel of Consultants, Secondary qt Indirect
Benefits Ifater-Use Projects, to Michael Strauss, Com-
missloner, Bureau of Reclamation, Oct. 1952, pp. 23-28.
It is probable that the Bureau's B/C ratio is somewhat
understated since no allowance has been made for salvage
values,



HABLE V

CALGULATIOM OF THE BEHEFIT^COST RATIO

BY THE OTHER AGENCIES^

Item Benefits and Costs Jlets

Gross primary product
Less associated costs

Equals primary benefits

Indirect benefits calculated
on the basis of the imtio;

of secondary to primary
benefits, estimated at
1.415 to 1

Total benefits net of
associated and indirect

costs

Project costs
Less 3% credit for using
unemployed resources

Net project costs

Benefit-cost mtlo

110,000,000

>ODD,000

P, 900,000
a 1,28 to 1-

#2,120,000

12,431,000

#1,900,000

Net primary benefits » primary benefits - net project costs a
1220,000

Total net benefits » net primary benefits ♦ indirect benefits at
1531,000

This table is derived from Information foimd In the
Report of the Panel of Consultants, Secondary or Indirect
Benefits of Water-Use Pro.lects. to Michael w, Strauss, Com
missioner, Bureau of Reclamation, Oct. 1952, pp. 23-28, The
Corps of Engineers would probably have a slightly higher B/O
ratio since this eaeample makes no allowance for salvage,
which the Corps computes.



induced by thus jsrojeet# It will be observed that this course

18 followed only by the Bureau,

The Bureau and the other agencies subtract associated,

or non-project, costs from gross benefits before project

costs are deducted. The net direct benefit figure is taken

to be the saae for all agencies, including the Bureau. The

net indirect benefits are, however, quite different. Appli

cation of the 1.^15 to 1 ratio to net direct benefits yields

a value of 1311,000 for the other agencies. Direct calotila-

tion of indirect benefits yields a net indirect benefit fig

ure of 13,220,000 for the Bureau, By dividing the total of

primary benefits and net indirect benefits by net costs, the

benefit-cost ratios of the agencies can be determined. In

the case of the Bureau, this means that we divide 15,120,000

by 11,900,000 and obtain a benefit-cost ratio of 2,69 to 1.

For the other agencies, a benefit-cost ratio of 1,28 to 1

is obtained by dividing f.2,431»000 by f1,900,000, It is

probable that the Bureau benefit-cost is somewhat understated

since no allowance has been made for salvage values, but

for tb*> same reason, the other ratio would pTObably be some

what low for the Corps of Engineers,
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PART II

INTRODUCTION

In Part I, the practices of the public agencies with

respect to the benefit-cost analysis have been outlined.

Part II consists of discussion of the various aspects of

this analysis and of some of the problems inherent in its

use.

It is assumed throughout-that the beeio-purpose of

the benefit-cost analysis is to determine jmd to

what extent resources are used moj^.effectively InJthe

project under consideration than in alternative uses. It

is further assumed that the appropriate measure of resource

effectiveness will be the ability of those resource^ to

produce net benefits. Resources will be used most effec

tively, then, when benefits most exceed costs. This requires

a careful examination of the methods of measuring both

benefits and costs. Economic analysis conducted by public

agencies must give full expression to social benefits emd

costs. This objective canj^ attained only by taking all

relevant costs and benefits into account, private and social

alike.



T"; ^

If efficiency in the development of water resources
is to b© achieved, devices for extra-market allocation
must be used to supplement the market. This requires
efficiency criteria which will take account of the
relevant social gains and costs to be used as an aid
in budgeting public revenues for development of water
resources,3-

Public agency practices will also be evaluated on

the basis of clarity of the results produced. There is

considerable value to be derived from an economic analysis

of water-use project effects beyond the Immediate decision

as to whether given water-use projects are to be developed^

Kueh can be learned from comparison of benefit-cost esti

mates made prior to construction of a project, and the

actual restate from that construction. The lessons learned

in such a comparison might result in improvements in the

techniques of measurement and calculation. It is desirable,

then, that values placed upon project effects, and offsets

to these values, be clearly defined.

In the following chapters attention will be directed

to problems created by the existence of Indlviaibilltles

and complementarities in water-use projects, to problems

of time in measurement of project effects, to problems of

divergences between private and social benefits and costs,

John V, Krutilla and Otto Eckstein, Multinle Purpose
j^iver Developmenti Studies in Applied Economic Analysis.
[Eeltimores The Johns Hopkins Fress, 1958), p, 53,



and to problems of ranking In project development. These

and related problems provide the fi^mevork for onr evalu

ation of public agency benefit-cost practicesi
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cmmt lit

MARKET AND SOCIAL VALUES

A, Introductton

point of view from whleh water-use project laenefits

and costs are considered is of major Importance in eraluating

the extent to which the bflwioflt-cost analysis is successful

as an ©oonomlc analysis, ^inoe public agencies aoid public

funds are concerned, all of the effects of doTslopmentj

private and social, must enter into the analysis.

The adequacy of result® obtained in project fonaiila-
tion and in evaluation of the justification and rela
tive desirability of projects depends upon how completely
a comprehensive public viewpoint can be realized} that
is, how completely ell effects on individuals and so
ciety as a whole can-be traced and evaluated in com-
l^rable tei^s , , , *

In this chapter attention will be directed to eltua*

tlons In which divergences B»y occur between private and

social benefits and costs. This requires discussion of

diffused benefits and costs, communal services, extexmal

•^Subcoiamltte© on Benefits and Costs, Renort to the
Federal Inter-Agenov River Basin Committee t Proposed Brag- .
tices for Eqonomlo Analysis of River Basin Pro .lee ts.
(Washington, D, C,i United S^tes Government Printing
Office, May, 1950), p. 6.



economies and diseconomies, eomplementarity end sxd&stltut*

ability between projects and project pTirposes, end adjust

ment to market prices to compensate for tax effects, tl»

presence of imemployed resources In tbe system, and addl#

tions to social overhead caused by the project*

and Sxtemal
leconomles

It is tiBually assumed that, under perfectly competi

tive conditions, the total output of a firm, when valued

at Baarket prices, will reflect the total returns from the

uses of productive resources In that firm* Under eqvdl-

IbritM conditions, the marslnal costs of the resoiirees

used in production would equal a^rglnal returns from their

use* This sets the limits for productive investment in

the firm,

There are, however, two situations in which invest

ment to the point of awMpglnal equality of costs and returns

will give rise to divergence betwe«m market and social

values, making it possible to reallocate resources in such

a manner as to increase welfare The first of these

^Tibor ScitovsS^, "Two Concepts of External Economies,"
Journal of Political Sconomv. Vol* LXII, April, 195^» PP« 143-
151.



situations will arls# whenever there is direct interdepen--

dense ajaong meiahers of the econoisy which does not operate

through the mjc'ket aeohanisj®, the second when in'restiBent

in one firm gives rise to increaeed profits In another

firm#^ Both of these situations are relatively comon

la water resource developaeat# "Hie objective of net benefit

ffiaxinlsation through developaent of water-use pi*ojects re

quires that all relevant coots and benefits, private and

soclsJ. allhe, be taken into account.

1, Direct Interdependence

Direct interdependenciea will affect the magnitudes

of both direct and Indirect benefits and costs, but their

effects will not be reflected throu^ the saarket aechanlsm.

Direct interdependencies will occur whenever individuals

and firms can obtain the goods and services produced by

the project without paying for then; or when the output of

the project will depend, not only uiK>n its own use of re-

soiirees and the scale of its developiaent, but upon the

activities of other projects as well. This involves, then,

problems of joint benefits derived from project formation.

^Ihid.. p. 144 and p. 148.



and Joint supply by different projects and by different

purposes vlthin tlie same project. It is probable tliat

direct Interdepcndencles exist between project purposes

well as between projects, A problem arises, there

fore, regarding the degree to which oomplementarity be

tween purposes ends and substltutability begins.

a« Joint benefits and Joint supply

The clearest exas^le of Joint benefits in d«smtad and

Joint supply is to be found In flood control purposes of

water-use projects, A storage reservoir designed and con-

.  structed by coraremity A to protect it fvm flood damage

will also pznctect community B in the eame reaches of the

river. The inhabitants of B receive the protection of the

flood control devices of A, but cannot be assessed a fee

for that protection. Protection for A alone might be too

costly in terns of the value which that community receives,

but the project might beocHBte ee^mcmicaULy justified in

terras of the aggregate value to A and B considered to»

gether,^

Sven if the large original outlay would be small if
divided equally among all beneficiaries, each individual

*'0f,» W, G-, Hoyt ahd Walter B, langbein. Floods.
(Princetoni Princeton University Press, 1955), pp. 229-230,
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alght decide t^t it would be in hie Intez^et to avoid
A cOHimitiaent to pay on the chance that the contribution
of others would E^k© it unneeessai^, Sinultaneously,
©aoh ml^t also be reluctant to coiamit himself for re
payment for fear others might fail to contribute, making
the cost to him greater, • , Pricing mechanics are not
equal to th^ collection of payment so long as protection
cannot be denied one who is delinquent without simultane
ously denying protection to those who willingly meet
their obligations. In the absence of extra-market in
centives, no private enterprise has an incentive to
provide ttie requisite services,5

!S3ae existence of wide-spread Joint betiefits in flood control

purposes of water resource projects renders it unlikely

that private Individuals will provide such services« Com*

anmal action will usually bo required.

Before flood protection can bo offered to even a limited

mottber of individimls in a flood plain, there is a certain

irreducible level of investment required,^ The initial in

vestment required may be quite large» and once made, will

offer protection to all individuals in the flood plain.

In addition to the indivisibility in investment in individ

ual projects, there is a certain amount of functional in-

toiNlopendettoe between flood control projects In a river

basin* This eontributes to investaaent Indivisibility to

-"John ?, Krutilla and Otto Eckstein, IIultiDle rumoi
fiivsr PeveloTaaent i Studies Jjj Applied Economic Analysis ̂
{Baltimore 8 The Johzis Hopkins Bress, 1958), pp, 55-5o,

P. 55.
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the extent that the success of a flood control pi»oject

In delivering the benefits which it was designed to pro

duce d4^M»}ds up<m investment in other projects above it.

Regulation of floods by the TVA system can be consid
ered as a four pronged effort: First, the acceleration
of flood threatening flows through the system? second,
the impounding of the contributary flow from tributary
otreamsj third, a flattening of flood crests by im-
poundago at projects close to the point of flood hazardj
and last, the gradml release of stored water following
the flood crest to regain storage capacity. The first
of these functions is accomplished largely by the chain
of main stream projects, ^e second is accomplished
by tributary projects having substantial i^eservolr
capacity, while the third makes use of both tributary
and sain-rlver storage,<

Eliialnation of a atora^ reservoir in the system will have

the effect of reducing the benefits to be derived from thoee

remaining. This vmy oreate an investment Indivisibility

necessitating a specific level of Investment In all of the

projects if the flood control purposes of the indivldtial

projects are to be economic end effective. It is this com

bination of collective demand and sizable initial invest

ment which leads the public agencies into the field of

water resouiNse development.

^Reed A, Elliott, "TVA Experience in Multiple Purpose
River Bevelopaent," Paper presented at the IMtlonal Con
vention of the American Society of Civil Engineers, Knox-
ville, Tennessee, June, 1956, p, 12,



^portimt aa are the Alver^eneiea oarket aM

social values for flood control purposes of water-uao

projects, the other purposes of such a project may exhibit

interdependeneios which are equally Impressiro, There is,

for example, o(mslderable interdependence betweeti stox^ge

in the headwaters of a stre^ua for production of hydro

electric power and the donffi^treemi ^neration of that power*

Thtis a hydroelectric project may add substantially more to

a power systea than the energy which it generates on the

site* To the extent that a hydroelectric |n»ojeet confers

downstreMi benefits upon other projects, there will be a

divergence between project aal social benefits if these

projects, are fiscally independent. The divergence will be

indicated by the difference between at site power genera

tion and the total generation effects attributable to the

project*

Storage provided at upstream reservoir sites will often
do double, and in some cases greater, duty as it con
tributes to the prime power generation of hydroelectric
power plants downstream* For example, storage provided
at the Hungry Horse site on the Flathead River of the
Columbia River tributary system can bo used to generate
212,000 kilowatts of prime power at the Hungry Horse
povrerhouee* Its contribution of prime power under co*
ordlnated system operation, at downstream plants cur*»
rently built or under construction, is nearly three
times as great* (628,000 kilowatts)«

®Johtt V* Krutilla inA Otto Eckstein, PP* 65-64.



differenee Taetween the returns which a private enter

prise eetald obtain frm the sale of 21S,000 kilowatts of

prliae power and the returns aceruins to the total prime

power oTitpu-t resiiltin^ fro® the interdependence of the

Hungry Horse site and the downstream sites yields en approxi

mation of the dlfferonoe between the proiect and eooial

values resulting frc«a developewmt of the Hungry Horse

site,^ that is, the value of the 628,000 kilowatts of

prime power produced at downstream plants as a direct con-

seqwence of Hungry Horse development.

To a consldereble extent, power production at t!M>

project site will depend also ujxjh the facilities of proj*

ects upstream, when upstream projects rely upon water stor

age. Helease of water from upetrwwi storage sites during

critical flow periods provides additional water supplies

for the downstream project, said, hence, a larger output of

primary power from that project,

Efficient investment in water resource projects must

take these interdependencies into account, in addition to

is poBslble that a private developer of Hungry
Horse might make a deal with downstream operators which
would emble him to share in this gain. This would, how
ever, only reduce the dlverg^ice, not ellmlmte It,



the i^etTims to the individual proJeet.^O fjiie requires

coordination of manas^aent to aaxijal®© sjstoa output rathor

than outputs at individual projects in the system* In any

event* calculation of benefits and costs expected to follow

from develox»sent of a epecific project site must be suffi-

elently broad to encompass doimatream effects* in terms of

both gains and losses to downstream locations#

All of the agencies except the Department of Agricul

ture* which does not usually evaltssLte benefits and costs

from power production, ealculate downstream effects as a

part of the direct benefits tiism increased power production#

It is not clear to what wxtmnt these downstream effects are

considered for such purposes «wb sedimentation control and

domestic and industrial water supplies. It would bo diffi

cult for benefits and coats from navigation facilities,

pollution at>et«»nt* sallnitj control* and flood control to

be calculated without taking dovmstream effects Into account*

sine© the Impact of tlvsse purposes generally occurs down

stream trm the project area. It can therefore be assumed

^®Hot© that agency practices with respect to calcula
tion of hydroelectric effects take downstre^-m benefits and
costs into account to the extent that those benefits and
costs can be directly attributable to development of the
specific project.

\-w' -- ^



that projaet effects ©n. dcvnstreaia piro^ects will cntor

teto agency calculations.

b. Intex^ependenco between purposes

There will be direct interdependence between the

purposes of water-use projects, as well as between the

projects# Most of the purposes of a project will eall

for storage of stream waters# If storage Is prowided to

meet the reoulrements of one purpose, flood control for

example, this easMi storage can frequently be used to serre

other purposes, suoh as recreation, power production,

navigation, and industrial and commerlcal water supply#^^

There is usually, however, a definite range of comple

mentarity within which this Joint use is possible# Out

side of this range it is possible to provide more storage

for any given purpose only by reducing the scale of other

purposes# Thus a specified degree of flood control at any

given point may necessitate curtailment of power output

which relies on storage reduction (by placing minimal flood

stomge requi3?ements upon the reservoir)# In the same

way, minimum channel depths for navl^^tion will place a

constraint upon the amount of storage that may be accumu

lated for other purposes.

I):) Id a m p# 69#



This can be explained by the linear prograoalng teoh*

nlques lllustmted in Plgoir© 1, Her^ the disousslon of

substitution between purposes of a project la conducted

in a aanner analogouE to that of factor substitution in

the usual analysis of the firm. The distinction here is

the assuiaption that there exists a ainioal requirement

for one of the two purposes considered. For simplicity it

is further asstuaed that the value of eaoh unit or output

of the two purposes is Independent of the number of units

produced, and that the same linearity holds for unit costs ,12

Thus each point on a purpose line (Z and X) will desig

nate (1) a certain physical output, (2) a certain value

of output, (3) a eertain cost of factors, and (4) a certain

net value of output. Each iso-value line will designate

combinations of the two purposes yielding the same net

benefits. Along any purpose line the net value of output

will equal the physical output times the net value per unit

and will be proportional to the i^sleal output. It must be

stressed tl»t the scales by which net value returns (not

benefits) are measured on the purpose lines are not neces

sarily the same, since tlae scale of each line reflects the

12
means that returns and costs will be constant

over the relevant production range.
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productivity of tho factoro ueed In that particular pur-

POBO and haa no eonneetlon with the net benefit scale on

any other purpose llne*^'

fhe two purposes under consideration will be flood

control and navigation# It will be asauaied that these

two purposes will be constrained by the storage available

(as represented by the dam and reservoir)# and by the

natural flow of the stream# These constraints are In

dicated by the lines SS and FP respectively# Since these

are supposed to be effective constraints# all scales of

the two purposes which lie above line SS and to the right

of line PF are impossible of attainment# A solution must

be sought within the area osyp. Any point within the area

C^TP represents a particular amovnt of storage and stream

flow which can he used simultaneously# Since the project

has the choice of operating at any feasible point# and

the objective sought Is OHMcimissstion of net benefits# a

point will be selected which lies on the highest iso—value

line possible of attainment <N^P^# etc.). The highest

iso-value line possible of attalnmant in Figure 1 is

and the relevant point on that value line will be Its point

^Cf# Robert Dorfman# "Mathematical or Linear Pro
gramming i A Non-Mathematical Sjcpoaitlon," American Ecpnos
ReylgS:* Vol# H-III# Ho, 5# December# 1955, p# 801,



of InterBection ̂ ith the constraint lines SS and FF, or

point Y, By dropping two lines froa this point, one

parallel to line 02 (navi^patioa), and the other parallel

to OX (flood control), combinations of purposes Z and X

which will restilt in a maximtsm of net benefits are found.

Thus OB of purpose Z and BY of purpose X (i«e», AY of

purpose Z and OA of purpose X) will aaxlsls# net beneflts,3.4

OJ of storage and m of stres® n,ow will be used for nawl-

gstion, and JS of storage and EF of stream flow will be

used for flood control#

let us notf introduce a furthar constraint and sssub®

that a slniBmsi of storage and strea® flow represented by

OS is required for pwpoae 2 because of indivisibility#

A new obtainable position must be sought# By drawing la

line EC parallel to the purpose line OX, It is found that

the best obtainable solution will be that In which 01 of

purpose Z and 00 of pwpose X are developed. This will

entail an increase in the aaount of navigation (Z) and a

decrease in the aaoimt of flood control (x)# lavigatloa

will be Increased In the amount of OS, with storage and

Btreaa flow for this purpose being increased by JJ* and

It will be rcii^iliered that constant returns have
b©€sn assumed#



EK* respeetlvely. flood control vlll "bo rodnood in the

Emoxmt of SA, with storage and stremis flow for this ptir-

3^s@ reduced "by and K* respectively, This hears

out the original siiggestion that beyond the range of com*

pl^entarity, a relationship of subatitutabllity exists

idiieh will entail sacrifice of aiaounts of one purpose to

obtain additional anounts of any other puii>ose# Oaloula»

tion of jpro^Jeot benefits and costs will require deter-

adu^tlon of the 3»nge of oc^plenentarlty and substituta- ■

billty between the purposes of the proieet, as well as of

the Interdependence between projects,

fhe agencies concerned with water resource develop

ment app^ME* to recognise this need,

The desired scale of development is that at which the
net benefits are at a maxliswa. That condition is net
if the scale of developraent is extended to the point
where the benefits addM by the lest increiaent of
extension of scope are ©qudl to the costs of adding
that increment. The Inereaients of scope to be con
sidered in this way are the smallest Increments on
which there is a practical choice as to inclusion
or omission fresa the projeot,d5

Where there exists a practical choice as to indue ion or

exclusion from the project, the scope of investoent in

any particular purpose may be either increased or decreased

^^Subcomittee, •'Proposed Practices," on, eit».
PP« 36-37.



ficcordins to net Ijenefits received* Ability to determine

ttie practicality of inclusion or omission of any particular

segment of a purpose requires knowledge of the range within

which one purpose can be substituted for another*

2* Investment, Profits, and Market Interdependence

Pirect interdependenoiea result from the existence

of joint dseaands and joint supply which operate outside

of the market mechanism* The type of interdependencies

discussed in this section oecranwithin tl3» mrket aeoh-

anlsa because of the existence of Investment indivlsl-»

bilitibo end because Inveetment is a dynamic process in

Which the economy may be moved aimy from, lather than to-

ward,equilibrium *

Investment in an Industry or firm will lead to an

expansion of its productive ea^icity, with the result that

the price of its product may fall and the costs of its

factors may rise,^7 If that product is used as a factor

of production in another industry, the letter's profits

will rise. This rise in profits gives rise to external

economies which will benefit firms* If a water-use project

16
fibor Seitovsky, pp* ci,^., pp* 148-149*
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Adds to th© supply of hydroelectric power to such on. extent

that the price of power falls for firms using that power

as a factor of production, the profits of those firms

will rise. The addition to profits constitute benefits

to firms attributable to the project. If the increase in

profits causes the firms to increase their output, and,

hence, their demand for electricity, the price of elec».

tricity will rise again. This could call forth additional/

inv-estment in the hydroelectric facilities, causing the

inrocesa to be repeated until equilibrium Is reached*

The profits of industry B, created by the lower price
of factor A, call for Invrestment and expansion in
industry B, one result of which will be an increase
in industry B's demand for industry A*b product. This
in its turn will give rise to profits and call for
further investment and expajMion in industry Aj and
equilibrium is reached only when successive doses
of investment and expansion in the two industries
have lead to the simultaneouB elimination of profits
in both,18

This is the basis for the Bureau of Beelamation^s practice

of calculating the Indirect bimeflts fnmi irrlsation on the

basis of the inoa?«ased volume of agricultural products used

in Industry.^9 with respect to the purpose for which the

i"Ibid.

^^It is, in fact, the basis for the measurement of all
benefits which result fr<Kfl reduction in coats.



dynamic procesB Is almost certain to occur, namely Indus*

trial cooling and processing water supply,^ none of the

agt^oies calculate the benefits from increased pj^oflts.

As productive capacity is expanded, the costs of

faotoxia used in production may rise* As Krutilla and Eck

stein have pointed out, the profits of railroads in parti

cular Imve genemlly risen because of the development of

irrigatioii projects,

Since freight jmtes are generally set for wide areas
and are unlikely to be altered by the regulatory
bodies as a result of an increased volume of freight
from one relatively small area, the "pecuniary exter
nal eeonoffliea" to railroads serving fanaeiMa become
significant,21

!Sie inercsised cost of factors are not measured specif

ically by any of the agencies, although benefits from in

creases in the cost of labor and capital will show up in

the Bureau of Reclamation oalct^lations throu^ its measure

ment of benefits from increased ̂ ^<^«nt and increased use

of capital.

^"^It is extremely probable that incTe&&m in the demand
for water sufficient to cause the price of water to rise
will call fojrth additional investment in water facilities.
This is largely due to the relationship between water for
industrial uses and water for domestic consumption, and
the concern of authorities for adeqiwtte supplies of water
for both uses,

PI V, Krutilla and Otto Eckstein, clt,, p# 59,



It Is IlksXy tbAt th« sffsets of direct lntez*dspexi«*

denoies will b« refXeeted ia ths benefit •cost eaXotiLations

to a much greater extent than wlXX those interdependeneies

which operate without the market mechanism* A good manj of

the direct Interdependency effects will, howerer, appear

in those calculations as intangible effects and, hence, wUlbe

used when deeldlng which projects should be develojwd first,

but not used to determine whether the project is economically

feasible* The effects of interdependeneies which occur

through increased Inwestment and rising profits will usually

be reflected only in the b<meflt calculations of the Bureau

of Reclamation* Both types of interdependeneies will, how

ever, give rise to important divergences between market and

social values. The market orientation of the benefit-cost

analysis, as applied by the public agencies, causes many

of these divergences to be ignored*

G* Adjustment Prices Reflect Social Values

So long as it eaa be assumod that market prices ade

quately reflect the opportunity costs Involved in the use

of resources in water-use projects rather than for some

other purpose, these prices will reflect the social coat



involved in the use of those i^sources, Eut this epproneh.

yields an accurate reflection of social valises only under

conditions of perfect competition. As soon as there is

any variation from those conditions, the concluslone

reached under the terms of those conditions fail to apply,22

5'or this reason, It is probable that the figures derived

on the basis of market prices irill have to be corrected

If an accurate picture of the social value of benefits

and costs from water resource development Is to be ob

tained,

B, Chenory suggests three adjustments which amst

be made before full social value can be derived, pirst,

correction must be made for tax, subsidy, and tariff poli

cies j secondly, a correction must be made for administered

pricesI and, finally, a oorrootion is necessary for the

presence of Idle resources in the economy.

Prom the point of view of the public Interest, some

taxes are not a real social cost of the type that la In

volved In the use of goods and services in development of

r t. h ^ Ssssz 2X International EconomjISiiSZ; Ssit ̂  ̂felfare. Volume II, CLondon: Oxford
University Press, 1955), Chapter VII,

23H, B, Chenery, "The Application of Investment Criteria,"
Quarterly >Toumal of Economies, LXVII, February, I953, pp, 76.96,



water-use projects.

The only real cost engendered by the project is the
increased cost o? the goremiaental services that are
required. Allowances tor taxes would be adequate if
project and assofilated eosts Included all increases
in the 008ts of government services considered essen
tial for realisation, of project benefits

Market prices chouild be corrected for any excess of taxes

above this amount,®5 in a&m^ way, and to the same

extent, a correction should be made for the effect of sub

sidies upon market prices. The real cost to society of

the project goods and services will be the marginal coats

of producing those goods snd services. There are, however,

no adjuatments made by the agencies for these effects.

The only allowance made for taxes is the allowance for

tax revenues lost to state and local governments due to

project formation. This allowenee is discussed in Chapter

IV and is quite distinct from the type of adjustment referred

to above.

®%ark M, Regan and John Timmons, "Current Concepts and
Practices in Benefit-Cost Analysis of Natural Resource Devel-
opmente," Water Resourcos Seonomie Pevelonment of the

Benefit-CQet Analysis. Report Ho, 3, Committee on the
Eoorioialcs of %'ator Hesouroes Development of the Western Agri
cultural jEconomlos Research Council, Berkeley, California,
March, 1954, p. 12,

the extent that tax effects are uniform throughout
the economy, adjustment to amrket prices for project goods
and services could lead to an increased divergence. This may
be particularly true for sijich taxes as those upon profits<
Considerable care in applying and adjustment for tax effects
will be required in such a case, to insure that adjustment Is
made oidy for relative differences in the project effects and
those In other spheres.



A correction shotild alao be laad© for addltioi^ to

eocial orerbead wblch are laade necessary by project devel

opment, Galenson ared Liebenstein have pointed out that,

if mew schools, hospitals, etc., are required due to for-

mtion ©f the project, the extra capital and ox>eratlng

expenses must be added to project costs if total costs ere

to reflect the entire social cost of the projeet,^^ Unless

the uorkers thraaselves pay the taxes which finance this

addition to social overhead, th# opportunity cost of labor

in money mge terms will normally not reflect this social

eosti Thet^ are no adjustments made to compensate for in

creased social overhead# Market prices are used to value

project effects under the assxMptlon that they reflect

only the opportunity costs of the resources used and nothing

more# This leads to mis-statement of those effects#

The use of price sM incene ateaeurements In benefit-

cost calculations lends a national bias to analysis x^aults.

For this rea8<m it will probably be necessary to make an

adjustment in ̂ e project calculations to compensate for

the effect which the project mi^t have upon regloml price

Qalenson and H, Liebenstein, ̂ Investment Criteria,
Productivity, and Economic Developaent," terterlv Journal

Bconomios* LXIX, August, I955t P* 360#



levels* Most of the project benofite will occur within

the region and may significantly affect regional prices.

If the regional price avei^ges are above the natiox^l aver»

ag©s> benefits from the project will probably be someihat

overstated in real terms, Ihus, in eases in which the

effect of *^10 project upon the average price levels of

the region is different than that of the nation as a whole,

adjustment must be made in the results of the analysis.

ikjR tlu» Sube^aittee states t

Special treatment will be required whenever the project
production is sufficient to affect materially the rela
tionship between aj^a and national averages,^

This adjuafeaent will be required to reflect the values

to society from avoiding higher prices in the case of price

reduction and the eoet to society involved in a general

price rise under price increase. If the regloml average

of prices after the project Is undertaken lies below the

national average, benefits from the project will be higher

by the amount of the difference. If the regional price

level lies above that of the nation as a idiole, a downward

adjustment of project benefits in the amount of the differ*

ence should be made. This adjxzstment is made by the public

agencies according to the method Indicated above.

Subcommittee, "Proposed Practices," jjp, p, 20,



far® ©Mulf lioweTar, ta evoia oyer-eorreatlon,,

If 1?®for© ■ -yi® is*oJ©©t mr& imd©rtak©ii a discrausnej Im#

©Kisted between the regional and national ijrlo© 1©t@1©i

this al^t provide an offset to tb© adjoataent, fbls would

depend, 'however, npon the side upon vhioh the disorepsnoy

lay* If regional prices prior to the project were lower

tlmn the mtion&l average, ®M lower still after the projeotf'

the relevant ad|tistaent woiild be only tJm aaomt of th© riN»

dnction.

iD^ to this point snoh trftditionally aeoepted area®

of adjnst^ent as those which imst be sad® for the e3tis-»

tenee of deereesiaas costs have been largely ignored# Social

i^tnms can nsmlly be Increased by «pandiiig |»odnctioa

to the lowest point m the average social cost carve, so

long as the econoaies gained are of the irreversible vari

ety,®^ Rier® is, however, s<»e qtiestlon whether such an

Miustsent should be wide in the price level or should be

treated ee^iiettely as an addition to benefits# la general

the effects of suoh econoides will show up as both an iSf»

crease in production and as a reduction in cost and could

M calculated' on either basis#

S# Sills and M» Fellner, "SKtemal leonoiaies and
Pisecononiea," Reprinted In American Ikjonoale Association,
Readings in Price TheoCT# edited by '{leorge d# Stigler and
'Senneth S# Bouiaing, (OMeago i Richard D* Irwin, '1210#, 19S2)f.
:|^# 256-259#.



Ab Otto Eokstein has pointed out, industries such as

transportation and oommmication may very well be operating

under decreasing cost conditions in sparsely populated

areas, "Phis would mean that any project or project

facility which would utilize the services of such industries

would aeasur© the social cost of those services "by aarginal

costs rather than by the higher avemge cost, fhe benefits

of the project should reflect this saving. The agencies'

practice of measuring benefits and costs by market prices

does not, however, give expression to this type of benefit.

In somewhat the same context, Krutllla suggests that

interdependence of investment may lead to an additional

project benefit which is given only passiij^ attention in

current benefit-cost calculations. He refers to the role

which project formation may play in incr^slng the mt© of

capital formation in under-developed regions,

•  « • resource progrmas of the kind undertaken by the
federal government should focus attention (within the
limitation of their statutory authority) on influencing
the supply ftmetions of factors for which demand is
highly responsive to secularly rising inooa© nationally.
These factors may be referred to as "strategic" factors.
They will consist of productive factors for which de
mand will be relatively elastic both with respect to

^^Otto Eckstein, "Investment Criteria for Economic
Development and the Theoiy of Intertemporal Welfare Econom
ic®#" Quarterly Journal of Economics. LXXI, February, 1957,
p, 62,



prlo0 and Inoosa®, and favoratly Influenced toy changing
technolOQT and ta#te8#30

DeTelopment of projects which offer supp^Xles of tlMMse

strategic reaouroes will do mich to attract external capital

to the region* This will toe particularly true If these

resources are required toy industries which have a product

demand of hl^ price and Inooaie elasticity, since such in

dustries can toe expected to respond readily to changes In

regional supply schedules, that is, can be expected to enter

into production quickly as regional supplies of resources

toeoome more abundant*

Krutllla also stresses the possibility that stlonila-

tlon to capital fonaation slight be derived from triggered

development In addition to development stimulated by shifts

In factor supply. He cites as evidence the increases In

capital formation In the Tennessee Valley which resulted

from agglomeration economies, as industries moved Into

the area to take advantage of the presence of basic Indus

tries whleh had been attimioted by the ahlft In factor supply

caused by watsr development*

'®John V* Krutllla, "Criteria for Evaluating Regional
Development Programs," American Economic Review: Papers
and Froceedtnp-a. Vol. XLV, Ho. May, 1955. p* IsTT^

^^Ibld** p* 128.



Th© initial deirelopment at Calvert City took plae© in
1948 when Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing Company
erected a hydrofluoric acid plant. In addition to
fluorsimr, the basic requirements of the fina were
relatively low-cost electric energy, large quantities
of processing and cooling water, end water transpor
tation for shipaent of sulphur and salt. Concurrently
the Pittsburgh Metalliirgicel Company built facilities
for producing feri*oalloys to reallae savings throu^
5oint developaent of docking and rail facilities.
Pennsalt added a chlorine plant which, along with
B, P. Goodrioh's plans to locate vinyl chloride fecili-»
ties in the area, prompted construction of a calcium
oarblde and acetylene plant by Air Reductlon«32

fhere were many other additions, each building on the other,

until only ten year® after completion of the Kentucky Dam

project, the total investment in new production facilities

approximated seventy million dollars» just slightly less

tban the total investment in the iaeject.33

Calculation of project benefits and costs should be

sufficiently broad to Include social benefits and costs*

In cases in which market vaXues do not reflect the full

amount of social bimefits and costs, an adjustment should

bo made in the results of the beneflt-oost analysis to

ccaap^sate for the divergence. Because of the assumption

'®S2ia.
"jMa., pp. 128-X29,



of the agenoies that aia^'ket prieecs '#111 reflect the fvai

opportunity costs of faetore used in development of water-

use projects, aany of these adjustments are not made, with

consequent mis-statement of project benefits and costs.

Moat of the divei^enee between aarhet and social

values which x^sult fi^ia direct interdep«aidenc© operating

outside of the market meehanlsm is compensated for, however,

at least to the ejetent that the agencies can estimate the

values which Individuals place upon such things as flood

protection, recreation, and Improved navigation facilities,

Sownstream effects of l^droelectric projects are calculated

and inclu<dMd as a benefit for the project under evaluation,

•fhe agencies do not, however, consider the benefits accru

ing from systeia operation in the other direction, that is,

upstream. This is an inadequacy in current agccioy practioes,

Failure to measure upsti»eaffl effects points up the aspect of

t>enefit-©ost analysis, ae apj^ied by the public agencies,

which is most susceptible to criticism, namely, the esqSiasls

jdaeed throu^ the analysis upon project rather than system

justification.

The divergence between market and social values which

results from interdependence operating within the market

mechanism enters directly into the calculations of only the

Bui^u of Eeclamatlon, These are calculated as indirect



effects of project construction, Tiie other agmicies assuiiiwi

that this type of h<Kiefit will amount to ten per cent of

the clirect "benefits from project constructicm^ and apply

tMs correction as a type of super-aumerair© of project

C0ffl5truCtl<Kl»

The agenoies* practice of evaluating project benefits

and costs in terms of market prices (or In terms of a

projected price level) l^Mtds to mis statemficit of project

effects; since taxg subsldyj end tariff effects will cause

a divergence betwem aaapket and social values, at least to

the oxtent that these effects differ for the japoject than

for the private sphere. The ageneles do not normally

ifflsike any adjustment for this typ« ot divergence. Neither

do they sake adjus^ent for inereases in social overhead.

The effect of project develops^t upon decreasing

cost iadustrles and upon capital forsaation on the regional

level should be oaloulated as addltioml benefits to the

project. Both of these enter into agenoy oaleulatloiuj

only imperfectly, being irofleoted only in price and Incoae

changes. It may be, however, that these may be am^g the

more important of |a?ojeot effects and should be calculated

directly.

The effect of develojmient upon regional price levels

calls for adjustment in agency calculations to the extent



that the regiosmi effect differs from the national, or from

the iirevions regi<mea-national prln© relationship, fhe

agenoiea do aalce this adjustment, reducing project benefits

%dxen the regional price effects move above the national

average, increaslns project benefits when the regional

price effects lie below the national averege.

ir
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CHAPTER IV

PROJECT EFFECTS I DIRECT, INDIRECT, AND INTANGIBLE

Th©r© ar© two stops In the calculation of project

benefits and costs. The first takes the form of an analy

sis of existing and potential demands for the goods and

services expected to be produced by the project, including

estimates of the uses which can be expected to be made

of project goods and services and of the prices which

these goods and services can be expected to command. The

second step involves calculation of the values of increases

and decreases of goods and services under expected future

conditions both with end without the project, the differ

ence between the two representing the effects of the project.

The first step consists of measurement of demand for

the goods and services of the project; the second consti

tutes a study of the supply conditions of these goods and

sorviees with project construction and without it. Both

steps are essential to an eoonomio analysis of benefits and



b/' ' ̂ ;

costs, and both steps are followed by the agencies in

volved in water resources development.^

In this chapter attention is directed to problems

involved in calculation of direct, indirect, and intan

gible effects. Some of the major problems will concern

measurement of benefits resulting from reduced prices and

cost reductions, comparison with alternatives, measurement

of stemminp; from and induced by benefits and costs, and

the general problas of computing the values of intangible

benefits and costs. In the final part of the chs-pter, the

problems of salinity control, benefit or cost of produc

tion, taxes as a project cost, project Influence on the

level of economic activity, and cost allocation will be

dlseuesed.

Following are definition of some of the terms which

will be used throu^out the chapter.

Direct are the value of the Immediate products

and services resulting from the facilities of the project.

They are generally measured as the savings in costs, re

ductions in losses, or increases in incomes, althoxi^ the

^Cf,. Subcommittee on Benefits and Costs, Report to the
Federal Inter-Agencv River Basin Committee; Proposed Prac
tices for Sconomlc Analysis of River Basin Projects, (ifa'sh-
ington, D. C.t United States Uovemment Printing Office,
May, 1950).



Bureau of Heolamation measures the benefits from irrigation

by the effect of the project on national incomet

Direct eosta are the value of goods and services used

for establishing, maintaining, and operating the project,

and in making the Immediate goods end services of the proj

ect available for use or sale. These coats are usually

evaluated in terms of market prices under the assumption

that these prices will reflect the opportunity costs of

the resources employed,

are the values added over and above

the value of the immediate goods and services of the

project. They are of two types, induced ̂  benefits and

steaming from benefits. These types of benefits are

measured directly only by the Bureau of Reclamation, which

computes their value in terms of income changes. The

other agencies assume that indirect benefits will be a

percentage of direct benefits and calculate them on that

basis.

are indirect benefits which arise

as the result of added purchases made by individuals and

firms in the project area as a result of project invest

ment, ®he total value of induced ̂  benefits is the total

of the added profits and increased employment from this

increase in purchasing.



Stemlmt from benefits are indirect benefits arising

from the increased flow of goods into the general economy

resulting in increased supplies of goods as factors of

production for processing industries and In increased amounts

of goods available to ultimate consumers. The process used

by the Buimu of Reelasmtion ealls for evaluation of net

values added to project goods and services throu^ all

stages of production up to the o<msumer* These net values

added are considered to constitute the value of stemming

jCeogx benefits,

.Indirecl^ popts are the costs which ere necessary for

further processing of project products and any other costs

over and above direct costs which stem from or are Induced

by the project*

Intangible effects are those benefits and costs which

have no market value, and which do not enter Into money in

come changes. These effects are usually calculated by the

agencies in descriptive terms but do net enter into the

analysis for purposes of economic justification.

Separable costs repjpesent the difference between the

cost of a multiple purpose project with and without in

dividual purposes. The separable cost of a puiT>ose thus

represents the cost of adding that purpose to the project#



Joint ooets represent the aiffereneo between the cost

of the multiple prurpose project as a whole and 'Uie total of

the separable costs for all project piirposes*

and Costs

Slrect benefits and costs are estimted on the basis

of expected dmaand for the products of the project under

oimdltione with and without the project* The direct bene

fits attributable to the project are considered by the

agencies to be the value of any reductions in costs to

firms whloh use the products and services of the project

as factors of production and of ai^ increase in the volume

of production, Where the goods and services have a market

value, actual or estimated, calculation Is comparatively

simple.^ In other eases, however. It la usually necessary

to measure these effects in terms of the cost of production

of the most econcmioal alternative*

!Oi«re a3N8> problem asHeas In the measirement of

direct benefits. In the ̂ asiireaimt of benefits deriving

from irri^tion, for esample, it would be extremely mis

leading if the effect which increased production from

^Calculation Is relatively simple, but the results of
the calculation ml^t have to be adjusted for divergence
between market end social values as outlined in Chapter III*



irrlsatea. lands might have upon sov'smaent payments undei?

a farm priee support prognua ifere not taken Into account.

Even thou^ it may he oonfld^tly expected that increases

3ji the level of population will ultimately lead to pres

sures upon the supply of food and fiber,^ present Inoreaset

in agricultural production might lead to increased expea-

dlt\a?es by government to support th® priees of the goods

produced. Benefits expected to accrue to water»use projects

should be adjusted downmrd sufficiently to account for any-

net increase in farm price support payments occasioned by

project formation.^ Such an adlustrnwit is not usually made

by any of the agencies, and their benefit-cost calculations

cKre Incorrect to the extent that increased payments result

fre® project formation.

Where project d«velopss®t Increases the supply of a

good sufficiently to cause a reduction in the price at

idd.eh that good ciux be sold» two probl«Bss arise. First,

^Of*. L. h. Boger, "Discussion of the Demand Side,"
Journal pf Farm Economics. ?ol. 36, 1954, p. 801, Ervln L.
Feterspn, Agricultip-c. Oolimibla Basin Issue. (S®a.em,
Oregonj Oregon State Department of Agriculture, 1951) p. 2*

^®his adjustm^t will be necessary only on a net basis
so long m the govemment is not forced to store and hold
the products. If the product is removed permanently from
the market, the benefits from the increase in production
will be sero.



there 1» a prohlea as to the appropriate priee at vhlch

to value the output j seoond, there Is a problea as to the

tla© period over irMoh the price reduction will reasiii la

force#

fhe prohlaa oonoemlng the appropriate price for

valuation arises out of the fact that the price of the

new output vary from unit to unit# For l^s r^soni

neither Wm price which would hold in the abseme of the

project nor the price at which the last unit of output

will sell will adiniURtely reflect the value of the out»

put* Irutilla and Eekstein have suss^'^t.ed that;

If the developaent of a multiple purpose project in*
creases the supply of a sarketsble product sufficiently
to Influeno© the prioe at which the total can be mar
keted# the drop in price calls for special treatment
in estimattns the value of the project output* The
abrogate increment in supply is represented by the
amount which coiild be collected if each unit of the
block of new output could be offered separately for
sale at the price it could ccHaooand#^

To the extent that the demand function is linear, the value

of the increase in output will be ai^roximately that of

physical units watiplled by the average price for

which would sell* This |n*oblea is not resolved by

the agency practice of valuing output at market prices or,

5johii ¥, ICrutilla and Otto Eckstein,-'aojm V, iirucii.i.a ana otco iscks^ein, matinie ̂
l^ver Development t Studies in Applied Eoononiio g©yel<
"(Baltimoret the yp-hns Hopkins Press, 19^), p* ?4,

aent>



as the Bweau does. In tei?as of a pro^eeted price level.

The former method applies the price which would hold In

the absence of the project; the project price level applies

the price at which the last unit of output will sell, Ciuv

rent market prices will over-value benefits from increased

production where this increased production results In lower

prices, fhe projected price level will tend to under-value

benefits from this source.

mm problem concerning the time period over which the

price reduction r^itains in force is caused by the fact that

dei^nid sufficient to clear the market of the increased pro-

duotlosi may develop without lower prices, but lower prices

may bring it into betns Sdoner.^ If this is true, the
price of the product will rise again as soon as

has increased enou^« %"droelectric power production

offers a case in point. Tim per capita d<nsand for power

in the Pacific I^orthwest is probably relatively low when

compared with other areas of the country. As markets de

velop in the Pacific Portlarest for increased quantities of

goods eaid services, industries will have an incentive to

iAi. 'V. I^elso, and E, Grant, Reuort of
M ff.,Motetst Secondary Benefits and Costa,

to isicliael if. utmuss, Commissioner, Bureau of Reclamation.
Vfashlngton, B. G,i United States Government Printing
wfiee, 19523i p. 15.



enter into production of those goods and services in the

region in which they are deiaanded# Power is a factor of

production, and as such, its cost enters into production

decisions. Lower power rates make it possible for Indiis-

tries to begin produotion In the region ao<mer than would

ot^rwlse be the case, but it se«iii likely that suoh pro--

duetion is likely to occur ultimately with or without the

lower powcn* rates, Thus "tee period of time over which the

benefits derived from the increase in production will be

of finite dumtlon,

fl^re are two mea6in:*e8 of direct b^ieflts used by the

agencies, the value of increawsed produotion and reduction

in costs, Tim probl«M» of the appropriate price for valu

ation and that of the time period over which the price

reduction will be in force will affeot both measures, A

close approximation of the oorreet prloe by which to evalu

ate project benefits from Increased production under these

conditions would appear to be "ytie average price over the

life of the project# Benefits from reductions In costs

will accrue only as long as the price reduction prevails.

Since the agencies calculate tb® values of increases

decreases of goods and services under expected future con

ditions with and without the project, it can be assumed that

feoth of these probl^ are recognised, although the prices



used to vmlue tliaso benefits will probably not give an ade-

Quato aeasijre of either the benefits fro® Inoreaeed produc-

tion or those fro® r^uction of coats.

Benefits fr«na water^uee projects are llraited by the

cost of altewiatives. It is necessary, therefore, that

the benefits and costs of slt«pnatives raust be ccraputed.

Alternatives to water^ueo projects are of two types# %ere

is first the possibility of obtaining frc^ other sources

benefits sinilor to those which would be yielded by the

project# For example, the alternative frequently t2sed as

a measure of hsrdroelectrie power benefits is modem pri

vately owiMNSl stofttt gsnemtion of eleotric energy,7

second type of alternative is that in which benefits are

secured by using resources differently, in oonatructins

schools, highways, and hospitals, for eacample# If net

benefits are to be ®axiaised, a project should be cOiBiwtired

with both types of alternatives, end the net benefits from

the project should be computed as the difference between

in'ojeot bmefits end of its closest alternative after

all costs have be«c deducted#

fhm public agencies compute the benefits and costs for

the first type of alternative, so®tr as It is possible#

"^Subcommittee, **Froposed tmetlces,'* gp# cit,. p. 76#



In theory, the broadest possible range of alternatives
for any given objective should be considered but it is
recognized that in practice, the range of alternatives
that can be considered at regional levels may be limited
by the information available at such levels. Also,
there may be alternative possibilities that are not
known to an agency responsible for project analysis,
Nevertheless, consideration of alternatives on the
broadest possible basis should be given fit all levels
of responsibility and necessa3?y information for that
purpose should be exchanged among the Federal agencies
involved and utilized at appropriate levels of project
analysis and review,®

Ihis can be interpreted to mean that both types of alterna

tives should be considered. It is safe to assume, however,

that present levels of information make it likely that alter

natives other than those which provide similar benefits are

considered, if at all, only at the highest levels. Atten

tion should be directed to collection of data and improve

ment in channels of communication which will enable full

consideration of both types of alternatives.

There is usually very little difficulty Involved in

tlfce calculation of direct project costs. They are generally

laeasured in tenas of market prices prevailing at the tine

the costs are incurred. As indicated above,^ there say

be adjustments required in these prices to compensate for

p* 37.

^Supra. pp. 62-84,

oi-a
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subsidiesj, and tariffs, and direct project costs

should includ® Increases in social overhead caused by the

|*ro3ect*

Indirect Benefits and Costa

Indirect benefits ai^ costs are generally defined as

benefits and costs in activities stemming from or induced

by increased production made possible by the project. In

direct benefits in irrigation, for eamrmple, are held to

be the "values added by transporting, processing, and dis

tributing the adUied farm products from the project, plus

any TOlues added by other activities steaming from or in

duced by the project,"^® ^ese benefits are usually ssbbs-
ured by the difference In net incoise in secondary activities

under escpected conditions with and without the project.

Use of the "with ai^ without* measure gives expression to

the indirect costs of handling the increased output of the

project,

10Subooaffllttee, "Proposed Practices," p, 4o,
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1« Cibanges in KatlonaX Incomo

As Inaioatsd above, indirect benefits and costs are

nsnally asstm^ to be reflected In changes in national

income, and, if market prices can be assnmed to reflect

opportunity coats, these ohanges will be in real terms.

An increase in real national income may take two possible

forms* first, employed resources may be shifted from leas

to more productive uses; and, second, resources that would

otherwise be unemployed mli^t be put into use,

fhe productivity of resources ©on be increased by

giving them a more plentiful supply of complementary re

sources with which to work. This aspect of the water-use

project is of considerable significance to regional develop

ment, As Krutilla has pointed out, the nmltlple purpose

development of the Tennessee River produced a considerable

shift in the region's resources supply schedule by Increas

ing the output of power In the area; while development of

an Inland waterway and a water control program increased

both the supply of low-cost water transport and of high

quality processing andi cooling water,^^ All of these arc

John V. Krutilla, "^Criteria for irraluating Regional
Development Programs," American SeonQmle Review* Papers
and ProoeedlngSi Vol, XLV, No, 2, May, 1955* PP» 126-131,



basic Inputis in eb©mloal Indus and inTSStasnt in

facilities fcr production of cbomioals in ths Terinessee

fUvsr ar»a bas ffiKfandod at a rate above that of the national

average^iS increase in complementary resources has

le d In this instance, and should generally lead, to more

effective use of other resources, and to shifts in pro

duction to improve the qii^lity and type of goods and ser

vices produced# Shis should result in Important indirect

, benefits to the area, will usually be largely of

the stemming from variety of indirect benefits.

In many cases project development might malce it pos-^

sible for resources to be placed in employaeat which might

not otherwise be available for use# Irrigation facilities,

for ccEsaple, which are used to increase production of green

beans might cause bean growers to draw upon soh©ol*age

childi^en as a source of labor supply. Since this work is

of a highly seaeonal imture and of relatively short dura

tion, these laborers, not otherwise interested in entering

the labor raarteet, mi^t be sttraetM to bean picking.

issployment of resources that are presently unemployed,

but would otherwise be in the labor mrket, will lead, also,

to increase in real national income. Both of these

^^Xbld.. pp. 128-129.



«mploya#nt effects will ts&e tlie form of inauced by bene

fits, It is worth noting at this time that stemming from

benefits and costs are a form of supply effect of the

project^ while

of demand effect*

by beatflt® and costs are a form

from benefits

The indirect benefits which are generally presumed to

stem from a project are those which accrue in connection

with processing of Immediate products. Stemming from bene

fits arise from the Increased flow of goods into the general

economy restilting in increased supplies of goods as factors

of production and as consumer goods* This type of indirect

benefit is related to the "pecuniary external economies"

discussed by Tlbor Soltovaky,^^ and to the financial Inter-

dependencles discussed la Chapter III above*

S, V, Ciriacy-wantrup contends that "such benefits

above all secondary costs quickly find expression in the

demand for processors for the immediate products of a project"

^^Tibor Soitovskji "fwo Concepts of External Econo-
$f |:o;?;„lt|g^;^, ImSSIt Vol, LXII, April, 1

J^e XAo ||i



In competitive markets.!^ fhis leads hi® to believe that

ealoulation of this type of indirect benefit will lead to

double counting because an estimate of the demand function

for immediate project products in one of the first step#

in benefit-cost analysis. It is probable, however, that

the des^nd analysis which he refers to is less compre-

iwnslve than he imagines, ^le ealctilation of direct effects

in this analysis goes no further than calculation of the

values and costs associated with the imediate products.

It does not concern itself with the side effects Involved

in processing those products.

It has been argued that Bm& types of agricultural

processing industries are faced with indivisibility in

production, which, where the market for output, or the

supply area, is not sufficiently large to support a n\3i®ber

of such industries, will cause a decline in competition.^5

wantrup argues thati even under these conditions, the

monopoly profits that might occur to the processors would

Ifl.
3, T, Cirlaoy-Wantrup, "fhe Role of Benefit-Cost

Analysis in Public Resource Development," Water Reso^irces
goonomie PevelOTOent Qt West t Benefit Cost Analv-

si£, Report Mo. 3, Reproduced by the Committee on the
Economics of Water Resources Developaont of the Western
Agricultural Economic Research Council, December, 1954,

^^John ?. Irutllla and Otto Eckstein, .gii,, p. 57.



be of only short fixiratlon, due to the effect which increased

quantities of the oomaodlties in question would hare upon

their prlc@s«16 He is probably correct in this conclusiojit

but this seems to Indicate merely that from bene

fits should be calculated along the lines of the "once over"

type of aimlysis discussed by Harrodt^'^ not that they shohld

be ignored,

b# Induced by benefits

Induced ̂  benefits ere those indirect benefits iihlch

resiilt from Inoi^sed pui^hsse® a»de by firms and indivi

duals in the project area as a consequence of project in

vestment. ^e major problem in calculating this type of

indirect benefit lies in the fact that alteimatives will

generate induced benefits also. It Is necessary, then,

that care be taktm to distinguish between induced tNmefIts

with and without the project# If it can be assumed that

tMused capacity exists, the net induced by benefits (net

above those produced by alternatives) aay be substantial.

If no unused capacity exists, the magnitude of these net

•^"s, ¥, ci3«tcy-wantrupf SM*» 24,

F. Hhrrodf. Towards h pvnamie Econom:
BfecMillan and Compar^f ' ltd,, 1954) jp. 10.

I, (ici^cnt



induced ̂  will largely depend upon thm ability

of the project to stisrulate purchasing in the area to a

greater extent than would follow fro® sltematiweSf Soae

projects will be much acre effectlTe in this respect than

others ♦

2* Grltloue

Ihe Bureau of Recla®ation is the only agency concerned

with water sesouree dewelopaent which calculates the tmlue

of indirect benefits throi^ direct calculation, ^e other

agencies' calculate indirect benefits as a percentage of

direct benefits, the percmtagt used for this purpose is

i^smlly t«® per cent,^®

She Bureau of Beclanation calculates indirect effects

,  , , the costs of further processing of the ii»edlat@
products or services of the project, over and above
pro'jeot and associated costs, steaiaijig from or Induced
by the project,19

In other words, they calculate both st^ming froa and induced

effects. As pointed out above,SO stoi^lng fro® benefits are

Banel of Gonaultaats, 22« PP» 25-28*

^^Subc«aitt©e# "Propo-sed Prectices,*' PP* 8-9.
^^SupCT., p, lot.



® typ® of supply Inducoa bonefits are s

tjp© of deiaaiid ©ffeot, fo -iijj® extent tbat supply and demand.

is a eircular prooess, a policy of evaluating both.effects ■

iresults in double eountii^* It would seea, therefos?©,

that it would be pi^per to evaluate one or the other, but

not both* It sight be added that this does not preclude

the use of both type® (there are undoubtedly situations

where the use of on® mi^t be preferred over the other),

but both types should not be ealculated for the sane iprooess#

la oases where both are oalexilated, the proper benefit fig*

ure to apply would appear to be that of the smaller, where

they differ,^ Sine® only the smaller of the two wUl present

a realistie ploture of-indirect benefits*

It follows that the composit© effect of benefits
*'®t©sains from" the project and the benefits "in
duced by" the project are not additlT©i a 10^ Increase
in demand plus a loj^ increase in supply creates a
10^ Inci^ase in national real income, not a 20^ as
would be the result if the two were added together,
sphere is a real possibility that either supply or
d^mnd may be the effective limiting factor in the
increase in national real inooiie. For example, ©up*
pose a 10^ increase in supply with a inorease in

.  . , If, Eelso,- "Evaluation of Secondary Benefits of
Water-Ose frojeots," Water Resources and Economic Sevelon-
fiai Si JM West I Research leeds ̂  Froblems. Report, lo, 1,
rooeedings of the Co-i®iitt@e on the Economies of Water

■Resources Developaent of the Westera Agricultural Economics
Research Council, Ber&eley, California, 1953, p, 53,



deisaM, O'l* a 10,^ inerease In monetary deiaanfi witli a
7^ inex^as® In pl^slcal supply | In either case the
resultant will he a 7^ increase in aggrei^at© real
incoise#22

the ehoiee as to the appropriate side frc® whioh to approach

-iseasur^aent of these indirect benefit® will be largely

determined by the stage of Induced benefits

will probably^, be larger than eti^ming' from benefits during.

earlier stages of production# buring the opemtional

stage of the projecti" howererf it B.&mm likely that stSMing

benefits will eaeceed induoed#

The method used by the Bureau of Keclamation for cal-

ctilatlng from benefit® imrolves of a

factor repi^sentlng the total falue of margins produced

by' the proses8.ing md ̂wpketing serTioesi- from the prelect

to the consuaer, lerel.» to eaeh important pro|ect product#

this ha® a tendency to place an upward bias on the benefits

accruing to project products inwolTing considerable pro

cessing, and a downward bias to benefits from those which

do not involve so mtMJh processing#

For cotton the "yalue added** with present procedures
mounts up to six time® the far® ralue of the raw cot
ton, chiefly because it includes the walues added by
making it into fabrics snd such finished products as

,  dresses, and marketing th«..# .She crop in present pro
cedure© is allocated between d<Mestio use and export



on the basis of average national proportions, so that
most of the crop is in effect assumed to be made into
finished prodncts sneh as dresses; nrhereas the mar*
ginal use, which appears pertinent for this purpose,
Is presumable export, which adds 50^ to the value of
raw cotton instead of 60% as is the case for its being
made up into dresses. Or the marginal us® might be
idle storage, to a "with and without" basis. It seems
©lear that these ootton dresses would be made In ai^
case. It appears that "steaming from" calculations
should at least stop short of the fabricating process
in which the values added considerably exceed that
of the project grown materials, » , method fol
lowed distorts the relative gains from different
crops in favor of those requiring much processing
or handling before reaching the consumer, as against
such things as dairy products or fruits and vegetables
sold unprocessed,23

It is probable that this type of ealculation leads to over-

stat^sait of benefits fro® irrigation i^ojects and to some

distortion as between relative benefits from products of

such projects. This could be ooiu^eoted either by stop

ping the calculation short of the final stages of produc

tion as su^,ested above or by ealculatlng the steamiing

from benefits only for the major products of the project,

stating them as m average.

In all eases, however, these effects should be cal

culated both with and without the project. It is probable

that alternative® toy which ag^ietaltural purposes can toe

evaluated may be lacking, although Eudolph blrieh Ms



suggested that altematlres may he found In other areas,

as distinguished from the project area,^*^ He suggests

that the proper altematire hy which to compare

tion effects In the Horthwest might well be applieation

of fertiliser, ete», In SfW»# other part of the country,

Ihls is, however, an ov©rly-»simplifled approach, since

each project and each method of increasing output will

noimliy d®i^stmte unique charsoteristies which may

lessen comparability,

fhe with and without measure of indirect benefits

is, however, somewhat more clear-i^cut as regards some of

the other purposes with which dsvelsg^ent is concerned#

For flood control, navigation, wnter supply, and electrio

power, for exMiple, it is rather certain that alternative

Solutions are available against which concrete coiB]^ri.soii0

can be made. In the area of electric- power gene,ratlon,

considering the over»-all power sho-rtage (particularly in

the West), if hydroelectric resource® are not utilised It

is probable that steam, power will be developed# In other

words, electric power will probably be forthcoming from

, J Kudolph lTlrie,h, **Sel.stiTe Cost® and Eeneflis ofMnd aecl^ation In the Humid Southeast and the Semi-Arid
Bm FoI# mm, February,

PP# 02—75*



on© souTce or enoilier. Thifl pr^ovides an Inanedist© yard-

fitiick a^lttst whieli to eompare the indirect benefits with

end without the project* The Bam© ocrollary seems to apply

to the other purposes mentioned above. The difficulties

relative to bias among products are of primary concern

for probl<^i8 of repayment. The aspect of most importance

to the econcBsle analysis will be the degree of accuracy

with which the with and without measure will value indirect

effects.

In 1952 the Chairman of the Subcommittee on B«aiefit8

and Costs, in a letter to the ChairiMui of the Federal Inter-

Agency River Basin Committee, suggested that Indlroet effects

might be used for economic justification of projects in

eases where the primary effects with the project would be

greater than the primary effects to be expected with alter

natives *

The subcommittee recognizes that secondary benefits
may be properly creditable to a project for the pur
poses of en economic analysis when the primary pro
duction of a project is greater than the primary pro*
duotion to be expected from alternative use in marginal
enterprises of that part of the project-required re-
soiirces which can be reasonably expected to be used
in the absence of the project. As cua expedient pro-
cediire to meet the Immediate needs of A.vrbIAO for
evaluating the net retiims in secondary activitioa
that would stem from the primary production under such
conditions, the subcommittee suggests that an arbiti'ary
factor of 10 per cent be applied to the value of the
increase in agricultural products sold by the farmer,



the value In the Increase in power at the load center,
and the value of the Increase in other pTOject products
and services at eoiajmrable points as an approxlnatlon
of the secondaiy benefits creditable to a project,25

Kils api^fars to be implicit recognition of the two facts

regarding indirect effects. First, indirect effects should

constitute an additional justification for project develop^

mn% it can be shown that these Indirect effects

would not have ooourted in the absence of the project.

Second, the techniques for measuring these effects ax^

not sufficiently advanced 'Mmt a reliable stat^aent of

tlieir value can be made at present,

fhere ia» however, a danger in applying an aibitrary

figure on a percentage basis. Indirect effects amy vary

widely from project to project and from purpose to purpose.

There Is at least the probability that an estimate of

their value made upon the basis of a pereentage of direct

effects would lead to error as surely as would current

attempts to oalcxilate their actual value. If such an arbi

trary standard should ocose into general usage, the incentive

to develop Improved techniques of measurement would be

absent. On this basis alone it would seem preferable that

^^George L, Beard, Chairman of Subcommittee on Benefits
and Costs, Letter to Chairman of Federal Inter-Agencv River

I, Washington, D, C,i October 17, 1952,



Indirect effects shoiild be computed, and that they should,

be considered as contributing to economic justlfieatlon

in all oases inhere estimates as to their worth appear to

be iuBtified.

Intangible benefits and costs include all of those

benefits and costs to which no monetary values can be

assigned# All of tl^ agencies Involved in water resources

development use a descriptive method for expression of

thsB# effects and do not include them in benefit-cost cal

culations for purposes of deteralniiig economic justifica

tion# Intangibles cmy, however, be included for ranking

purposes. The Suboommittee on Benefits and Costs concurs

in this method, as does the President's Water Eesources

Policy ComaissloEi,

Intangibles, that is to say, effects ̂ rtiich it is con
sidered impossible or undesirable to express in mone
tary terms, such as scenic values, should be described
in such a way that their Importance and influence on
project fom^atlon and selection can be clearly in
dicated#

As Wsnren Qiwaa has pointed out, however, ̂ bds type of

^"President's Water Resources Policy Commission, A
feter Policy for the American Peoole. Vol. 1, (Washington,
B» C,! United States (Jovemment i^rintlng Office, 19^),
p# 56.



px^esmt&tion mk»9 it tiiat intansible tffeetis wlil

be ignored, since they eeimot be treated with the rigor

demanded by the technical mlnd,^'''

Seise types of intangibles can be measured indirectly,

in t«PiBS of fdsyeical units of use (man hours spent at red«>

reation, using project faolllties) or by means of license

pi^srmsnts and fees assessed. In other oases, where neither

of these is ajqplieable, intangible effects are sometimes

assumed to be eqital "to the oost of installing, operatii^,

and maintaining specific recreational facilities, plus an

equal anotmt considered to be the value of the benefits

attributable to recreational twe of project facilities

provided for purposes ot3a»r than recreation."^® fhese

are plainly measures iddch yield, at best, roughly approxi

mate flf^xreSft This would appear to be a ease in which an

elated gu^s Is to be preferred te no guess at all.

]^reseorvation of natural or historic sites, development of

reoreational facilities, sold fish and wildlife conserve^

tion can, by these means, be placed on the record snd can

^Warren S. Gramm, "Limitations of the Iheory of
the Firm for Water Resource Analysis," Land Eeonomioe>
Vol. XXXIV, Ho. 2, May, 1958, p. 119.

SSsubcommlttee, "Proposed Practices," pfi. p. 51.



bo least a proportionate role In development

plans* As Wantrup has stated:

Whether the eeonomist likes it or not, evaluation of
these items (and also dismissal of such evaluation)
is already a part of the political process. It is
difficult, for example, to pick up a report of fish
and game departments without finding some attempt to
evaluate* One may have pz^jfessional doubts about
some of the procedures being used. Still, these
attempts should be encouraged,^9

mie social values represented la Intangibles are, from one

point of view, the Justification for public x^source develop

ment. A public agency Blu>uld be required to take these

values into account and to make them a part of the eeonomio

analysis. In this case, as with Indirect effects, tools

for measurement can be developed only through application.

Inclusion of Intangible effects in the results of benefit**

coat analysis is unlikely to result in greater error than

exclusion, and, with practice In calculation, greater accur

acy might be attained.

In Chapter III the probl<» of adjustment to prices to

offset the effect of taxes sas discussed. It was suggested

that such an adjustment would be required if benefits and

S. Y. Ciriacy-Wantrup, jgE. cit», p, 21.



costs were to reflect social valttes* tsares are discussed

l»r# tm a cost to the project, if a project is developed,

tlseerea of land up<m wMoli project facilities are constructed

io stricfcen off of the tax 3?oll8 of the region In which the

project la located.

Only two of the four agssioies involved in water resource

devolopaimt mke aiiy allowanee for this tax loss to the com-

nunity, The CoiiNi of I!egliie«ra aeeeeses an annual charge

against the project, over the entire period of analysis, to

cover the losa of taxes to local taxing agencies. If the

local agencies derive any revenue from reservoir rmtals,

ttie aittount of this revmue is applied as an offset against

•Uie tax loss ,30 55^ Federal Power Commission naakes an

animal charge of l«4o per oent of total InvestiMnt as an

eaiowance for local tax leiss,3i i>epartmont of Agricul

ture sad the Bureau of Reclmaation a»he no allowance for

tax losses under the assix^tion that increaaes and decreases

in tax revinmes will offset one another, that is, they asstme

that the project will cause property values to rise to such

3<^3ia>commlttee, "Proposed Practices," ci^*» P»



an extent that taxes on the Increaeet feliise irilX offset the

original loss.'®

The taxes with whioh the agencies are concerned are

almost exolusirely property taxes," so there is probably

some Justification in the approach of the Dei^rtment and

the Bureau. As Regan and Tliamonfi have pointed out, adjust

ments In tax payments should normally have the effect of

lowering rates to power users This, combined with in-

creaaed tax yields due to increase in property values,

plus the stimulating effect on production and income from

increased utilisation of project facilities and output,

%rould tend to offset losses in govenM«tit tax iwenues.'S

The extent to which property tax allowances are used

in the analysis, however, will affect the type and slse

"ibid.. p. 30.

^\lark M, Regan and John Timmons, •'Current Concepts
and Practices in Benefit-Cost Analysis of Natural Resource
Development," Water Reeoureee and Sksonomic Develooment sX.
the West: Benefit-Cost Analysis. Proceedings of the Com
mittee on the Economics of Water Resources Development of
the Weetera Agricultural Economics Research Council,
Berkeley, California, 1953» P» 13.

^%ld.



of development. If tax allowances are relatively

those projects with low initial investment (smaller piH3j<.

eots) vlll he favored. Lower tax allowances will favor

those projects with relatively high Initial costs» and

the scale of development will be correspondingly hl£^er.

Salinity control is calculated as a benefit by the

Corps of E^lneerSj, the Bureau of Reclamation, and the

Federal Power Co^isslon on the Imals of the value of damage

prevented. Increased use made possible, or maintenance costs

avoided.'^ This Is a questionable practice since It results

In double-counting of benefits. Benefits from irrigation,

from dCTiestlc water Bupplies, and for cooling and processing

water, accrue as a restalt of application of water to specific

purposes. If the water has a saline content, the benefits

from that application will be reduced, if benefits from

project purposes are calculated on the basis that reason

ably salt-free water will be applied, salinity control be-

e(»&e8 a cost of production, not a benefit. Since the agen

cies usually measure benefits from waier-use projects on the

0

Subcommittee, "proposed Pi^eticea," P. 77*



Rsstunptlon that these benefits will continue over time,37

the Implication is that relatively salt-free water will be

provided. The effect of calculating salinity control bene

fits is, theiofore, to coimt the saa^ benefits twice, once

from the use of salt-free water, again from the provision

of salt-free water.

iss, ^

All of the agencies apply a correction to the resxilts

of the benefit-cost analysis for benefits from increased

maployment caused hxy construction of a project diirlng per

iods of depression* This adjusteaent takes the form of a

percentage reduction in costs, the percentage by which

costs are reduced depending upon the percentage of Tinem-

ployment at the time the project is constructed,38

The Suboomittee on Benefits and Costs recommended

to the Federal Inter-Agency Committee that an adjustment

in the results of the benefit-cost analysis be eode during

low lerels of econoaie activity*

P. 25,

38J, M, Clark, M, M, Kelso, and E* Grant, Renort of
the Pff.nel of Consultants to the Bureau of Reolemationi
Becondg.z-y ^r Indirect Benefits, to Michael W, Strauss, Coa-
ralssloner, (Washington, D, G,: United States Government
Printing Office, 1952), pp, 30-33.



Sbcoept In iinustial oircuastancec projects slxould be
formulated and analysed under the assumption of a rela
tively high level of resource employment# Adjustments
for under-employment of labor and other economic re-
Bourcea should be considered only If construction is
expected to be undertaken during a period of relatively
low economic activity.39

SoU^r as this recoraenOation goes» it is sound. Th&re is

little doubt that aid provided by a project in reducing

relief coats and unes^loyment compensation would constitute

a direct project benefit, !E!he etiarulating effect which a

project would have incomee and eiaployment in general

would also be likeljf' to result in additional indirect bene

fits, which are computed, however, only by the Bureau of

Reclamation, which calculates labor and capital's share of

added incomes ̂ asured as part of the benefits from agricul

tural production and from power.^

The basic assumption of benefit-coat analysis is that

the cost of resources used in water resource development

can be measured in tesme of the most favorable alternative

uses to which these resources can be put. During periods

when resources are relatively fully employed, market prloett

can be assumed to measure these alternative costs with som#

Subooimittee, "Proposed Practices," igg, p. 28.

R* 78,



precision. Subcoimlttee recoimenidation and the prae*

tlces of the agencies are based upon the additional aeetMp-

tlon that, during periods of relatively low economic activity,

the reduction in or lack of alternative uses will warrant

some adjustment in the market price evalmtion.

It is questionable whether an adjustment which is con

cerned only with the effect of direct labor used in the

projeot^^ will accurately reflect -Ihe changes in alterna
tives. Tliere is likewise no hint a® to whether the criteria

for application of an adjustment factor is to be that of

regional or general xmeraploymentj nor is there any indica

tion as to vdsat the appropriate level of unemployi^eat would

be for application of the adjustoient,

The Panel of Consultants sug^sted the use of a sliding

scale of offsets, ranging fr<M plus to minus according to

the state of crapl^^ent at the time the project Is scheduled

for construction.^^ Instead of being based upon the percen

tage of unemployment (the measure now used), this scale

would be based upon the percentage of resources used in the

project which would be ̂ b^awn from memployment rather than

from other uses, UPiWiployment ie heavy, tliis would

Ibid., p. 28.

Panel of Oonsultante, cH,, p. 32,
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probably b® aor© tbaa tb© av©i%@® poreentag® of laaaipldy*

ment* Wh&n porieiaployffleii't is the percentage npon

wliieh "tb.® scale of offsets is based would be smaller than

til® average of unemployaent, approaoMng sero wb^ uaea*-

ployed reserves approaob three or four per cent#^3

A seale of this type would have the advantage on an

area or regional basis, depending upon the location from

which resources wotjld be dsawnt <Jiven appropriate data on

a regional basis, a much higber de.jp'ee of precision would

obtain for the adjustment factor than Is obtained through

pii^SfCit methods* Mmh ware difficult to assess would be

the diffused effects of the project beyond the borders of

the area or region in which the project is located* It

is lihely that their values can only be ©.pprosiifflated

"^irough tne<Me chsni^*

It iiust be ̂ gphasisi^ that the adjustnent for the level

of econc^e activity applies only to the construction stage

Of a project, not to the effects of its continued operation,

Smk MlQcation

fhere are two reasi^ for allocation of costs «a^

the purposes of water-use projects, fh© first relates to

p, 33,



«oonofmio feasibility of project piirposes, A project pur

pose can be said to be eeonoaioally feasible -mmi the cost

of Including the project Is exceeded by benefits derived

froffl its inclusion# Hie second reason for cost allocation

lies In the necessity for determining financial feasibility,
idileh requires that those individuals benefit from

project foliation bear the cost of providing those benefits.

Costs ere allocated among the various purposes of a

in*oJect on the basis of the ''separable costs-benefits

remaining" laethod#^ By this method the separable cost
©f Including eaeh purpose in the total pirojeot is deter

mined by finding the cost of the project with and wi-yiout

the purpose#

Separable costs include more than the direct or st>e-
cifio costs of physically identifiable facilities
serving only one purpose, such as an irrigation dis-
tribution system* Hiey also include all added costs
of increased sise of structures and changes in design
for a particular purpose over that required for all
other purposes, such as the cost of increasing reser
voir storage capacity* In effect, separable costs
are computed from a series of project estimates, each
representing the multiple purpose project with one
purpose omitted#^5

Hie separable costs of each purpose are then subtracted

frcaa the total benefits of that pu3?pose, following whioht

SubccHTOittee, "Proposed Practices,"

IMd.



the joint costs are allocated among the purposes in the

ratio ̂ ieh the total joint costs "bear to total rmalning

b^efits, llsus, if total joint costs are ninety per cent

of total remaining benefits, ̂ oh pui^ose will have a^o-*

oated to it joint costs in iiie eaount of ninety per cent

of its separable costs,

1, Cost Allocation and Economic Feasibility

fhe agencies recognize the fact that allocation of

joint costs is not required for deteimiinatlon of economic

feasibility.

Allocation of project costs may be desired for various
administrative purposes. However it is usimlly neces
sary in the econoaic analysis only when public policy
requires that charges for all or certain products or
services of the pi^jeet shall be based upon coats in
curred therefor©.^

fhe only costs which are relevant for purposes of economic

feasibility are those costs which accrue to a purpose

Specifically, namely, the sepsmble costs of that purpose.

Hot only is allocation of joint costs unnecessary for eco-

ncasic feasibility, it my result in Impairment of economic

efficiency, fhe following eamiiple Illustrates this point.

^Ibid,



Let u0 aesime that Joint oosts Bre proportional to

Bepsrahl© eosts and will he ao allocated, In thia cas®,

a porpoee with relativeli" low remcinlng benefits could be

©lijalaBted from th® project If a Joint cost allocation

proportional to its sepamblo costs were siad© to it, and

net benefits would be reduced* Suppose, for ©aeaa^ei

that th© project has two put^ses* power and flood control,

with Joint costs of t3S0,0<^, separable costs for power

and flood control respectively of |375,000 and 1325,000,

and reimining bwiefits of 1^0,000 for power and |100,000

for flood control. If Joint costs were allocated on the

basis of the purposes* separable costs, flood control would

be allocated about forty-six per cent of total Joint costs,

or |13S,000* IMS parpose would no longer be feasible,

in spite of the fact that net benefits with the purpose

would be 1300,000 and only #200,000 without it (power only

costs are #675,000, and power benefits are f875,000)•

In projects containing structures which aiN? used

son© purposes but not by others, the coats of those struo-

tiires become s^^rable costs for those purposes idaleli require

^*^©iero is at least as louch basis for the assumption
that Joint costs are proportional to sepamble costs as for
the agencies assumption that Joiht costs are proportimal
to r^aaining benefits.



tiiem rathor than Joint costs for all purposes* So Ions

the benefits from those purposes which use those struo-»

tures exceed their sepasfable cost plus joint costs, that

group of purposes will be economically feasible.

®bore are, then, three criteria for eoonomic Justi<*

fication. First, benefits for the project as a whole must

exceed costs; second, benefits for indlyidual purposes

niUBt exceed costs | and, thiM, benefits for groups of pur

poses isust exceed costs. The project as a whole must

return benefits in excess of total costs, as must groups

of purposes. The individual purposes need return benefits

rnily in excess of their separable costs*

Cost Allocation and Financial Feasibility

For purposes of financial feasibility, a BjBt&m of

cost allocation imet be fouM which will insure that bene^

flclartes fr«B public resource developaent pay for the

benefits received. The Bubcoendttee assusies that bene

ficiaries should the cost of providing those benefits,

Ciipiscy-Wantrup suggests that the proper peyment is for

the ansessable benefits and not their costo. If individual

^^3. V, Ciriacy-Wantr»ip, "Economic Analysis of Water Re
sources Policies," We.ter Resources and Economic Develoment

the Westi Hesoarch I^ecds and Problems. Proceedings of the
CommitteG on the Sconomics of 'Water Resources Development of
the Western Agricultural Economics Resesrch Council, Berkeley,
California, 1953, p. 29.



"foen©ficiarl0s are to pay the cost of providing the benefits

which they receive, sc^e method must be fotmd of allooatins

Joint coots ®EK»as the imrposes In a maniier which reflects

the part which they add to those costs.. The method pres*

ently used probably does not aco^pliSCthis, If benefi-

©iaries are to iwiy for assessable benefits, more my well

be paid for a project than its eosts, in one case, and

less than its cost in another, Seither of these results is

desirable.

It is probabl© lybai the moat acceptable solution to

the problem of allooatioa of joint costs may be i^e appor*

tlonment of joint costs to each pU3?pose in the ratio of

estimated cost of facilities required for eaeh use in re

lation to the sua of estimated eosts for all ouch facilities,

Saia is admittedly an arbitrary »»asure of the joint costs

attributable to eaoh purpose, but it does have the advant

age of relating cost allocation to the scale of develop

ment of each purpose. It seems probable that costs, both

separable and joint, will bear a closer relationship to the

scale of development than to benefits.



OHAFTIR ?

FR0BL2MS OF TIME8 PEHIGD OF AHAOTSIS
AMB m% PHIOl lE^m.

fh« ws«f«ln««8 of tho beii©fl%-»ooet analysis 4opend«

mp&n th® ability of tb# publlo aganoles to oxprtsa benefits

ftM costs in eoffiparabl® terms. Benefits which accrue at

the same point In which the costs Involved In obtaining

those benefits are t© occur are readily eoaiparable* All

that Is required for esmparablllty of laaaedlate benefits

and costs Is tanowledge ©f eurrent prices# which would be

readily obtainable In a market situation*

Benefits which are expected to follow only after a

considerable time has elapsed will complicate the prob

lem of eo!j®>arablllty* In such a eltuatlon# attention

must be directed towards the-problem of expressing the

value of those future benefits in present terms* This

Involves tm basic problems} deterfflinatlon of the price

level which might be expected to prevail at the time the

benefits occur# and selection of Interest and discount

rates and. .risk allowances ̂ Ich will give monetary



e3cpr©80ion to dlff©r»etteea In tlo© «tad certainty of occur-

rone© of bonefits and. costs. The price lerel will ©stab-

llsb tb© rain© of bonefits and costs at the tin© tboy oeourj

tlwi Interest and dlBconnt rates and risk allowances ©stab-

lish tbolr values In tb® present. Discussion of the

Interest and diacotmt rates and risk allowances Is reserved

for Chapter ¥1,

In this chapter attention Is directed at the follow-

li^ aapoeto of the benefit-cost analysis t (1) the period

of analysis, as determined by the time period over which

net benefits are expected to accrue to the project. This

will determine the time period upon which the price level,

interest and discount imtes, and risk allowances will be

based? and (S) the choice of the price level by ̂ lich

benefits and coats will be measured for purposes of com*

parison.

IM Period of Analysis

All of the public apuieies have established aaaiiiaua

limits to the duration of the period of analysis except

the Department of Agriculture, The Corps of Ihglneers

and the Federal Power Coiwlssion assuaste that n<m© of

their projects will have an economic life of longer than

fifty ye©4?s. The Bureau of Reclamation has set one-hundred.



years as the maximuaa economic life of its projects* Caily the

I^artaent of Agriculture considers its projects to hare

perpetual life, fheee are, hoverer, laaaciiBuias, In cases

in which projects are «iQ>eoted to hare shorter lives, the

Shorter time period is taken as the period of analysis.

It sometimes sei^ Inctmgrous, when one looks at the

physical plant of a large-scale water-use project, to learn

that it is expeeted to hare em eemoadcally iiseful life

of only fifty to one-hundred years. It would seoa, on

face of it, that su^ ft structure would continue to pro*

Tide net henefita far In exoeea of these time periods,

perJmp® even into perpetuity es Is assumed by the Depart

ment of Agriculture, Actually, however, there aiH9 both

l^sicftl and ec^momic forces whioh will operate to limit

its economic life,

Followi^ ftr® s«»ae ter9» which will prove useful in

discussing the probl« of the period of ̂ mlysis,^

ysabjl,# storage is the total capacity of the reservoir,

Ikie to technical and s^^ysical limitations, all of the

water stored in a reservoir oaiaiot be dmwn off when needed.

these, and other terms, are to be found in the
^ossai^ at Ui© conclusion of the chapter.



gsefBl atoi'e^^g la that p&T% of the eapacity of a

irater-iis® reeervolr in whloh imter can be stored and drawn

off as needed for eoneiE^tlTe use# ©xle will he a saalier

part of total capacity^ and hence ̂ will be less than usable

etoragSi except fer flood control purposes^

PrlaarT- vo%mr- is that amount of power which can be

produced during all time periods# A hydroelectric plant

idiich relies t^n run-througii water can pjNprduee continu

ously only tl»t aam^t of power which can be generated by

the Minlmma- stream .flow# 0onetruetion of a reserroir will

increase the amount of primary i>ower by increasins the

supply of water amilable for use during periods of mlnlmm

streaia flow.

Secondary power is p^r In exoess of primary power

and is arailablo only durissg '©e,rtaia poa^ production periods

(any tine stream flow Is abowe the mlnlmiM and in excess of

reserroir capacity)#

1# Siltation and Its Effect Upon
the Econoffiie Life of a Project

It has been estimated timt many of the reservoirs of

largo scale water-use projects are losing from mx® to five-

per cent of their caj^city each year due to siltatiOUi tht



Insult mainly of soli erosion on agricultural andl range

lands As H# Bennett has pointed out| "In our present

ecdnOE^i it is not generally practicable to clear a mjor

reservoir of sediiieat once it has filled up, "3 means

thati once a reservoir Is silt clogged, the economic use

fulness of the reservoir can be ©onsidered as ended, fhe

rate at wMch a reservoir accimilates silt, therefore,

I^Jsys an important role in deteraining the econcmle life

of a project, fhe ess^eoted -econoaic life of a project in

turn deteraiaes the length of ths period of analysis, for

All agencies consider that the period of futialysls to
be used for caleulatlag Ihe mmual cost® of a project
should be not greater than estijaated econoaic
life of the project.^

Heservoirs, hcnrever, iihich are of eoml size but are

designed to serve different purposes are not susceptible

to siltatioa ̂ moiage in the saae- degree, even idion receivlt^

Carl B, Broim, |hg| Control Qf Reservoir Siltlry:;. Fore-
tfoM by Hti#i H« Bmsnett, Chief, SMl Conservation Service,
Miscellaneous Publication Bo. 521, (Washington, D. C.i
IMited States Covewiaisnt Printing Office, 1945)» P» 11 •

4
Subcommittee on Benefits and Costs, Renort to the

,;F^d,eral Jntfr-ARenev R:|ver Bfts% CosnEitteet PronoBed P
Slses £siSi Sfiopffigig, Amlvsle of River Basin Pro.lects,
(v^'eahington, B» G,« United States Government Printing
Office, 1950), P4, 85. ^



the same ineosting load of sedlaieffiti A S^jeet^ for

esiosii^lei Is deuaaged by slltatlon only to the extent that

its fall usefulness de|iendB upon storage, and then only

idsen siltation occurs above the lowest level of drawdown,^

Posltlonli^ of the intale® valves and fltaaes will determine

this level. If silting occurs above this level, ths

city of the reservoir for storage of hl^ water flows is

diminished and the minimum constant fXow^ of water is de«*

This loss progresses until a point is reached at which
the storage spaoe behind the dam is no greater than
the Bjmoe oocupied by the original stream channel
within the original reservoir area. With all storage
capacity gone, the power plant then has no greater
resources to draw on, so^r as the reservoir is con-
ceamed, than the available natural stream flow,^

Eseept for some of the larger multiple purpose projects,

a reservoir of sufficient aise to ii^cound the full natural

There are other types of sediment dsusages, for ex»
ample, abrasion of tiiTbines, This type of damage is gener»
ally lower when water passes through a slsable Impounding
reserroir ttmn for power plants relying upon run-through
water. If the reservoir is silt-logged to the extent that
the dead witer storage level is substantiElly reduced, the
Incidence of this type of damage rises at a fairly sharp
rate. Silting below the dead water level will, however,
catise no damage in this respect. It is likely, therefore,
that the ec<moffiie usefulness of a reservoir will be prac
tically over before this t^e of damage becomes a seriotis
problem. Silt damage due to clewing of intake valves and
pumps seems to be in the same class, Carl Bromi, op. sit,,
pp, 12-20,

^ptbid., p, 15.



flow of a streaa would be uneconomic For this reason,

|>ow©r plants are seldom designed to utilise the stream flow

in its entirety*® This m^ns that all natural flows in
eacoesB of the capacity of the reserroir will be lost over

tl^ spillway or used In the production of secondary power*

If the reservoir is silted to argr degree, the loss of water

tnm the reservoir will be equal to the natuml stream flow

plus an aocRmt of water equal in volume to the silt in the

reservoir minus the unusM stora^ capacity of the reser*

TOir.^

Xbld.. p, 15,

us sui^ose that the full natural flow of a stream
cublo^feet per second. Water from this stream

would enter a storage reservoir at the rate of one acre
foot per s^ond. This is the equivalent of one acre of
water one foot deep, fhia mmxm that 86,^0 acre feet
of mter will en^r the reservoir In a twenty-four hour period

flow, A reservoir designed to impound that
period would have to have a

« 2 ̂  i feet. The total storage of all
?£ construction in the Ohio Eiver Basinin 1950 was only 8,123,980 acre feet,

9
computed in ̂  follow-

*. i^4. assumed that a reservoir has an annual
acre^f^t 2;®^ ® capacity of 80,000♦w initially, at the end of one year the capacity of

acre feet. If the stream has
/af e,f,s, and the unused capacity of^e ^servoir is 22,000 acre feet, the loss of water in a

twenty-four hour period will be 21,202 acre feet.



If this spillway loss Is followed by a low runoff

period during which the stored water is dtmwn off to the

lowest possible level, the loss from silting can be w^b-

ured in terms of the hilowatt hours of electrical energy

Which water equal in volume to the sediment in the useful

storage area could have produced.^®

There will be a loss due to slltation, then, during

those periods when the reservoir must be drawn down to it®

lowest feasible level to supplement a stream flow defi

ciency. There will, however, be a loss additional to this

since continuity of production provides the di8tinctl<m

between primary and secondary power, and since primary

power has a higher sale value than does secondary power,

The actual loss from sedimentation would best be measured

by the difference between the sale value of a higher rate

of production of primary power and a lower rate of pro

duction of primal^ power, less the sale value of secondary

im*> pp. 15*16.

11
John Krutilla and Otto Eckstein, op. clt., p. 67,

They suggest. In fact, that the value of secondary power
may approach zero at times. If it is produced during periods
of slack demand.



power produced durins periods of greater Tii®

rate of production of primary power declines in direct

proportion to reduction in storage

Those project purposes which are related to the pro

vision of a supply of water will he damaged hy siltatlon

to the extent that it reduces storage capacity below the

minimum level required to safeguard the continuity of the

supply necessary to achieve the benefits expected from

those purposes* This minimm capacity would necessarily

include an amount of water sufficient to meet reasonable

expected increases in needs plxis a reserve for unexpected

(waergencies, as well as an amount adequate for the needs

originally intended to be met* Projects constructed with

capacities in excess of this combined amotant could, with

justice, write off the cost of the excess capacity as pre

paid insuxwioe against siltatlon losses.

Flood control purposes of a water-use project are

designed to provide sufficient capacity to Impound a flood

Since sedimentation would reduce the storage capa
city of the reservoir, the amount of primary power to be
derived from water impounded in the reservoir would be re
duced . It would also mean that the amount of secondary
power would be increased due to the inability to store water
in the former quantity during periods of accelerated run-off.

13
-^Carl Brown, og, olt.. p. 15,



of a magnitude which, calculated on an actuarial hats is,

occurs on an average of once in a computed number of

years, If sedimentation takes place within the flood

storage basin, this simply means that the dam could contain

with equal facility only a flood of lesser magnitude. Such

a flood will occur with greater frequency than that for

which the project was originally designed.

Many projects are basically multiple phrpose in

nature. ^he flood control storage may comprise the

upper five or more feet of storage above the pool level

which is maintained for purposes such as power generation.

Irrigation, or water supply. It is probably that, as the

TOservoir of such a projeet loses capacity due to siltation»

the revenue producing purposes may be maintained by reduc

ing the storage allotmoat for flood control, even though

the flood control capacity will normally be reduced more

single flood record may represent a period of high
flood activity or low activity. Taken alone it provides lit
tle if any Imowledge of its normality in this respect. But
we can compute the chance that an observed flood is likely to
recur in vaflous recurrence intervals* Thus w© compute that
there is a 50 per cent chance that the highest flood in a
25-year record might be the highest in a 12-year period, or
a 52-year period. We can do the same for the second highest,
and so on," William O. Hoyt and Walter B, Langbeln, Floods.
(Princeton, Hsw Jersey, Princeton University Press, >55), P.

Cf, President's ??ater Resources Policy Commission,
Ten Rivers in America's Future. Vol. 2, (Washington, P. C,i
United Utates Government Printing. Office, 1950), pp. 637-6AO,



slowly t!mn other types, since, for flood control purposes,

the useful capacity of a reservoir will be equal to the

total capacity,

.  , , it la estimated that as a result of siltation
alone 21 per cent of the Mation's water supply reser
voirs will have a useful life of less than 50 years,
another 25 per cent will last 50 to 100 y©e.rs, whereas
only 5A per cent will provide enough storage to suffice
for present requirements (not the estimated future needs)
100 years hence. It Is probable that irrigation and
recreation reservoirs will be depleted at similar, if
not Gomelfhat faster, rates. Flood-control reservoirs,
except for certain types, as those In Los Angeles
County, Calif,, will be depleted at much less rapid
rates, but will fi:^ish progressively less and less
flood protection :^oia the date of their completion.
Because of the dual purpose of power dams for head
and storage, evaluation of the effect of silting on
power reservoirs is complloated to such an extent that
no adequate analysis of - the national aspects of silting
on this class of reservoir has yet been possible. The
damages are known to be lars®» however, and may exceed
those of any other class.

It Is important to note that the loss in capacity

relates to useful rather than to usable or active storage.

The operation of a reservoir will probably become uneconom

ical before the entire usable storage capacity is depleted.

Ket benefits will be a function of useful rather than of

usable capacity, and will be likely to fall at a rate

Carl Browft, op. elt.. pp, 20-21.



idne^rtiat higjaer than the rate of decline In ueeftil ofltpa-

As soon as net benefits become negative, the

economic life of the project will be at an end,' This

means that the economic life of any given project will

probably be 8<»aewhat shorter than the period of time in

which tiseful capacity will be totally depleted, and will

certainly be shorter than the time period within which

nsable capacity is exhausted.

This does not mean, however, that elimination of net

benefits for any single purpose in a multiple purpose pro

ject will neeeeearily signal the «md of the economically

tiseful life of the project. As has been noted above,

the different purposes are susceptible to siltation dfiaaage

In different degrees. Consequently it is likely that de

pletion r^tes for purpose benefits will vcury to the same

extent. One or mere project purposes might experience

Net benefits will probably fall at a higher rate than
the rate of decline in useful capacity because some of the
purposes require minimal quantities of water to produce any
given level of benefits. If useful storage declines, bene
fits will decline for all of such ptirposes,

"As soon as the costs involved in providing the bene
fits from the projects are higher than the benefits, the net
benefits will be negative. The project would be economic
until this point is reached since the benefits derived from
the project will equal or exceed the coot of providing them
until then,

^%ur)ra. p.



depletion of benefits to the point at which negative net

benefits threaten# while the project as a whole is return*

ing positive net benefits# This would depend, of course#

upon the relative Ingjortanc© of the various purposes in the

t^neflt total# but it does seera to suggest that the eeonoraio

life of Btultiple purpose projects may be limited to the ex*

pected economic life of its major pturpose or purposes#^^

If the major ptirpose of a project, in terms of net benefits,

is flood control, it might be oai^eted, all other things

being equal, that the project as a wlu»le would enjoy a

longer economic life than if its major purpose vex*e to be

provision of hydroelectric power*

Figure 2, showing siltation rates in typical water

supply reservoirs in seventeen states, indicates that sil

tation daa»ge is no more uniform from project to project

than from purpose to purpose*^^ For emmple, witer supply

^ This will depend, to a certain extent, upon the origi*
nal benefit-cost ratio of the project* A project with a low#
although favorable benefit-cost ratio might denend more
heavily upon minor purposes for economic justification than
would a project with a higher benefit-cost ratio* This would
mean that depletion of benefits from minor pui*poses due to
sedimentation might cause net benefits from the project as a
whole to become negative at the time the benefits from minor
purposes become negative. This would apply, however, only to
those projects which are very close to being marginal projects
at the time of foimilation and development.

21All information relative to siltation rates has been
derived from Carl Brown, op. Figure 8, p, 20*





projects in the ?le<3aiont Section of North Carolina have an

aimtial average water supply oapaelty losa from siltatlon

of about si* per cent«®^ For the state as a wholei how-

©irer» the annual average oapaelty loss from siltatlon rises

to 9#54 per cent* Projects of the same type in the Cali

fornia area, but excluding those projects in Los Angeles

County, have an annual average capacity loss from siltatlon

of about one per cent* If Los Angeles County projects are

Included, the annual average capacity loss rises to about

five per eent,®^ this means that project life, as it is

affected by siltatlon, will vary from an average

of twenty years In Horth Carolina to about one-hundred

years in California. It also means, however, that there

are projects in Horth Caroliim which will last for approxi

mately thirty years, and some which will have become com

pletely silted after only six years. The absolute length

of time woijld depend upon the rate at which the depletion

The Piedmont section projects are Lexington, High
Point, Greensboro, Concord, Salem, and Michie,

^^Information on the rate of siltatlon In reservoirs
in the Pacific Northwest is xmavailable. The I'resident^o
Water Resources Policy Commission, o£. clt*. Vol. 2, p. 55,
cites the collection of sedimentation data as a major need
for the Columbia Basin* It is likely, due to the nature of
the topography of the region, that siltatlon will not con
stitute a major problem in this region, and that the rate
of siltatlon is less than one per cent.



of oapacity will rediie® not "benefits to zeno. This will

depend largely upon the size of net benefits accruing to

the individual project, purpose by purpose, and upon the

relative Importance of each purpose in the total.

Finally, projects with large reservoirs are aj^rently

less susceptible to dmnage fr^® siltatlon timn are small

reservoir projects of similar types similarly located.

This is largely due to the fact tlmt, as soil is loosened

by erosion, its heavier imrticles are dropped to the bottom

of the stream as soon as water flow slows down even slightly,®^

*Rie smaller particles flow on in suspension until com

pletely dead water is reached* Diota on small stjwaas with

their hi^er velocity of water flows will receive silt de*

posits at a higher rate per square mile of watershed area

than will dams on watershed an^s.

Measurements made by the Soil Conservation Servlee
In 195-^ and 1935 la reservoirs in the Southeastern
States show an annual silt accumulation of 2 acre-
feet per square mile of drainage area in a reservoir
having a di^iimge area of 5 square miles, a rate of 1
acre-foot per sqtiare mile in a reseirvoir having a
drainage area of 10 square miles, s-nd rotes as low
as one quarter acre-foot in reservoirs with drainage
areas of 100 square miles and upwards. The varia
tion in rate of annual silt accumulation between

OA

Sherman M, ¥oodward, '^The Comprehensive Engineering
Point of View," Headwaters Cental gM Ose, Upstream Engi
neering Conference, 1956»p, 2l8,



reservoirs on large and small streams in the South
western States is greater, A reservoir with a drain
age area of 1 square mile had an annual silt accumu
lation of 5»5 aere-feet a year. Reservoirs with drain
age areas of 10 squs-re miles had a rate of about 2,5
acre-feetI those of 100 square miles about 1.5 acre-
feet, <=5

If it can be assumed that the site of the iHsservoir Is^

at least in part, a function of the site of the river, then

it follows tlmt the large reservoirs will be less susqep-

tible to siltation dmsa^ tlum smll reservoirs, ftMi

larger the drainage area is, the larger will be the stream

which feads. it.

2, Obsolesoenee

fhe ©eonoale life of say water-use project will be

affected by obsoleseence of project features. This is

largely an unknown quantity and can be taken into aoooimt

In only the roughest iwmner. It can be dealt with, how

ever, along the following lines.

Let us suppose that the obsolescence problim is that

connected with hydroelectric ̂ ergy. There is a pessl^

blllty that developments in the field of atomic science

a»y render the iay&roelectrlc facilities obsolete. At

present, best alternative to hydroelectric power (on

p. 218,



a cost basis) is steaa generation* In a ooal-bnmins "
'* ■

power plant it Is customary to attribute the cost of

power generation to amortisation of capital InTostment^

operating costy and fuel cost* Walter H« Zim has pointed

out that, for a steam plant having a cost of generation

of nine mills per killowatt hour, amortization costs would

be approximately 4*5 mills per kwh, fuel costs about 3*5

mills per kuh, and operating costs about one mill per

kwh*'

A similar breakdown must be made for the nuclear

power plant if the two are to be compared* Mr. Stuart

iMcLaln ha® stated that as of June, 1957, atomic power

plants showed an annual amortization rate of 22 mills

per kwh, with operation and fuel costs of 8 and 5 mills

respectively,^*^ This would Indicate that the cost of

generation of electricity by nuclear energy will approxi

mate 35 mills per kwh* latest develojments in nuclear

research prcsaise to reduce fuel costs to about one mill

Walter H, Zlm, "An Appraisal of the United States
:?uclear Power Program," Atoms for Power: United States
Policy in Atonic Eneritv Uevelopment. the American Assembly,
(New Yorki Columbia University, December, 1957), p. 86,

aerica

^"^Stuart KeLaln, "Boiling water Power Reactors," 7b.€>
can Public Power Association 14th Annual Convention

rocoedin,p:s. (Pevr York; June 25, 26, 27, 1957), p* ^5,

'■yx'UX'i



pex» and amortisation charges to approximately nine

mills per Assuming that operating costs are not

reduced significantly, an aisalysis of capital charges,

operating costs, and fuel costs indicates a foreseeable

iKiwor cost for nuclear produced electricity of approxl-

loately eighteen mills per kHh«

•fhe coat of production of hydi»oeIeetric power can

be brohen down In the same way. The figures used will be

those ixrevailing in the Paoiflc Horthwest. Hydro power

costs in other areas of tht® country will probably be

significantly hi^er* It has been estimted that the

eapitttl driarges for a hydroelectric plant will approximate

1.5 aillo per Scwh, with operating costs of about 1.79

mills, Fuel costs are aero, tba piiHJduction coat of

hydroelectric power in the Facific Hei-iihwest will approxi

mate 3«29 mills per kwh.

Steam generated electric energy is presently con

sidered to be the most economic alternative to hydroelec

tric energy. Stoclear power plants mimt overcome the cost

^®lfalter Zla, p. 87.
Olds, "late Chelleng© to 3U)cal Publicly Owned

utilities in Providing More Power at Lower Cost^"
M?ll9 laiSE Aesocifeticn 1.4th Annual Convention

.Proeeedinga, (Kew torhj June ̂ 5, 56, 27, 1957) d, 45.



advantage of stoaia plants before tbe^^ ean be oonaidered

to be an econoiaio threat to hydroelectric facilities. If

the calculations of Mr. Zia are used, the production costs

of nuclear plants are still epproxiiaately one and a half

to three times those essooiated with steam generation,

in spite of the fact that fuel costs of nuclear plants

are considerably lower than those of steam plants. If

Kr* McLain's estimate is correct, the cost relationships

a3M> even more unfavorable to nuclear generation,

fhe greatest pert of this cost differential is to be

found in capital ehaxt^s. Before atomic energy will be-

come economic, some iNithod mst be found to z^dnee ̂ eee

charges at least to the point that nuclear capital costs

plus fuel costs will be etual to steam oapital costs plus

fuel costs. In view of the specific conditions required

for nuclear pcwer generation,there Is little reason to

believe that this will occur in the iam^f^late future. The

materials from which nuclear plants are constructed must

meet eictr^ely high specifications. First, these materials

must be capable of wlthstaadlag tr^endously high tma^era-

ttires. Second, they must withstand radiation from nuclear

fuels, Third, they will have to be able to resist corrosion



tlie coi^llns IKiuias usM In tbie |>t©iS#SB*^ Anoth©!*

prol»lera involTed in overcoaing the eoet lead held bj

eteam lies In the difficulties of control. coping

with control, the engineers find their plants becoming

issore e<®ple3c—and more eacpeneiTe,"^^ Yet a third problem

relates to disposal of easte materials, fhese waste

isaterlals amat be disposed of in a manner which Is condu-

clve to public safety. At poreaent, this Is a relatlToly

expensiTO process,^® All of these problems must be over*

oome, to a greater or lesser extent, before the production

costs of peiwr produeed by nuclear eaergf ©an be reduced

to a point where nuclear plants will be economic by com*

parison with steam. It will probably be somewhat longer

before nuclear production costs will have fallen to the

level of production costs of hy^droelectrie energy In the

Pacific Sortharest,

Low-cost pmmp- sites are not, hmiwever, Inerhauatable,

Ae time pasoee, those hydroelectric sites refining will

involve hiid^er mA costs of dcveloimtent. It can

^^Henry M, Jackson, ̂ Atomic Power t fhe Teehnologioal
.Challenge," ̂  ,
Annuel. Convention Proceedini^s. (Hew York, Hew York, 1957),
Pft 9*



1S>« ©3cpeet©d then, that nuclear plants vrill have to OTsr-

ooa© th© cost advantage of these future sites, rather

than that enjoyed by currently planned developaents.

Figure 3 presents the Pacific northwest's long range

outlook for energy load and average, energy resources as

estimated by the Boimeville Power Administra-tion, It

constitutes a forecast of the expected load and source of

supply of electric energy through the year 2,000." It

will bo noticed that the expected power load for this

area for the year 2,000 is approximately 40,000,000 kilo

watts, as compared to about 6,000,000 kilowatts as of 1956.

Until 1972, increments of power are expected to be derived

tram new hydroelectric construction. From that time until

1975, additions to the power load are expected to be de

rived from conventional steam power sources as the low

cost hydro sites come into short supply, although small

additions to the construction of hydro plants are expected

at least through year 2,000. From 1975 to 1980, major

additions to the power X^d will be made through steam

^'united States Senate, 84th Congress, 2nd Session,
tfoner Columbia Rlyer Development. Joint Hearings before
Interior and Insulars Affairs and a Special Subcommittee
of the Committee on Foreign Relations, March 22, 26, 28, and
May 23, 1956, p. 150.
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generation and/or nuclear energy. After 1980 it is ex

pected that substantial additions will be made through

construction of nuclear plants* In other words, it is

anticipated that the combination of rising cost of pro

ducing power through hydro and oonTentional steam and

reductions in the cost of producing nuclear power, will

have caused power produced In nuclear plants to become

increasingly economic« By 1995, it is expected that major

additions to the power load will be obtained through con

struction of nuclear power plants,with only minor in

creases expected in the construction of hydro and conven

tional steam plants. This does not mean that existing

hydroelectric facilities will not be eeonomioj In fact,

projects which have been constructed prior to 1995 will

probably still have a substantial cost advantage, Hie

shift is expected to occur because low cost hydro sites

will have been previously developed, with only higher

cost sites remainii^.

3. Changes in Demand

Hie Corps of Engineers and the Federal Power Commis

sion have adopted a fifty year maximum for the period of

analysis for their projects as a hedge against changes in



and other \mfores@®n effects

Changes in demand »«s far as water-use projects are

oonoemed are largely a function of olmnges In the level

of potmlation. Bepartm^t of Comaeree forecasts throng

the year.1975 indicate that by that time the population

of the United States will be In excess of 230 millIon*

v/hlle agrlcultxire has increased its productive capa
city over the past decade by approximately one-third|
it appears neeessai^* la the light of expected popu
lation growth and the disposition of people to eat
better so long as their inoomes permilt it, that a
further increase of between 25 per cent and 35 per cent
will be needed over the next 25*y®s^r period,3o

This would see® to indicate that it can be expected that

changes in tl^ level of population will provide an offset

against decline la the level of benefits expected fr^ca

such water-use project purposes as Irrigation and proces

sing water, which sii^t be caused by changes in demand for

the output of those purposes. It seems reasonable to

assume that these increases in population \?111 provide

some protection against decline in the benefits from other

purposes as well,37 increases in population will increase

3^StibcojfflHittee, "Proposed Practices,** 22* cit«, pp. 83-84,
35i:cono»lo Rmprt ̂  President. (Washington, D, G.:

United State® Goveriuaent Printing Office, January, 1957)#
Appendix C,

3^Ervln L. Peterson, Agriculture Bulletint Columbia
Basin Issue. No* 170, (Salem, Oregons state Printing Office,
June, 1951)# p, 2,

37Subcommittee, "Proposed Practices," og, clt.. p, 2,



tilt ntea for aiomtetlo irtttr supplies > as veil as for power*

naTlsatiou faalllties, recreation facllltieSi and flood

control*

Slnet federal agencies take cognlzanoe of future popu

lation trends in coraputstlon of future benefits, only popu

lation laer^ses in exeeaa of tbeir expectations will lead

to benefits in excess of their calculations, Errors in

forecasting could lead to OTor-stateaient of project bene

fits, For this reason the public agencies purposely err

on the oonsersmtlTe side in their ©stisates of benefits

expected from this source,5® They usually select the more

eonsorvatlTe of the population forecasts of the Bureau of

the Census as the basis for their ealculatlojfis* It is

probable tlmt the mean estliaat© of the Bureau of

Census proTldes a nore realistic appraisal of future popu

lation trends,

4, SmmsTf

The public agencies consider the period of aimiyill

to be the econswiic life of tl» project as deteraiaed hf

the tiae period orer ehich the project returns benefite

P*



at least eqtial to costs. The Cor^js of Engineeirs a»a the

Federal Power CoaKalsslon consider that none of their pro

jects will Imv# an economic life in excess of fifty years,

while the Bureau of Reclaaation limits its period of &naly-»

sis to one-hundred years.

Any arbitrary period of analysis applying equally to

all projects would be unrealistic, at least so far as sll-

tation daaai^ is ooneeraed. There aay be Instances in

which siltation daiaage may prove to be the effective con

straint upon the duration of eeonomio life for a parti

cular project, but this mist be determined through exam

ination of the characteristics of the Individual project

and of its component purposes. This last is probably of

central importance, since the economic life of any project

will necessarily be depmdent upon the economic life of

its major purpose or purposes, As was noted, siltation

will affect different purposes in varying degree and under

varying ciroumstanees.

The rlsh of obsolescence is foreseeable to s^e ex

tent, although not nearly so much so as siltation damage,

Obeolescenee of projects and project purpose® is a matter

of relative cost relationships between water-use projects

and alternative means of providing the same type of bene

fits, The combination of the necessity for developing



higjier and higher cost hydro sites due to prior develop-

aent of the lower cost sites, together with reductions

over time in the costs of providing the same or siiailar

services through alternative methods, atomic ener^ in

particula-r, makes it relatively certain that hydroelectrlo

purposes will eventually become obsolete, This is, however,

a time process that ean be calculated in advance with some

degree of accuracy as Indicated by the B. f* A, forecasts#

CfeBoleseenc© be tm effective c<m8tralnt upon pro^Ject

development where the project relies heavily upon purposes

which are threatMied by obsolescence in the foreseeable

future. This constraint will vary from project to project,

depending upon the coat relationships of the important

purposes with alternatives, and thus are taken into account

by the relevant federal agencies.

Changes In 1h© level of dwsand will change with re*

speot to population changes and changes in the level of

incomes. To this extent tla^ may provide an effective

constraint upon developawit. Changes in demand, however,

should not be compensated for by shortening the period of

analysis. In the Interests of clarity, these changes

shoTild be taken into account by the Interest and discount

rates. The practice of the Corps of Ekigineers and the

Federal Power Ctsisatsslon of uslftg the period of analysis



as a hedge against uncertainties of the future renders

comparison of projects extremely difficult.

0* SMss at ̂  Mss iiszsl

As Indicated in Chapter II, all agencies except the

Bureau of Reclamation use the price lerel prevailing at

the time of the analysis for calculating the monetary

value of both benefits and costs • The Bureau bases its

benefit calculations upon the price level which is expected

to prevail during the life of the project. Future costs

involved in irrigation and power are computed on the same

basis, while immediate costs are calculated at prevailing

prices at the time of analysis. Under the assumption that

the price level over the life of the project can be approxi

mated by an average price for the period, the Bureau bases

Its expectations upon the average of 1939-44 prices.

There is the possibility that this method will be aban

doned in favor of a price level based upon a series of

projections of future levels of economic activity, pat

terned after the method used by the Department of Agricul-

ture in its watershed treatment pros3wm.59

Subcoramlttee, "Proposed Practices," ss>* oit«. p. 9.



Because of the difference In the price level used as

a basej the benefit estimates of the Btireau at the present

time, for such purposes as flood di^age, watershed improve

ment, and irrigation,^ are appxHaotimately one-half those

of other agimoles,^ In terms of today's prices, the

Bureau is understating benefits relative to costs, probably

to such an extent that, were it not for the inclusion of

indirect effects which are largely ignored by other agen

cies, projects considered highly fwisible by the Corps,

the Department, and the Commission would be submarginal

by Bureau standards.

Given the fact that benefits will normally occur much

later than costs, the methods of the other agencies are

not accurate to any greater degree. If benefits and costs

are ealculated on the basis of the price level prevailing

at the time of analysis, the extent to which the two effeote

are comparable is entirely dependent upon the length of

time that the current price level persists.

Pt 83*

'^^Uslng the average of wholesale prices of 1910-1914
as a base, the average prices for the period 1939-1944
stand at about 120. Using the same base period, the cur
rent wholesale price level is in the nei^borhood of 280.
Source: Department of Commerce.



ftm Subccsffialtte® on Bonoflts end Costs recomaonds^

that prices be estimated as they are expected to hold at

the iiiae when benefits are received aaad costs incurred,

Ihis means that project effects must be considered as

falling into three categoriesi investment costs, which

are immediatej operation, maintenance, and replacement

costs, which are incurred over a variety of time periods

throughout the life of the project mmt will vary as to

rate during each of these time periods) mid finally, bene*»

fits, which occur throi^out the life of the project,

Initial investmsnt costs can normally be e^luated

on the basis of the price level prevailing at the time

of project analysis so long as it m^r be assumed that

the project is to be undertaken within a reasonable time

thereafter, S>ren If this assumption cannot be amde, once

the anEdysis is cpspLeted and investment costs have been

computed on the basis of the then current price level,

it will be a relatively simple matter to adjust the cost

figures 80 obtained for later change in the price

level if the project is postponed for any length of time,

®iie Bureau of Beclasmttion estimates operation coats,

mlntenance costs, replacement costs, and benefits on the

^Ibld,, p* 15#



basis of tho prlc© level expected to prevail at the time
the benefits and/or costs are to occur by estimating the
average price level expected to prevail over the life of

the project.

The relevant problem is, however, that of accotmting
for relative price changes, not chaiages in the price level
as such. Relative price changes will express the real

value of benefits at the time they occur, A change in the
price level will express their monetary value, it is

generally recognised thai under ideal conditions, measure^
ment standards should reflect the public interest and should
give ex^^ession to re&X costs and benefits,

of the resources used
ror project construction is measured by the amount of
other pods and services for which such resources could
be exctenged at the time when they are to hemZ,
^liailarly the real value of benefits is deteimiined bv
_he aaomrt of goods for which they can be ©xclmnged,
vfinL possible to postulate projections of realvalps, applicable to benefits when realised and to

to supplement those valuesby consideration of society*® long-range welfare, an
adwate spge of the public Int^est would be^l-

Rnfopunately it is not practicable to estab
lish and apply such a system of real value.^3

There is a further problem involved wh®3^ tfee agencies are
concerned. It is conceded ̂ t acceptance of the price

P. 16. ' ;,vl -



level at the time of analysis, as modified by allovr&nce

for anticipated change in relative prices, has the advai^

tage of stating benefits and coats in terms of relative

values which are Independent of ohangea in the price
JL JL

level* It will not, howevert lend itself to stateoMKat

of the dollar benefits which the Indlvidtials can expect

to receive from the project* This fact will complicate

the problem of seotwing participation of individuals in

project 8.ctivltioB wad Of making repayment assessments*

ais price level, further, will not give expression

to the role played by water-use projects in counter-cyclleal

policy.

In the past, low price levels have been associated
with low levels of employment* Resource project
costs incurred in such times are relatively low, and
the benefits which accrue later are apt to have higher
value in relation to costs than they would have if the
projects were initiated during periods of high level
emsaoyment* Under these circumstances of low employ
ment, project JIustlficatlon and initiation are favored
by the procedure r©coHiBiended» Oonvorsely, this pro
cedure is less favorable to project Justification and
initiation when employment levels and the associated
phenomena of prices are high* "^5

It is agreed that there is sosse value la expressing benefits

and costs in the texsiNi of which individuals are accusSoSBBHl

pf vfp

p. IT.



■fco thinking; t>ut, 1*0 t2i© extent that thex*© la & dlvepgene©
between real and monetary values, it will be difficult to

compare costs which, being measured by current prices, will
be in real terms, with benefits which are measured in

raonot3,ry terms* It would appear to be preferable to

state the value of benefits aisd costs in terms as near

to real terms as possible* If it Is assumed, and the
Subcommittee bsr.1c€w this assumption^ that current market
prices reflect real values, it would seem to follow that

the price level prevailing at the time of analysis should
be used*

With respect to the stabilisation value of the proi-
ects, it would probably be better, at least in terms of

the economic value of the analysis, to apply an adjustment
outright to the results of the analysis to coaspensate
for ohanges in the level of eeoncoaic activity, rather than
to attempt to coa^pttEMiate for these changes through the
price level.

fw-rV- '



APPENDIX TO CHAPTER V

<JLOSSARir

M  Is an eraaiiat &t water snffi-

elent to cover an acre of land to a uniform depth of on©

foot,

S2MS. imk £SE s^oond o£ water flow is the nmber of

cubic feet of water which will flow past a given point of

a etream in one seeond. 43,560 efe Is epiial to one acre

foot,

ZrjSSZ jtoSE amotsnt of power which oan be

produced during all tim© periods, A hydroelectric plant

which relies upon run-through water can produce eontinu»

ously only that amount of power which can be ̂ mesmted by

the minimum stream flow. If a reservoir is conBtrueted,

the amount of primary power can be Increased by increasing

the supply of water available for use dtiring periods of

minimum stre^ flow,

g-^cm^ry power is power in ©access of primary power,

and Is available only during certain peak production pejt*-

iods (any time stream flow is above the and in

excess of reservoir capacity),

Itsablp storar© is the total eapacity of the reservoir,

15ue to technical and physical limitation®, all of the water

stored in a reservoir cannot be drawn off whon needed.



cayaeltT is that of the capacity of O

iffttep<»us# posepvoir in which watep can be stored and drawn

off as needed for consiaBptlve use. This will usually be

a smaller part ef total capaoity, and, hence will be less

than usable storage for purposes other than flood control.
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CHAPrm 71

He mm of as© momsT mmim

*# mm Isere Qm&mm€ with two olosoly related aa-

peota of '^0 b<ai«flt-eost aaalyaia t the soleotloii of

latereet a»d discowit rates and risk allowances to make

b^tiofits and eosts o<»B^rable with respect to tiae

oertalnty of ocourrenoei sad the nse of benefit-cost

aaalysis in raiding projects for deirelopaeiit. since both

the role of the interest imte and the projects selected

for dereloiaient will be Inflneneed by the ohameteristics

of the supply of capital for financing water resources

derelcpnenty a discussion of these oharacteristlcs will

be included in the diseiisal<m of the Interest rate.

1# Introduction

Jn the discussion of the choice of prloe level by

Heaas of which future benefits and costs are given monetary

oppression, w# were concerned with the problem of expressing

tlMi aagnitude® of those effects in terms which would reflect

tl^ opportunity costs of resources at the time of their use



and the valu© ©f Taeneflta at the time thej are received*

This *as a first step tovards aalcliaig h^ESiefits and costs

comparable, ®here l8» however, another problen to b® over-

eoae befor® this goal ean be achieved. Benefits and costs

will be eomparablei In the real sense of ̂ e wox^, only

when they have been converted to a nniform time and cer

tainty basis, that is. When futtire benefits and costs have

beim adjusted to reflect preferences for present as com*

l»red with future goods and the rishs and uncertainties

attending future produeti<m. Interest end discount rates

are used to convert benefits and costs to a uniform time

and certainty basis,

l^e interest rate hse Idxree ftmcticnsi first, it

gives expression to the time preferences of individuals|

second, it gives ̂ itpresslon to the risk el«icnt in future

productioni and, third. It is a price, the price of capital,

and acts as a mtioning device to channel capital funds

into their moat productive use.

It is probable that society, as well as individuals,

has a tendency to place a ecsMnrliat higlMr value t^pon pres

ent as ccsipared with futince income end consumption, The

interest lete Is of importiuice as it reflects this prefeis»

«3ice as to time. There is some discount arate which, when

It is applied to future bmefits and costs, will cause the



^  i'i

resultant value of those effects to he e^Etael to co^^atahle

effects in the present,

Public inTestaent, as ifell as priyate investaent, is

carried out in a rapidly chaining world. Technological

deyelopiaente. ehanges in eonsuner tastes > B3a& otlunr un»

known risks lend an aura of risk and uncertainty to in-

vestncsit deoisifflos. Caloulatlon of vague social benefits

and costs could add to the risks for pid>lio investisent.^

Relatively, prwient uses are sure and certain. Conse^^

Quently, If in^esent and future benefits and costs are to

comparable, future effects must be discounted for these

hazards of the future,

2, Time Preference

The pidslie agmicies involved in water resotarces de-

velopumt consider the interest rate to be "an expression

of the exchange relationship between present and future

goods. This wmmBp In effect, that Vbmf conceive the

It is dotd>tf^, however, that present practices re
lating to measurement of social benefits and costs involve
much risk because of agency conservatism in calculating in
tangibles,

^Subcommittee on Benefits end Costa, Report to the
Inter-Agency River Basin Cocroittee; Proposed Prac-

MsM £2£ Sconomic Analysis of River Basin Pro.lecta. (Mash-
ington, D, G.j United States Govemment Printing Office.
1950), p. 22, *



purpose of the interest a:*ate to too at least partly that of

reducing the aaiounts of future beaeflts and costs in such

a laanner as to express society's higher preference for re

sources in the present as compared to a future date,

Althou^ the agencies generally m&vme that the interest

rate on long term government bonds affords a satisfactory

measure of the cost of capital used in water resources de*

'relopmenty3 the Corps of iSagineers snd the Department of

Agriculture use a stimiei^t higfe^ rate in converting bene

fits and private costs over time to an equivalcait axmual

average, ]^th agencies use rates from four to five per

cent for this purpose,^ fhe Subo<WBalttee on Benefits and

Costa x^comsMnded tlmt a rate of not less than four per

cent be us^ in ecnvertiin^ deferred benefits and private

sests# with tl» objective in mind of reflecting more ade

quately tlss values attached defesn^^d benefits by in— '

dividuals participating In the project and, also, to

^ey ssetMe that the Interest rate applying to long
tern govewsasait bonds is the applicable rate because it is
relatively risk free. Most risks are presumed to be elimi
nated from oapital costs by the use of risk allowances, by
conservative methods of calculating project benefits, or
by inclusion of a risk factor in the discount rate,

A
Subeo^ittee, "Proposed Practiees," p, yd.



imcoitrag© private investmemt and partleli»itlon.5 x^e rate

vMeh would be applied to federal and public non-federal^

oooto and benefits would# bowev^p# be tbat of lonjg; tei^

government (from 2t to 5| per eent)* fh® ua© of different

rates to eonvert private and publio effecte is apparently

based upon tii© a0ei;ffiQ)tion tlmt private evaluations and

preferenoee as to time lie saeeirbat above tbose of soeietj

as a wbole* 0se of tbe lower rates for all ©ffeets would

probably deorease tbe willingness of individuals to parti

cipate in the projeot by under-stating the time preferences

of those individuals.

If^itilla and Sckstein have siig^ested that the rate of

interest which will reflect society*# relative valuation

of ino<Mes in different periods will lie between 5.M and

5#01 per o^t.7 fher det«p»in©d this range by an analysis

of tiM> asset and credit position of each income class in

the tialted States to detemin© the rates at which these

p» 23.

fhese are usually costs which are required to be In
curred as a tu'erecuisite for federal participation* fhey
might take the form of costs incurred In setting up an
irrigation district which will undertake the task of asses
sing participants for benefits received*

*^yohn U« Krutllla and Otto Scksteln, "The Cost of Fed-



horrm m save, The Interest rates on -whlsh con-

Smei^ make l^eir borrowing-savins deolsions were estimated

on the amomt of debt held in all forma, trtm govexroaent

and hlgSti grade private aecurlties to sales flnanee eoaa-

panies. The final figore v&a obtained hf wei^tlng the

average rates applicable to the ineoiiM^ elasses bj their

share of tax savings as represented by deductions frcna in

come taxes for interest paid.

The primary objection to this calculation, as its

results apply to water resource development, lies in its

inclusion of a very high risk factor (relevant rates for

low inccsae groi3^s were averaged at twelve p^r cent, az^ at

nine per cent for the rest). The relevant interest mte

for pt&lic investment, since risk has been eliminated by

use of a discount rmta and risk allowances, would probably

lie below 5,44 per cent. However, a discount rate for

defera?ed benefits of four p«p eent at a minimum, plus down

ward revision of benefits by e^oservative estimation, ml^t

lead to an implicit rate of very near lhat figure.

Risks fall into two categories, known and unknown.

Risks which can be predicted on the basis of probability.



incli as losses from fire, stoxmi, pests, azifi diseases, oan

be accoimted for either throttgh Insiiranoe or by aettlns up

appropriate allowances. Most of the ptibllc agencies take

the known risk factor into account by means of the latter.

The Federal Power Coa»lsBion, the only agency to utilise

insurance as protection against loss from unforeseen risk,

includes it in annual charges as 0,12 per cent of total

investment costs.

Unknown risks, such as fluctuations in the level of

economic activity, changes In eonsimer tastes, and ob8oles«»

o^ee of project features, oan be fowrlded for in several

ways, A limited eeon^ic life can be assumed for the

project, as Is done by the Corps of Ihgineers and the Fed*

eral Power Ccnmisaion, A minimum salvage allowance can be

mde, as is the policy of the Corps of iSngineers and the

Federal Power Commission,® Contingency reserves csn bo

set up, or benefits can be computed on a conservative bails.

Finally, a risk factor can be included in the discount rate.

In most eases, several of these techniques are used by the

aj^ncies. Thus all predictable risks will usually have been

deducted fTm net benefits, and at least a part of tho

°The Department of Agriculture makes no allowance for
salvage, but this is because of its sssui^tion of perpetual
life for its projects rather than out of any desire to pro
tect against unknown risk.



taiiqpredictabl© rlska will haw® b®®ii deducted tkpougjti one <m

iiore of the indirect methods outlined above*

It would »mm to be prefereble to t(Moi tsdimown risks

into ©.ccount by meaais of a risk factor awMed to the diseount

rate* Even tlujugh it mi^t be argued that the result would

be the same* a part of the value of benefit-oost analysis

lies in the fact that It brings the relative effectiveness

of imter resource devi^essswat vis-a-vis other investment

opportunities into the opes* It seems desirable that the

ma^piitudes of px^Jeot effects be ira^pressed in uneoupliccksi

terms in order that a clear cdioioe may be made*

4* a® teBlx 2£. SsslM.

dapital ̂ eory oftm assumes that the supply of in*^

vestfiaent funds is determined ̂  the willingness of savers

to Iflcsl lya flffiount equal to idiat they would save at any

givaa rate of interest, plus b«ck lending, and that in

vestors will have, and take advantage of unlimited access

to investment funds as long as their expected returns lie

above the market rate of Ijciterest*

InvfiMitmtfaxt funds for water resources development

eomo chiefly from the federal government, and do not appear

to be significantly related to the prevailing saarket rat®

of interest, as represented by the cost of borrowii^*



Unless w© assnme that all water-ue© projects are fismnoed

throiigih sale of govemawtt bona©, tJi© snpplj of public

liiTestiaent fimas ©aamot be held to b© d©p«od©nt npmk the

wlllinsttess of savers to lend* In view of the fact that

nost vater*-uBe projects are financed wholly, or In i»rt,

out of tax revezmes, It arust be concluded «iat the supply

of investment funds for water-use projects is relatively

independent of ttko rate of interest*

Pedez^ funds for water-use projects are appropriated

hy Oongress* While G<mgre«8 has evinced considerable in

terest in eoonomic j^wtiflcation of such projects,9 that

is, in the productivity of water resources investment, it

is not likely that all eoonomioally justified projects are

allocated investaent fuMe*3-0 in fact, coaq^arison of fed-

wal expenditures for water resourees development with

total fed^?al sscpenditures, ̂ ^ss national product, gross

S«*ivate d<Haeetie invee^ent, and total federal investment

^Cf• flood Control Act of 1936*

195t a benefit-cost analysis was made of a proposed
development of the Tualitin River Basin in Oregon. The re
sults of the analysis indicated that the benefit-cost ratio
of the proposed project was in excess of two to one. Tho
project was not reccMomended by the Corps of Engineers on
the grounds that the project %ra8 not politically feasible*
(Source I Biscuasion with an official of the Planning and
Development Division, Civil Works} Office of the Chief of
Engineers, Deparlaaent of the Army, in Forest G-rove, Oregon,
1955.)



&emB to indicate tliat the pi?oductivity of water resom^ee

dereloiffiiexit tmy |Oe.y <mly a minor role in dete]wlai.ns "the

level of invesfeient in water-'use projects# Such a eom-

parison is suade in T€bXe 71# ExpresBed as a percentage of

total federal expenditures and of gross lapivate domestic

Investment, federal expei^itares in water resources de*

velopQcnt were hii^r in the middle wad late thirties then

in later years# SMs ai^t indicate that investment in

water resources development is more responsive to fluctu

ations In the level of economic activity than to the rate

of rettim «^cted frcm development# f&ken as a pei^entage

of g3»>s8 national product, water resources sog^nditures

renmlned relatively stea^^ over the ywtrs I936 to 1951#

During the post-war years there has been some inor®*8®

in water resources expsradituree, although it is difficult

to say whether the rise Is a eontinnlng one en a percentage

basis.

After the beginning of the war the general appropria
tion bill for 1951, as enacted, reduced the amount for
water development, and further cuts will be nmtde#
Water ppograms have genea^ally suffered during periods
of war and defense activity #13.

^^The President's Water Resources Policy CoBsaission,
4 ̂ater Policy for the Merlcan People, ?ol. 1, (Washington,
D#^7r United Stat^Governraent Printing Office, 1950),
pp, 82-83#





Althou^ the percentAs«o olted In the table are inconclu-

Blve, in that they eover only a limited time period, they

support the belief that the supply of inveetment funds for

water resources developiaent Is not significantly a function

of either the rate of interest or the rate of return to be

expected frcsa mter*use projects, Oon^cessional appro-

pra^ions for water resources development seems to be to

scHse extent determined by the mood of Congress at sujy

given point in time*

Institutions! factors z*elating to the manner in which

development funds are made available anlce it necessazy to
assume that the supply of those funds is determined exo-

genously and is independent of the rate of interest* In*

creases in the s^ly of funds may be oalled forth by

growing unemployment in the econtaiy or by the pressures of

local interest groups upon Congressional representatives,^^

Decreases in the supply ©f funds may be brought about by

the threat of Inflation or by political ideology. In all

oases the supply of funds will be limited by the willingness

12
,  12am©st A, Ehgelbert, "Political Aspects of Future
water Resources Development in the West," Water Resources

Develpiaaent igf the Wests Research Weeds and
Proceedings of the cSsffitee on the Economlescf

Water Resources Development of the Western Agriciatural
Econ<xaics Research Council, Berkeley, California, I953, P. 93,



of to allocate money for water-use projeete* To

tSse extent that Congressioml willln^piess to appropriate

funds for water resources developEaent arises from other

reasons than the reeiilts of benefit-cost analysis, the

supply of tiKjse funds is determined exosenously.

5* The of the Rs-te

Although much of the controversy In the field centers

about the effect of the interest rate In allocating funds

between public and private Investment, relatively little

has been written ooneemii^ the internal effect the interest

x^te might have upon benefit-cost analysis conclusions, If>

for example, the rate of interest used is low, those pro»

Jects having a ecanparatlvely hl^ d^mnd for capital will

be in an advantageous position with respect to the benefit-

cost ratio# If, on the other hand, the rate of Interest

used Is high, thim those projects which are relatively

less capital intensive would be more likely to exhibit a

superior benefit-cost ratio# The low rate will benefit

long-term projectsj the higher rate will aid short-term

projects#

This fact suggests that the government sight well set

the rate of Interest for water resource development at that

level at which it would be equal to the rate of return frooi



tlx© sarginal project# The iratte of interest so set coiild

then be spplied to all projects, with projects selected

for development according to the traditional method of

comparing the rate of retiim end the interest rate. All

projects which promise a x^te of return in excess of the

rat© of interest would be developedj those projects offering

a lower rate of return would not. This is illustrated in

Figure 4, Line BE indicates the rates of return expected

from the various projoota, as detonalned by the benefit-cost

i^tio mlmie one,

•i ■*
-^The inclusion of operating costs in project benefit-

cost ratios for comparison with other alternatives is neces
sary in order to inflect the full opportunity cost of using
faoto3:*s in water-use projects. It is doubtful, however,
that opei^ating costs are paid out of the supply of invest
ment funds. Therefore, for purposes of ranking projects,
the benefit-cost ratio should be one In which ooereting costs
have been deducted fxm benefits. This means that the bene
fit-cost ratio relevant for ranking purposes is one in which
only investment costs are Included in the denominator. This
will have some effect on the order in which projects are
ranked, that is, those projects with large operating costs
will have correspondingly hl^er benefit-cost ratios, The
ellialnetion of operating oosts, however, will cause the
benefit-cost ratios to reflect more accurately the produc
tivity of water-use projects. An example will make this
apparent. Let us suppose that the benefits derived from a
specific project amount to #1,000,000, and that the initial
investment costs ai'o .f600,0^and oiserating coats ere
#200,000, The benefit-oost ratio of this project for com
parison vflth alternatives will be 1,25 to 1, For purposes
of ranking, the operating costs are deducted from benefits,
leaving benefits in the amount of §800,000 and costs of In
vestment of #600,000, The new benefit-cost ratio is 1,33
to 1, Tlie rate of return for this project is .33,
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rat® of rstum on %3m projoot wuia t&en

iji^oatod t>y point a, tlio interest'rat®t r, womld be

set miml to E# All laro^eets would tiien be mi^ed ia Uui

order of M on a deseondins soalei with those protests

lying to the left of point R aligihl© for develapaentj

while those pirojeota lying to th® ric^t of that point wotild

be conaideiN&d ineligible. As Otto Eehsteln has pointed

The relative valuation of inoomes in different periods
whloh is implloit in the use of the Internal rate of
return of Urn aarginal project will generally not be
the optiaua rate. The planning authorities laust plok
both the rate of Interest and the amount of investment
aiaultaneomly • ^5

la ©"Wier words, the i^te of interest so set would reflect

the productivity of investstent in water-use projects, but

would reject ids® marhet juds«w«ent as to the share of aatlomO.

income which is to be devoted to invesbaent as well as the

iaarfc©t*s relative valuation as to tine# To all Intents sad

supply of capital for the government can be
considered perfectly elastic up to point R and perfectly
inelastic beyond that point* By contrast, the supply of
capital in the private msurhet will probably be upward
sloping throughout*

^^otto leJcsteln, "Investment Criteria for Iconoalc
Bevelopaent and the Theoiy of Intertcnporal Welfare Sco-
nsoles," aTmrterlv Journal of Economies. UDCI, Febrmry,
1957, p.. Gil



pxrpoBQs, the first of the latter tiro faetors has alrea^

heen rejeoted by the maimer In. ̂ rtalch decisions as to quantity

of funds to be laad® available for water resources develop*'

ment are reached* The second has been largely rejected by

the a&nner in which Inrestiaeiit funds have been obtained,

that is, through! taxes rather than the capital nerfeet«

B# Pro.leet Hanking

The purpose of benefit-'Coat analysis is to enabl# the

agencies to deterBine the eeon^io effectiveness of re

sources used in imter resource developnent* They assume

that resources will be used most economically when net

benefits from development are at a maximum*^^ firojeots

are considered to be eecaiomically Justified whenever bene

fits exceed costs. While a comparison of the net benefits

of one project with those of other projects would show

which projects would produce the most net benefits, no

basis would exist for comparing the relative costs of

obtaining these benefits. Project A, might have benefits

in the amoimt of #2 million and costs in the amount of

fl,5 million, while Project B has benefits of flO million and

end costs of §9,500,000, but ̂  patiO of project benefits to

'^"SubQommlttee, p, 13.



ooBts Will b© 1,33 to 1 for projoet A tai& only 1,05 to 1

for project B, Project A will use resotirces laor© eoo-

aomic&lly tl^a will project B, For thle reason, tli© Snb-

ooamittee r©o<^Biertdtefd that projects b© ranked for developaeat

on tha basis of their benefit-cost imtios,^*'' This aetiiod

glres (^presaion to both benefits and coats aral would in-

BVTQ that those projects which produce the most benefits

in relation to their costs will be developed first, if there

were unlimited funds available for water-use project de

velopment.

In Figure 5 we are concerned with two potontlal

projects, A and B, Both are cconoaloally Justified, that

1®, they both liav© bea^fit-cost ratloa in excess of 1* If

there is six million dollars available for develoxraent,

there is no difflcxilty posed by the ranking syste®. Sup

pose, hBipever, that only four million dollars can be used

for develo|»ent. The SubeoisMltte© reoofflmendatlon would

lead to use of the entire four million on project A,

Though it is true that project A*8 average benefit-cost

curvo (a) is hi^aer than t3aat of B, the same ie not true

for all ranges of the marginal benefit-cost curros.

-'^Xbid,, p, 14,
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Up to |>oint X, additional Investment in project A will

daaee its marginal benefit-cost ratio to exceed its average

benefit-cost ratio. Beyond point X, however, additional

investment will be relatively less productive. The avei^ge

benefit-cost ratio curve will begin to decline at ti^t

point, but at a slov/er rate than the marginal benefit-

cost curve# Bp to point X, the marginal benefit-cost

ratio of project B is rising at a higher rate ̂ mn its

average benefit-cost ratio| aM, in this range, project 1

will add more benefits relative to its costs than will

additional investacait In project A past point 2# Thus net

b^iefits would be hij^r If |2#9 million were invested in

project A and |1#1 million in project B, tlmin if the entire

million were Invested In pro jeet A# A ranking system

"(diich orders projects for investment by their beneflt-

©ost ratios may, therefore, result in inefficient use of

public investment funds#

The above ease indicates that Investment in projects

should be oarried out to the point at which their marginal

b^eflt-cost ratios are equal# if this can be done, net

benefits will be maximised# This will require, however,



that wat©r-use projects bo infinitely dlTislbl©# ^hla

diOes not appear to be tbe case*!®

An alternative eystwa of i^inking is that which ©oia-

pntee the benefit-coat ratios of separable purposes^ rather

than of total projects and selects for development those

purpose which possess the highest ratios* In figure 6

such a case In j^sented* faking first the discontinue!}©

demand curve D as the demand for Inves^^t funds for

various projects under conditions of Indivisibility, tl»t

is, either an entire project or nothing, it oiui be noted

that the curve ooastitutes a ranking of possible projects

by their benefit-cost ratios* Under tlws aseuoptlon that

the supply of Investaisait funds is limited to the amount OQ,

projects A throujdi ̂  could be completed, with the quantity

of investment funds utilized indicated by Oq, and the quan

tity of investmient fmsSUa available but umused shoim as by

qQ* It might be that another project, H for example,

could utilize those surplus funds and be completed ahmd

of t and d. fhls would Involve developing an inferior

project ahead of superior projects, and a consequent re

duction in net benefits relative to the amount possible

If the superior projects could be developed first, or If

^Sunra* Chapter IV,
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were d©"?©Xope€ first*

t&tose to b&Te superiority

Just as tlie beuefit-oost mtloe of projects •rary in

asount, so do tbos© of tlie separable purposes* Lire in

Fl©ir© $ Illustrates rsalElrg by separable purposes* A

project witb a rery b«tieflt«eoet ratio saty bare one

or more sepaiwable purposes: witb mm. hl0mT benefit-cost

ratios, sad one or nore pui^ses with lower berefit*cost

mtios* A project with a lower arerage b^eflt-eoet mtio

say Tsry well, hare ore or mve »«qs»rsble purposes with

hl#ier ratios than those of i&e lower order in the totmrn

project* Siroo by tsMrg M.f5h*rarhir^ purposes out of

othenrise low ranking projects i^e ssMKiaEU® of benefit-

eost ratios is raised, the upper range of will 11© above

the ui^r r8Ui©9 Of D and the lower range of will lie

below the corrssponding of b* All project purposes

to the left of polnt'Z should thim be developed* Such a

syBt«o of ordering should mxlais® net benefits*

^The us© of this method is, however, subject to tlsa

technical requiresients invcdved in eons true tion of multiple

purpose projects* It is clearly possible that inelusion of

a in*oje©t during the initial stages of construction may

result in lower costs than would accrue to the

ssam^ pui^ose if it were tO' be added to the project at a



later date. la addltloap th© ooiapaiiion purposes of the

project aay be tound to bear a higher cost if one of th©

pirposes is caalttod than if the purpose ver© Included,

Ihe existence of Joint coats in project constructicoi vrould

cause th© beneflt^cost ratios of those purposes reiasining

to be lowei* than would othenrise be the ease,^5' poi;. this

reascKO it Is imliltely that this method would be any more

efficient than x^inklng of pjpojects by their b©nefit<»eost

mtios •

Of the types of ran&iiig eeh«aes discussed^ it is prob^

able that the most efficient, in terms of mximiEetion of

benefits in relation to cosis, will be one la which projects

are developed to the point at which their marginal benefit-

cost ratios are equal, siibjeot to the degree of indirlBl-

bility which exists,

19
Sunm. ehapter ZV,
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CHAPTIE VII

COHCLUSIC®

fh6 md tmmvdB which tho b<mdfit-coct aamlysl® Is

dlrmt^A Is eommie justification, if a project and Its

component parts are selected from amoas the most economical

altermtlvea ©pen, if the scale of the project is estab

lished at the point at Which net benefits are at a

glrm the surrotmdlns clremastsnces, and if b^eflts exceed

costs by enoui^ to cover opportunity cost of capital. It

can be said ttmt project is eoonoolcally jtistlfied.

The extent to which benefits exceed costs will be Indicated

by the benefit-cost ratio. This ratio will be of value

principally as a device by wMeh tbe relative desirability

of all justified prdjects may be cp^sred.

Project evaluation Is aimed at ensuring fulflllacnt

of the main pm^peso of benefit-cost analysis, namely,

determination of the economic justification of specific

projects. In the course of this evaluation, the i^d for

each purpose of the project will be established, and the

details of project development will be set according to



"tei# 8|0it economical

jjroJeoi piu^ses.

for the

Tim Yalta© of a ppo-Jeet llea m the need %?hich

t0p the goods and serYioes which aay he ©jcpected to b#

pdPOdttOed by the project. In other voMe» the deisaEHl for

a project Is derived frcii its output* In eas^ tb#

nattsi^ of that demand aay place a lijiitatltm upon the type

and scope of pa?olect development* the desmnd which may b#

«0ipe©ted for hydroelectric power will he det^ndned liys^ly

hy future eo^oeaic develoiments in the H»rket area of

project and hy the price which must he charged for that

power* For flood control, the l,imitation will he placed

upm the scope of developmaat hy ̂  mamismmi flood against

which protection is dmaanded* Tim eoil types to he foiaad

in the project area, or future ficqpee^ti<uis relative to

tranapoi»tatlon may determine the dtatnd for water for irri

gation.* One of the firat tashe of project eimluaiion will

he that of evaluating the possible limitation® to demand

for all of the purposes of the project under study* The

types of data which will he required for an «wialysis of

project dfiMttnd are illustrated In. fable



T/iBlLS Til

BASIC SOCIO-ECOK^C DATA HIQUIREMEMTS
BT TIPES, FXHCTIOMS, Mm STAGES OF BITELOPIIISBT®

III IT TI TII Tin IX

Population:

Mufflber, location, density

Incojoe and exx^endituree

Age, sex, race, si2^e of
families

Resources:

PO PO PC

PCO PCO

PCO PCO

Land

Water

Mineral

Industry:

Mining

Manufacturing

Agriculture

PCO PCO P

PCO PO PCO PCO PCO PCO PO

PCO PCO



Utilities

Markets:

Agricultural

Industrial

Other

Production:

Agricultijral

Mineral

Other industriiil

Prices PCO PCO PCO PC

Column I - Havigationj^ Column II - Floc«i Control, Column III - Ihrainage, Column IV - Hydro

Pofp;er, Column V - Irrigotioa, Coluran VI - Water Supply, Column VII - Pollution Abatonsnt,

Column VIII - Recreation^ Colum IX - Watershed l^agement,

P - Planning (ijrellninary examinations, surveys, and definite project reports),

C - Construction {including plans and s]^cifications).

0 •» Operation and maintenance

Presia®^"^'® Water Resources Policy - Commission, op, cit, . p, 333<



It trill he noted that t^ie tjpea ef data neQtiiar'ed foj*

a?mljsia of de^saiid tbjj aecoMliig to th® purpose under

consideratioa, and aecordins to tlie stage of eons true t Ion#

For ©valustlon of the demand for irrisatlon, for eoEaapl®,

It is important timt eoaplete information relatlT® to popu-

latioa data he aifnilable# llils will neoesaarlly Inoltade

the a^er of indiiriduals, tlieir loeatiom and the density

of |j®p«lation, informtion as to ino®^ and es^pendituresi

and the i^ges, e&Xg moe, md sis# of fsaailles. For flood

control, on the other hand|, it is necessary only to detor-

nine the populstion, sis®, locatiani, and d^aaity# 2h® .

odllootion of data m the level required for even approxi-#

WLtoly aeeumte estliaation of domad has cHsly Just begun#

■For a smaary of the isajor defioienoie® in the basic

eoonoalc data n®«Kled for imter resouro© planningiBoe

A^endlx I# As shova in TshXe Til, only five of the

wator-us® purposes listed- require information relative to

aarhets# of those not jcieediag market data are valued

in tersas of daaag^ rednctloas# <^y watershed treatment

x^qulres both market and damage data# (haly recreation re*

quires neither market nor toage information, Xet, all ofquires neither market nor toage information, Xet, all of

the porpoaes are seen to nmd price data for valuation pur»

posesf In other words, in .only five of the nine oases can

rnsm^t val-nes be directly applied, in to otor four
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r&Bom&e pdll&f oarmot b« m tM»

basis aXono* baTS hmm. a vaaicusas of nator x^«

sooroo <IOTeioi»»»it In tbe past} tliat is, jkhgrsieal and

«®Sl3i«©3:*inS probl^as seem to bsTO prorldod tbo ovsr^rldlng

eoi^ldemtiosis for past wator ro8oiH*co doroiopesmt in aoso

isstanoos,^

Economlo stodlos onibHo dotominatiom of eeon^o fmm'^

ibHity and of th© a|ija:»opriate lovol of development for

aeximisatimi of want satisJ^ticoi#^ Teohnologioal advanooe

will inoroase the ran^ of oemiOiBio foasibility* Ohanses in

the level of doMadf in prices and costs, and ohangos

la the level of businees activity, will all affect the raasge

of eo<KEicstio feasibility# flie rasdie within which econoffilc

feasibility will affect development policy, however, depends

both up<m tlmt whioh is physically possible and that which

is Institutionally permissible,^

institutiooal of water-use developeint wiH

dotmti^ Wm entent to which it li Inotltutlonally per-

missable to ts^birbRl^ foa?SMi of deveioimit which pass both

^Ibid>. p» 56.

Sbid.



tSm i^sicaX mSi Thi» mp&et ts '

ti*o3Ll«^ 1*1" IjmB, cuatoiaBg orgeataatiori®, aM laay met

%e ©mto®!* Halt or (Sfjtpaad d0ir©lopia©n1»» Ab Tliajsona eayai

In analysing polley aspeots of imter rosouroo
doyolopaont, wo must, howorer^ rooognise elearly the in-
teivel&tloashiiffi of phyaleal end institutioml as well
«MB the eeonoffiio diaension*

fifehably a brief exajsple with respect to Irri
gation of agrlciiltuxel. land fro® nattiral bodies of
snrfaoe water would help clarify this point. Let us as-
sujao ttet the engiiieerfi, hydrologlstsi geologists j agr^n-
Cfflilsts and other :i^Bical eelentists conclude that it
18 physlcwdly possible for "X" river to provide 12 acre
inches of water per year on acres of cropland at
six intervals of two inches per ap|d.ication. range
of jdbysical possibilities thus nms fvmi sero to 12
inches of water for the cropland under study. Under
given cost and price conditicmBt it is eoonomioal to
use only six acre inches of the water that is pi^sioally
availehl®. loweverf since this particular river is
covered by the ripaidan doctrine of water rights, it Is
not institutionally possible to us© any of the water for
cropland irrigation even though It is jhyslcally possible
to i^ovide 12 acre inches and econ<«siically feasible to
i«ae six acre inches.^

In the case outlined, the physical supi^y is twelve acre

iiwdMW pmt ferns', the eemicKaic at^ply Is six inches per ymr-,

and tlie institutional et^g^y is aero, fhe institutional

factor provi^s the eff^tiv© constraint, in this case,

setting '^s© limit to develojaaent.

It ia entirely possible that in?obloia» ̂  peraisslblilty

may force ̂ Blargemesnt of pi^jects. The pr^sure of epeoi«Ci
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vmlmtion*

Onfortmmtely it la not ps^ctieabl© to ©stabliali and
apply snoh a system of real valtie* TIa®r® woiaid b© the
technical difficulty of devising such a pattern upon
acceptable e,esumptlons and furthenaore, the sdainistra-i
tors who reooflimend projects and the legislators who
consider them would likely be averse to receiving
pc^oject estimates coiished In theoretical terms i^ther
than in terms of eacpected dollar costs »7

fh® Std>eo3maitte© therefore concurred In the general agency

practice of giving descriptive treatment to those values

which canEw>t be expressed in monetary terms and holding

them apart until the project has oUserwise Justified^

As drsiaai observed that this metiaodf by placing intan**

gibles outside the formal analytical fvma&mr'k^ may en

courage the agencies to understate or Ignore intangibles

in the process of evaluation,®

A b<ui®fit-cost ttoalysis cmiducted by public agmcies

Should be one in which social benefits and costs are given

fuXlest possible expression, She excessive preooot^tion

of the public agencies with market values in present benefit-

cost practices makes it mHikely that social values are

given the attention they deserve.

^Suboomaitte© on Benefits and Costs, Renort to the Fed
eral Inter-Aggmicy River Basin Ooiamittee. Prono3ed"'''Rraotlceg'
for Economio Analysis Pdver ̂ ^ain Proiects. {Wasliingtonp
B, C. j United States uovcmnent Printing Office, 19!!30), p. Id#

%arrea S, (hpaami, pp. p, 119,



2. Ijidlreet WmrntiXe and Cost a

Indirect benefits and coats occur largely as a result

of Interdepend^aeies i^Mch operate throu^ tbe Mtrket

i&ecbanlsia« fismm benefits m& costs mm of ttro typos*

those ̂ leh stMa fr<Ma» m& those shlch mm induced by the

project. Indirect benefits and cost# aj»© susceptible of

akeasurcnent incoaie changes* although lack of

precision inherent in this technique has been the source

of a great deal of controversy over inclixslon of these

types of b«seflts and costs in the analysis for purposes

of eeoocisie jitBtifioation,

The stethod used ty the Corps of SngiinMirSy the BQpart<*

aent of Agriculture* a&& the yedswral Power dswission in

calimlating net indirect benefits as a percentage of direct

benefit® probably leads to understatement of their venues

in aost oases* since these agencies aestate the percentage

to be oaly 10 per cent*^ flm aagnitudes of indirect

effects will prcdmbly ysry substantially froa project to

project* dependi3B® upon the imposes involved and upm the

type of project ccnstructed. It is probable that isit in<*

direct benefits will lie fairly consistently above ten per

P. 110.



Qm% of loii Alus-st tli&i aetoil.

,|iKtj^«Erf«5is« win Ta3?y f3?©sa to pp<gi5®o^»

a© m©tl«>d us©d tgr the Bareati ef Reolaaffittieiif en the

ethea? !iEnd» will profoahly lead to «K|imily eonslstent owesv

et&teiwmt of the valuee of "hmmfltB and eoste, stcwsiaa^

frm b^aefits end oosts asp® a tnae of imsmS. effeot« vhile

Induoed ̂  mm a at^ply effeot. ORi-»

oulation of both d«Riid mS.. uuppXf effects spesolts in

douhlo ooanting. A® M, H, KeXso Ims points ottt, only one

of the two types shonld he caloiiletedi and that the sioaller

Of ̂  two ,^®

Calonlatlon of inilspeot benefits and oosts ii ̂ sen-

MjsI if pi^lie benefit^oost oalcnlatlons an# to

j?efleet full soolal values ♦ S^ta?®®® m^T<& laust he talcen in

VmiT sd^sureaent, however, if mis statement is to be avoided

and the pi^ahility escists that sutostantlal refinaa^t of

national is!ioome aecouating #sta ani teehnitisis will he r

Quired heforo' any real de^ret' of !». attftihsd 1

statements of W0X3P vnlueit"«

Eelso, *'lvaluatlon of Secondai^ B^efits of
Water-hse Proyeots,'* Water Heaouspoes and Eoonomie DereloISiUfeiM
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V  "

ial>03f uXone^

i^n r9d»0li9pa Im

4. Allowaafices fw ami

It mpp^sm thRt tlixN»« of tho fotu;* sot mp»'m

a part of ajamial alloi?aac©3 for both replaomsat

and oMortizatloa* ISm Stiboomitt&o on Boaiefite and Costs«

In its Bvm&vf of &j$Gmj pi^tieesi^^ indicates that this

Is standard practiee for all agencies other timn the Depart-

mmt of Agrlotilture#' It la, himefer, ©xtreisely difficult

to be certain that this poraotice Is actually followed# In

calculation of the separatde costs and annual charges of

the Molsry Froiect# the federal Power Goasiisslon included

both anowanees as a charts against the proi©ot#^5 sine©

r©plac«»mt costs wore IncludM with operation and aaln-

tenanc© costSi in this casei there is the possibility that

the replaceBieat costs referred to w©r© for minor replace-

Bmntsi with replaomaents covered tmder amortization#

SubeoEKSittee, "Proposed Practices," pp» clt**
pp# 80-84*

^^Th© Bepartmmt of Agriculture, sine© it asstMss
perpetml life for its pt^ jects, m charge for anorti-
zation*

^^©deral Power CoEraisslon, Interiia Ariocation of Costs!
M Mm -Hatter tlj© HoBary Proieet* {'rf'ashin^ton/ C. t
^ited States Government Printing Office, Movi^ber, 1953),
P* 28.



»* Suberaaasitt©© oa

<»itt0d alaa® with apemtii^ mid miatanmieo

fo th© exteat that ppm%im Is foliowed by th©

ilmibl® ooaatiag of mmimi oharge® will reoblt#

frowlsioa shotild b© w-de foa oithsr aaortlEatioa or for r©*

plaof^ent of sjajor ®t3?aeta3P©s, but aot bo^ for tho saaiw

projoot. to the msteat that ̂ Is doehle eoimtljig does aot

occur, the a^ei^ stateaeat. of lapaetieos is ooaf^lag-.#

For the eahe of olarityi: the tW asMfei should

be, ©toted explicitly •

^ Corps of the fei^«d Power CoimiB-

sloa tmv:^ set a aaxisasa ©coaomic life for their projects

of fifty years ia spite Of the fact ,»aa^ of those

ispjects caa be assiwiiwi to retwm beaefits ia exoess of

oosts far beyoad this tin® period. TJm foot that beaefits

will probably exceed costs beyoad the fifty year leairi Tm«it

is reoosalsed by both s^saeies, but ̂ e shorter thaa actual

Sid)0<xMitt®e, "Proposed Practices," qt^, P* ®5«



certainty in tii® calculation of future benefit® m& cost®*^^
in aMition to tisi® »otbodl of aocomitlng for rl®^ and

mcertaintyt all of m& pfijlic ase^of®® con®@rv®^

tilr® estis&toB of pro^oct benefit® a® ©ucb an offset j at

otbcr tine® tbey iasflat© '^le i^HJLoMij^e® for iQE^mi rlslES for ,

tbl® purpose

mwm% tbou^ tb© eaad result ney be Um sane, it

preferable to co^peweate for unforeseen risk and uneertalttty
by of a risk factor added to tlie discount rate, jeatber
tlaean by use of tbese indlrsNit swutbo^* ^ part of tbe value
of bemef it-cost amlysis lies in the leeawnus to be learned

fro® eeBiiparls^s of esg^cted resulte of project develop*

leant with eaEperieaeed results. It is largely through con*

tinning evalusticn of past results tt®.t future inprov^sents

in the use of ̂  analysis will be »edo, This roQuiree

tSmt benefit-cost ©atliaates be stated in clear ai^ uncoa^i-

cated %mma in order tJmt expected and ̂ spi

cost relationship® can be i*eadily ^alysedi

benefit*

Subeos^tiee,: "Proposed iwctices," gz* 85-84,

I*# ft ̂ 3.



' ' 6» ?3:*o3©ct ftaB&lnis

It can be stated as a gcnei'-al xnUe tlmt the eoonc^lo

dcfiimbility of aaay specific protest will t>© reflected by

its b®a®fit-cost ratio. If there were m other corj^ldej^

tiona Involved, it wo\ilcl "be possible, therefore, to foUQW

agency praotio© of developing those projects first

which demonstrate the higiieat benefit-cost ratios.

If , however, funds for water resources develoijment

are so limited all eeonomieally justified projeota

cannot be developed, - It faair be neoeeeary to seek another

solution* iln j^tematlve at^t be ranking of project pur*

poses, rather tban projects, by tlMdr bwcmiflt-oost ia,tios,

using the available funds to develop those piucposes 'Whioh

possess the most favorable benefit-cost ratios, IToject

purposes are not, however, cosgjletely indivisible, EVen

where purposeo can be developed eeparately, their beneflt-

eoet ratloo will probabl|r be altered by the existence of

joint costs and joint bi^fits. It will be necessary to

take these joint benefit® and costs into account, aaad also

to consider the possibility of en increase in the cost of

eowg^nlon purposes if they aivi to be added to the pro ject

at a later date. It will also be liecesaary to make provision



for jnirposes to b# add^ later* at tlie time th© orlslaEii

project facilities ar© to b® installed* This will neoea**

sltate abso2?pti<a3i of hig^r construction costs by those

purposes to be developed first than would be the case if

those purposes were to reaaain Independent over time* Tor

this reason it is not lihely that ranking by purpoee will

result in any substantial increase in efficiemy relative

to the method now in use*

The a@efu>y practice appears to be bas^ upon the

aasuapticn that water-'iise projects are ec^letely indivi

sible? that is* that each project aast be developed in its

entirety or not at all* To a certain esetent, Indivisibility

does exist la water-use project dev^opaant, but certainly

not to this degree* It appears likely that considerably

more flexibility Is possible than is assumed by the agen

cies* Within the range of flexibility* it would be possible

to enhance the effeetiveixess of water resources investBient

by developins water-use projects to the point at which tlie

marginal b^aefit-cost ratios of all projects ere approxi

mately equal* This would involve changes in the scope of

water-use projects, but it should also result in higher

net benefits from water resources develops^nt.



10Ni tseoiefit-oost m i% in

publle Ag^Msieo, 1« #ri^t©d, to a irery ̂ eat extent, to«»

wa*t0 project Xnetlfisation In a field in irMob eacie*

teno# ©f iaterdependenoles betwem |a?©jeots and between

e^etease of pnojeete would s^m to indieate tbe applleatlon

^le em&X^Bia ©n a bneader bi^la*

downsti^a effeets of iMPOjeet eonatmetion ftp©

tide^ Into aeootmt to e©ae extent bf tbe a@enoio«, but the

"t^atloneblp between a glTeai pro jeet and laaose wbieb are

developed Mgber in ttoe river oyetea t« lar^ly ignored.

and effeetive developomt of water reeouroea

will roQuire tbat tiae bmefit-oost faaalyeis be apidied ©a

a level wMcb will v&flmt tbe tNnaefits costs wMob

will eoortt© ©Itoer proieote In. ttee eyatssi' trm addltioiHil

d©velo|«ent, ffeie will probably Ijavolv© eaienlati<m ©f

b^mefits and ooste for ̂ tire river ̂ eteee ©a mmh the

aane type of **witb and witbout" baeia now (t^loyed in



csletaatlus thB mp&mhlB m& eosts for pm^m%

The ben©fit-oost analysis as It Is aprplisd to wator

resowroos SsTelopraont repjf^sonts an attsispt to plaoo suoh

dsrolopraent mMr mfmomXe soruti^y in a wb^ tbat is <|uit«

<!lifforeiit from otlisr fofBUB of public inr^toont* As tho

1l3«cnsfit*cost analysis is roflxys# and ths data for msastirsw

mailt suid the teelmiques of msasurammt are developed, tMs

type of economic evaluation can be smtde of otlM^r forms of

public inTestm^at activity^ This will have important eoni^

eequsnces for water resources develo|iBient| since it will

then be jiossibl© for water resource development to "tfi^e

Kie Oregon State Water Resources Board recently
ctm^leted a study of development potential of the
River wMch Included Smt such an analyola,

A broader analysis of l^s type would probably include
Boste oalculations illative to the effect idileh system de
velopment mlgiit have upon regioiml growth along the lines
Indicated "by Soim Irutille, A part of the preliminary work
of benefit*oo8t analysis would then be en evaluation of the
types of resources to be developed, with sn eye towards de*
veiopment of those resources which would attract "growth"
industries to the region, Jolm V, Krutilla, "(Criteria
for Svaluatlng Regional development Programs," America^

UmWii Hmsp vol., ife. 2,,
ifey» 1955, PP< 120-132.



its pXmm in tlis sllosation of public ftmfls t© tli®

la sMlMoa* tlis asvslopwmt ©f inprovsd tsclmlquss

for svslustlag th® effects of water resources develoimeiitft

could well serve &s & step towajNls better teclmiques for

of tb® gtaerel ppoblois of developaeiit,^^ Ttm

wmmsitf, la bosioflt-oost axsKlfsis, for working out solu

tions to 'tlio ps^oblem of s^pressiiig social value® and eosts

could lead to sose worleable answers to a probl^ extending

far beyond water resources developient.

^exrm S» (braWt m* SU^»» P* 1^*

^Ibid.

"" " * "

! '^1
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